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PREFACE

they will doubtless enjoy a considerable degree of pcrina

net ice.

The Olympic rule** virile perhaps not nearly ns satisfac

tory from many standpoints, are not likely to undergo re

vision in the near future. The inertia characteristic o( an>

international governing body in sport would prevent thett

rules from being changed with the abruptness which, in th<

past, has been characteristic of our own lot* n ollrgiate code

This promise of a reasonably permanent condition has led

me to endeavor to compile such a book. It is my hope that it

will fulfill my early expectations and that it will be of use to

the coach and to the wrestler.

The selection of the holds described is b; * d upon my
belief that they are the ones most likely to U- of use. Un-

doubtedly, there are many holds which have been omitted;

however, it is hardly to be expected that a book will ever be

written which will incorporate all of the thousands of possible

holds. No claim is made for originality in any of the holds

or maneuvers. It often happens that a wrestler develops

some hold which he believes to be original with himself only

to find after extensive inquiry that the particular hold has

been in use for several centuries.

I should like to take this opportunity to express my ap-

preciation to Charles W. Andrews, former Coach of Wres-

tling at the University of California, for initiating me into

the pleasures of amateur wrestling. His boundless enthusi-

asm and limitless energy, together with his ability to impart

his knowledge of wrestling, made him a coach without equal.

I also wish to express my thanks to David Jones, now Coach

of Wrestling at the Los Angeles Athletic Club, whose in-

struction added much to my skill and understanding while

wrestling under his supervision at the Olympic Club of $an
Francisco, California.
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1 wish to acknowledge my indebtedness and express my
gratitude to Profcvsor Frank L. Klcchcrgcr, Director of

Athletics for the University of California, for his interest in

this book during its preparation, and for his very helpful

ftiiggestions on the treatment of certain of the topic*. It was

largely due to his encouragement that I undertook the task

of writing this book. Few couches have had the opportunity

to receive the earnest co-operation and wise counsel which

has been my lot.

It would have been difficult for me to have presented the

material in this book without the aid and advice of the many
members of the University of California wrestling teams. I

am deeply indebted to them for their constant constructive

criticism and assistance, and for their patience while aiding

me to clear up the many questionable points which arise when
endeavoring to make a written description of wrestling holds

understandable.

The photography is largely the work of Erwin W. Matt-

ion, Captain of the University of California Wrestling

Team in 1929, and at that time the outstanding college

wrestler of the Pacific Coast, and Charles A. Pease, of the

University of California. Their suggestions have been in-

valuable in the preparation of the illustrations.

I wish to express my gratitude to the present Captain of

the Wrestling Team, Kenneth McNamara, and Jack

Schneller of the University of California Wrestling Team.
who have given freely of their tune and effort, and exhibited

remarkable patience and understanding while posing for the

illustrations.

Much valuable assistance in the organisation and prepara-

tion of the manuscript has been received from ABee B. Stone.

Her painstaking efforts have more than earned my grateful

thanks.

Hxxby A. Stoke
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CHAPTER 1

ll/Lf WteAtL?

wrBSfTLDfO, long recognized as the greatest of all comba-

tive sports, is rapidly becoming one of America's for'

athletic activities. Nearly everyone likes to engage in vigor-

ous, wholesome sport. Young men and boys hare a natural

desire to place themselves in situations where they are on

their own responsibility, with success or failure depending

upon their own intelligence, skill, speed, arid strength. This

spirit of conquest, this desire for physical adventure, is ft nor-

mal heritage of youth. It would be an uninteresting world if

we did not, at some time during life, relish the opportunity

to measure our physical prowess against that of our fellow

Athletic competition is an age-old device for the grati-

fication of this natural urge. Pram time immemorial man's

\o excel Has found its expression in simple contests and

games. From the time man first learned to run, to tl

Stone* or to draw I bow, he has engagrd in friendly ami seri-

ouscompetition with Ins feUow& Contestsbetween '.ndivuluals

always £nen the Simplest and D ST the

QOmp ttf athletic ahiht I

person*) contact nature. s
i

^ v> astKnjoi i

iny, \isu:\ii\ cai\ be depended upon ta o

- tun\t\ sfactKM\ v . U

can Iv dqHMulcd iu\>m \\\ * \ y .s an outlet

1



WHY WRESTLE?

of this universal human tmifr. wrestling and similar sports

will continue to hold i prominent place m Athletic ..

WHAT WRESTLING OFFERS

En recent 'rarly every modern tfyn. has

ratling, making it ponihl reas-

nngry greater number* to share the a/lvanta#<- : of partii

tsim Tie sections of the J States, growth of

intgrcrt has been so remarkable that wrestling ha* dwarfed
aflodsexbiatwhi* of atUrtir^ as an sadoor winter sport This

great oncrease a* snterest and participation is not altogether

wAhwA fiafiuc^ Certainly, wrestling has much to offer

the young athlete. The desire to poasesa a strong, weD-

developed, and beautiful body, such as wrestling can give.

is ihssnit uainuaal among young men. The sport has often

been ssngird out by coaches, phissfians. and athletic directors

as being wiper* «r to all other forms of athlete* for achieving

dividual* srbo contend thai ine"race is ur*ier£oinf? physical

fftiogre asson need only to attend an Intercollegiate wres-

tling tournament and see the physical n of th*

testant* in order to have ample real adjust their

J * must not be const n»#*i

that

i



WHY WRESTLE? ]

can build j» powerful, graceful body equipped with ,» utrrmg

t And adequate lung*. All thuf I • needed It fi II el Intel

eet, enpplemented bj eoneefentfouj training undei i own
pi u " f in rt i ifctm

sVreeffi rl mei 1 1 fl mti h n- builds i lej met]

insurpaereri h

not dim i gnod wrestler e

mefi diwVully el o*r*ss*ry t/j

overpower Afi aggressor, Tl featOO* for this,

Wre *tt*Ht ThehoM*
employed have r from centuries of experience and

use in Actual warfare ami rn *porL Although moat of the

devices of the wrestler are of ancient origin, it nesertheieat

icmaim a fact that few, if any, of the people who would pro-

voke a fight are at all familiar with the wrestler « tactics and

hold*. They faU a* easy prey to hn efforts. When
[

against clever exponent* of the c
* naive %y

my* and [ have a more difficult

but even here he maintain! I advant-

I ttractm f
4 may *ecm f<-*r a*

premier act) ical development

Hnd to he genera ^nized a* an unequaled means of

<*, the*e are ikH the only reawms, or the best ones, why.

oare a perwm leant* to wrestle, he almost invariably txm-

1 ^v regaro 1«i wmree

asurc. a means | «Vdesome. vigorous e*er-
•
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WRESTLING IN HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

The recenl increase ol interest in wrestling is due largely

to a bettei understanding on the part of the general public

ol thi differences between the amateur and professional

phases of the sport. As long as the popular concept of wres-

tling wom molded by professional performers, who conduct,

not an athletic contest, bill a melodrama, and incidentally do

everything in their power to impress spectators with the

brutal nature and the danger of the sport (whether feigned

Or real does nol matter), it was difficult indeed to understand

w by anyone would care to use what passed for wrest ling as a

medium for play, physical development, or recreation. The
change in attitude can be attributed to the efforts of physical-

education departments of our public schools and universities

more than to anything else. Physical educators and wres*

tlintf coaches are becoming more and more successful in their

efforts to dispel popular misconceptions. Amateur wrestling

is n«»w being presented in it', true light, [ts yolui q iporl

on being emphasized Parenti and educational administrn

tori on being bown thai il is intelligent!) regulated, has

high standards of ethici and iportsmanshfp ondii odi lirabli

itj m in* ii thi can sponsoi without qualms it is being

i ini " o inglj t U 01 thai amati m i ompi tition it i on

ith dm «' gafd tot \>h pl/en Thf i uli do
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no) permit the Poul tactics which art n part «»r th< vttlgai

exhibitions staged i
» \ men) professional pscudo*wrcstIcrSi

either t<> provide n vioarious satisfaction foi the lavagt In

itinoti »>f the leei Intelligent <»« morclj to rurniih amusemi nl

Thii i»n\ understanding has resulted In « great Increase In

un'Jlm^ in high schools find colleges within I lie past I « v\

deccdi i

[ntereil in wrestling <>n the pari of physical eduoatnrs

was nol much In evidence until shortly after the first World
Win. Wrestlingi although fostered by n fevi forward

looking colleges, oeciuiional athletic clubs, and V M.C A

was almost nonexistent in secondary schools. Not t till t boyi

did not wrestle—the} usually managed t<> do plenty of It.

They always have, and probably always will, hut at that time

the wrestling they did was on their own initiative, was not

supervised, was done without instruction, and was certainly

no part of the school's educational program.

Beginning With the twentieth century theories of education

have been generally revised. Progressive physical educators

now realize that it is their duty to provide opportunity for

wholesome recreation for everyone and not to confine their

efforts to developing a few star athletes, The fad that a

hoy happens to he Undersized, poorly developed, or even suf-

fering from some physical handicap does not justify his be-

ing denied the opportunity to enjoy and benefit by activt

participation in athletics. It still happens that the values <>\

high school and college athletici an sometimes almost com
pletelj monopolized bj th( largei boys. The small fellovi

find', himself completely ignored in many of out common
athletic eventi I »> most ol oui team spoils the fellow •

Itti

mediocn skill li eithei given no consideration o\ ftfiAt bin

activity confined to "warming thi bench "< serving

chopping bloel <"» thi mon proficient n hi should m
u, * ;.; || \u \i otU n u uU i '

-"' o( tb< tm I
o»;.» \u
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of U9 have failed to

uadeiatian. TIh idea that a

. . _; . and oo-

- in accepted view that has

,< coaches and physical educa-

tors, v i
, suit thai many tail to believe a sport worth

whih unless its protagonists claim thai it will develop these

definite traits \^ surely as it takes certain physical require-

ments, wch as speed, agility, grace, and strength, before a

mm maj become a champion wrestler, it is equally certain

that he most possess self-reliance, initiative, determination,

and courage as well as a willingness to exhibit a proper re-

gard tor the rules of the game and to extend courtesy to his

opponent

l f a person has .1 desire to excel in sport bul lacks the nec-

essary physical qualifications, it is a well-known fact that

these requisite abilities can be developed* Strength can he

increased by hard work. Speed will also increase if a strong

effort is made toward that end. Awkwardness can he over-

come by first [earning the exact technique of important ma-

neuvers and then following with diligent practice. Similarly,

qualities which we ordinarily associate with the individual's

personality, it' d< ficient, ran he developed by supplying the

stimulating situation, suggesting the proper response, if nec-

. and then encouraging the pupil to overcome the weak-

ness through repeated effort in similar circumstances.

Sere individual sports are at their best. The wrestler,

. or tennis player is given an Opportunity for telf-

* il del allows who play team games.

1\< i; ubmerge hi- personality and merely be a pari

!a'ne which il directed by someone else. Once he

Mm- ' ontest, the final out me is his own responsibility.

NTeedli udi competition cannot develop into a con-

test between hi •
-. and coaches who supply the
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tnleUigenci bo direct the strategy, In an individual iporf no

coach can send in remedial advice at i crucial moment, and

no substitute will appear when an athlete's powen begin to

wane, lie cannot e\ en take time out to discuss his difficulties

with his teammates. He is in there on his own responsibility

and must make his own decisions. His success depends upon

his own intelligence determination, and physical powers,

Surely this is a situation which calls for self-reliance, in-

itiative, and ability to decide upon a course of action when

pressed for time and often when in a condition of acute phys-

ical discomfort.

The eyes of spectators and officials alike are focused upon

the athlete engaged in individual sport. Their interest is not

diverted by the presence of from ten to twenty other con-

testants. Being under such a searching scrutiny from friend

and foe, a man must necessarily conduct himself in an en-

tirely Sportsmanlike manner. Certainly, this is home out by

the remarkable absence Of displays of foul tactics, rowdyism,

and ill temper on the part of the contestants in amateur

wrestling meets. This self-imposed discipline might easily

result in a pattern for general behavior and self-control. If

people in all walks of life would observe the rules of the game
with the same scrupulous exactitude and would treat their

associates frith the same generosity and courteous considera-

tion demonstrated by amateur athletes participating in indi-

vidual sports, it would he a different world. Surely, if ath-

letics can be helpful in the development of personality, the

physical educator is overlooking his best tool if he concen-

trates solely on team games and neglects to include com-

bative individual sr>orts in his athletic program.



vrrv

A WtESTUH6 IN THf ANCIENT WOtLD

f\ xhih~£H Amateur wrestling «*minghr has cook into

iwncnce onhr within the last few decades* it is by no

mas a new sport. It is one of the oldest kAown to num.

siting has a k*ur and honorable history, with a tradition

play and sportsmanship which can be traced hack

through the centuries In the anciet\t Gums wres-

tling :~al part of the Pentatldon. a form of all-

nd athletic charapk>nshi^ featuring running jumping,

rad thrv s s & success!

wits amended gn i
-

j perhaps to the feet

n engaged in n> res-

tlmg and consequently had an understanding ind appreda*

lion -port. Most of the ancient peoples held wrestling

upon v high plane Not only were the heroes of their

mythological tales often wrestlers of superb skill ami great

strength, but even their gods were credited with great knowl-

edge and ability. One has only to read the tales of the

Homeric Age to reali/.e the important and honorable position

held by wrestling in the minds of the ancients.

The athletes of ancient Greece were not the first to engage

in wrestling contests. The histories of earlier peoples—the
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Babylonians, Egyptians, and Hindus record tin fad thai

n\ resUing in some form a .is taught to tin ir \ outh as i mat w i

of military expediency, Certainly it can be i

that t' as irrestling is ickin tht pasfl

| £ on siiKT the

_ • _ me. ai>d early man undoubtedly owed r —
\ ival not -trength but abo to his ability

to us; iligence and thereby increase the effect of his

natural powers by the development of various Mows, hoick,

and trips. With these, his chances for swrriTal were much

heater when he was forced to» strive with hts adversaries.

Once tested and perfected, these devices were in ail pisfcdhfl

used on from generation to gejKratmt to he mew an

warfare. It was only after the invention of gunpowder that

successful military accomph rhnient did not necessar.hr de-

pend upon the skill and physical pr the r i lU tinf.

armies. Trier is not surprising? that we find the

earliest history recording that youth of ancient nations were

trained in the enrions ^onal combat

tn tiaM re of these *'. - ;.une even

-ated into

s

\^
s ma) comb it is s pal&a]

established and Oh the activity i j - ,wr\{-

Win re is, in actual « leath 01 dis

orient has been . Ihe participant no • :

his energy toward the attainment of the g
rules- of the sport. Many restrictions and coi

introduced, Certain blows, holds, and tad cs rred in

order that the sport may be safer for those engaged,

Costume has also had its influence. In many eases the

rules of certain national forms of wrestling prescribe where

and how holds may be taken on a specified dress or hai
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defeat the original

port l
I ii that all of our present-

i been modified insofar as their usc-

fulra tual killing and maiming is eon [t is dif-

ficult to 0OUpl< -iri\ n ... t of holding

\ on h's w ith the Inside

nd Hal N ion hold. Similarly, the custom ^(

nil of e\ ii in .1 boxing

n to \ lit un

Without doubt the earjj farms of combative iports ap

I tht mili fcarj is ol then daj more than

a \ v u!u i mm n nt or modern mili

\ needs *ws ad holds wen developed from

id net>t \w dearilj jraiee combat, whereat manj of the

» sitting* boxing, and Judo have no

nux'I' . - md PVu i
-N iuu-h- in thi wrestling practiced

h\ tht — I v
.

i

, timt when it was first introduced

into I
. v

v
\ v thi wrestiai attempted mere)] to

s opponent to the ground while he retained ins own
o\i (o dispatch hint with some weapon*

itill important, does not occupj so

prominent i place in modern amateur w restling, Of com m^

manj of the characteristics of lerioui combat srs itlll rs

tained in sll of our model n combath s sports. Modern w pea

tling has many of them, and the sport is generally considered

to be the best means of offense and defense for an unarmed

man.

This brief discussion will give the reader o genera] idea of

how wrestling and similar sports originated and developed

under the pressure tA' military need. Methods of warfare

have undergone great changes since ancienl times and the

importance of direct application of wrestling skill has been

overshadowed by the introduction of modern weapons deal-

ing in wholesale slaughter. Nevertheless, in World War II
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partly for direct ase, and partly because v. u proved

i one of the best peychalugical preparations f<»r actual

combat

MODERN WRESTLING, A UNIVERSAL SPORT

Today the value of w ratling is universally recognized [Is

mi'.it popularity is not limited to any nation, group ol ni

tions, or pace, At each Olympiad naaj be Pound wrestlers

not onlj hrora almost ever) oountr) in Kuropc Mid \-

Minor but from Australia, America, iu\d the Orient as well

all contesting ftu what in tmh n world supremacj in iporl

TWO STYltS OF MODIRN WHISTLING

ttecauac two distinct styles of wrestlingi known as ( Iwet o

Roman and Pre* Stylet an practiced throughout tlu oivi

liaed world, two separata championship tournaments art hi M

at \Ur (>i\ mpic Games

Contrarj to the belief of maivj people In this country,

Gtwco Roman wrestling is n«>i Identical with the wrestling

practiced in the Pentathlon «»r the ancient Olympics The

(tNttco-Roman wrestler Is not content with mcrelj ups< tting

his opponent but continues the struggle and endeavors to

force his opponent's shoulders to the mat Manj w atri< tions

are imposed by the rules. All holds must be taken above

the waist \ fee of the legs for tripping, scissoring, or holding

is forbidden. No hold is allowed which might result in

mis injury. A fall, winch terminates s match, is defined as

the touching of both shoulders to the mat at the same time.

If, at the end of twenty minutes of wrestling, no fall has

occurred, the two judges and the referee vote to award the
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fa is demon*

\\ n riling which • • uhstantially the sami us Gneco-

K man it j le 1 ut 1 luropc for 5< \
-

i .1 • ring slightly dif-

ferent con cntions, V.mU i century ago the French

undertook to regulate the spurt with n carefully compiled

.i of mi' I I" it efforts were very successful, and in n

nhoii time them rules wert universal!) accepted by followers

nt this gtyh "i wrestling. The rules h;i\< undergone little

change to tin present daj French influence in Gneco-

Roman wn itling was in great ni thai time that even now

co Roman is called French in eastern Burope.

M< i ausi ill hold . must Ik taken with the arms, n successful

io Roman wrestler must l»« a man of exceptional power

in thf uppi » hii<l\ m.iii\ of tiir itanding throws used, such

,r tli* i'i\.n|' Mare and various throws over tlu hip or body,

givi even falls I'hi Free Style wrestler avoids the

bating effect oi these hold* rendering them in< (fectiial

bj entwining hi leg« ivitli those ol his adversary < Because

this list "Mi,, legs i"i blocking standing throws is forbidden

the <.!»'" Roman •••" tier, the possibility of injury from

hard fall It gn aU i than in mi) otto r form of wrestling*

\> hen wn itling defensively on the mat, the Graco Roman
i o pi i vi nted b) the rules from entangling his

with ih"
i of I" opponent in order to draw his body

h< irl) parallel and thereb) make his escape, He must

1

1

) >* >n his ihilifv In hriil/j, . Vnv this rc.-isoo Gra?CO*

Roman wrestlers spend -i #Tent deal of time developing the

le! of their necks. Free Style wrestlers are oftentimes

led by the phenomenal feats of strength exhibited by

Gnvco-E man wrestlers in the performance of their neck

exercises. Gneco-Roman wrestling enjoys great popularity
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throughout continental Europe, i has never

popular in Ann rica.

In English-speaking countries, Free Style wrestling is far

more popular than Graco-Roman. Judging toom per

formance in the Olympic Gaines, American. Scandinavian,

and Turkish wrestlers surpass all others. Free Style

wrestlers are permitted to take holds helow the Waist, trip-

ping and tackling being common maneuvers. The only holds

forbidden are those generally regarded as dangerous A .

in (ira-eo-Roman, a man is considered defeated when both

shoulders are in siimiUaneoiis eontaet with the mat. BftCauM

of the lack of rest ricl ions mi tllC taking of holds, l-'ree St\ |(

provides n much more interesting spectacle, and also makei

the spoil far more intriguing to the contestants. The grow*

u\jj; popularity of Free Stj l« in demonstrated no! only h\ sn

increase in the numhci of contestants with each mcceeding

Olympiad hut also hy an Increase in the numhn ,.f tmm\

engaged in international contests The fturopcan

pionships climax jm annual ichcduh of international dus

wn tiling meets. United States teams visil Bcandinnvis and

tin Orient in turn, teams representing Japan and Guati

main visit America and eompct* with Pacific Coast club and

univ( rsity t< ams.

NATIONAL FORMS OF WRESTLING IN THE ORIENT

In addition to th< Grace lloman and Free Style wrestling,

sponsored by the Olympics and practiced throughout thi

world, nearly every nation has developed n sty)* 1 peculiar to

itself. In India the Hindu, employ a method of wrestling

which is not greatly unlike In* Style, the only imp*

difference being that it is permissihle for a wrestler to

his opponent's trunks when applying certain holds.

The Japanese have their own style of wrestling, which is
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imfl ii 3umd wrestler, entirely naked except

!«.i i lit
i
n m. if. iii

.

t i. < hii opponent in the center of i

hi i« mi foot i
ii-

1
ii ibjective is either to force Ins oppo-

nent i" '• p nut iid( "i th( • i" h 01 i" throw him 10 thai lome

portion ol hii i- dj othei thitn hii ft 1 t, touchei Uie grounds

tti tit ii< i
i

.» • in oppi ii< ni i declared d< f< >t< .1 rht spoi I

w ill probabtj nevei becotw popuhu in Occidental oouniriti

i
' \n M losing i;i ound mi i tpan ! iaitu|

mi. . .
• i m i udo

I udo "i J tU I
» u lust Umiu, is |

* \wk h dot i not d v from lome

cma] to\ ins dei i lopi d in I ] uit hon

long ll hai ^< i n pi at m Ii uncei tain Hie

first school of Jiu JitaUi Uh R i - died

in the year 15^*- \ K of J m Jiteu were founded

durii i
i ' k had ill m methods

.it ion of

eonl BU Di Jig ro Kai I >

Tganiza?' - able to combine tl kblc fea-

ture- <>ls and to found On K I

; Rui. or

Fill J 1 1' j en sport its

1

I
I

•
.

I • '
I p

i
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i Iftth
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momentary unconsciousness, or by Applying itifltcicnl prei

SUrC against a joint, usually the elbow, to compel liirn to

resign,

The Chinese have pracl iced their om n Poims of boxing and

wrestling for menj centuriei Chinesi vvresUing is cor

sidered bj lonv historians to be the Forerunner of i

ioi ins ol Japanese J tu Jitsu

V^RfMUNi; IN I ARM INLAND

», omhath i snd hoi
lj

Ned *

ipecie usi nation '. tagfa Sasoti Reft pes

ding apjM -N tluv^

Hm is - ss j RugNih mrtiif,
later known ssI^ooseSt] s v .itotattmr Accounts

ate that it n i moevhat similar to t)M

twfesfl if the ancient O^j apka One of the earliest

entieated rev >h sport tells how the wrestlers

of London e ^hxas in a series of contests with the

Iter. The mutches were held in London in

the

\\ ave been one of the f ]>orU

of 0i« I The peak of it* popularity

J I when

thai -

•

i

!', M-' M.'I'U'

o |,
l I

J,j,< -! J
•

i,' d ».
| i

'i m "
•

fwH grsntl m
ii ( , - n ,,(

i

'•' Hi (1 ' '•". red iJm |

,,,. ii -! Im< |f|
». .,l I , M,< r w^rr M

, ,, >.['(, r (M M»* ' 'I L' '»!* j< ' ! '»! M>' J J' •

yfofftlei • i : to thro Mm ftppoiM w( U\ tto ground
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he h ll ch only on three point* two shoulders and a hip, or

two hips unci n shoulder.

i inc ishir* wrestling, th< immediate forerunner of modern

Catch .is Catch Can and Free Style wrestling, added ground

wrestling to the original Loose Style. A bout was ended

when one wrestler succeeded in forcing his opponent's shoul-

der blades to the ground and holding them there for a few

Seconds. No special dress or harness was used, the wrestlers

usually wearing short hunks. Kicking and all holds which

mitfht maim were considered to he foul. Strangling was also

forbidden. The contestants were expected to wrestle until

one or the other pinned his opponent's shoulders to the

ground.

DEVELOPMENT OF WRESTLING IN AMERICA

i ..I < in. or, of our earl) customs and amusements, Ameri
..iimy wafl iimilai to the Rnglish <>i the same \><-

rind 1 1»« Westmoreland Cornieh, and Lancashire ntylm all

•I to ( Hi I I
hoy hi '>' i m j>o|/nJ;o

with ;i//im ohm .-d anil \)
'><><<> peopli tod n frontier

I
:-'/' | d;o.\ of H»»

i

; | . - , .

I rA

;
• ' h*Jfl'

I

' A tr**

M% r4 hf*.

PnypoMk ft **h <*/

ok Jin ad-

raong

men for duties of actire Kfe. Among other tiring*, tbj

tution was to provide facilities for swimmi )g< and

other -ports.
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A modem American wrestling boot hears Bttk i !

Manee to the contests in which our forefathers er„

American wrestlers no longer match skill in cither the Cor-

nish or Westmoreland style. In years gone by such bouts

were common enough, but interest in these styles has died

and they now command only historical interest. Their loss

has been more than offset by the very great increase in inter-

est in the Catch as Catch Can style.

Being a development of the old Lancashire style, amateur

Catch as Catch Can wrestling retains many of its features,

and bears it a closer resemblance than does Free Style, the

development of which has been influenced by both Lancashire

and Greco-Roman. To be defeated by a fall, the Catch as

Catch Can wrestler must have his shoulders held on Oie mat

for two seconds. If neither contestant scores a fall, when

the lime limit is reached a decision is awarded the wrestler

who ha-, demonstrate d supei tor ability by scoj ing more points

than hisopponent In common with tin i

tain wn siting tin f xAn i protet

diflg ttl4 I I N III ' ' '

lioih \\* mil

wtuifo are cslcul* br lerlr

A H <A **tt high whmA* amie&egt*me1bMO*UkMC*kk
( *tt *tyt*< the regutaUurj <A wfadb nmfbt kaa4* <sf Ike Bsde*

t' mnmtU* of tlie XeboataJ Cstrgsstr Attktie AaawirtiiHi

I rri^r^^feniate wratfing, fcevfttif mi ^usseneasi desrisfp-

At no time hare Amerntxm ptrawftinl tnafebisi Is* jaAtrfete

with their actions wfceti they Imp* Awagftf lidrf a dmsuac

would rewih m an improrcd wtnatiw . TkiattiSarie has kept

jiU our sports m a state of flax. TV rales of pii itfcag arc

subjected to constant revision- Our fwrtaeat IstereoSe^aSe



n tried out and have been adopted or discard

Inetl
desirable, The Rules Committee has endeavor

u the sport so that it w ill Im enjoyable for both th

tator and the participant and still retain all the desirab

' ling <>t' | The phenomena

itling in recent years

moment t»

school and college conv

lion* n athletic dubs wrestle

ompiled by fch<

The major point o

er credit given Tor efforts

inmate without falls ami th

sful, the desirahilit

in other kind is often questioned^

m college rules are modified to id Hie capacities ^( \\\#

in Ordtl to make the sport safer and more en

l»l< foi those who BW not sulliric nlly mature to meet th

pin Niological demands of strenuous contests Thebouti

tnd practice! have been barred which might be hay

ardoua for tin novice Th< m ighl cla*s< i ar( changed

thai itnalh >
' ithoul handicap81. foi matur* jvrcsth » ii ru

ill] ( ^plained Difft -» ru i \h I oi H

mal < "i

-/Id h< r I
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ness and compete in bouts held under Conditions similar to the

Olympic Games. Those wrestlers who are best able to

make the transition from one of our own codes to the

Olympic Rules are eventually selected for our Olympic

Team.

It would seem logical for all our wrestlers to always com-

pete under Olympic Rules, and, indeed, they would doubt-

less be more successful at the Games if we adopted this

policy. However, we have found our own styles of wres-

tling to be more satisfactory and to be better suited to our

needs. No two tuitions have the same cultural and athletic

background, hence their conceptions of sport arc not identi-

cal. What appears to be very satisfactory for one nation

may not be so for another. An American wrestler would

not care to enter a Sumo contest nor could we expect a

Japanese wrestler to enjoy rolling about the mat in an effort

to pin his opponent*

The Olympic Holes arc excellent but they have not been

popular in America simply because we have not been ;i<

customed to their use Unlike our own or other national

forms, wrestling conducted under Olympic Rules is nol en

expression of the desires of any single group, but must b« re-

garded a 1

,
:i compromise which hoi been entered into by all

competing nations. J>ii i ourselves, many of these nations

would |>;< fei i" hold »if Olympic ( hampionshipi tmdei

own national rules which thej thoroughly undi i uu sod to

i they are accustomed Itfsobfiou r that the

uk of the Olympic Rules, or som arrived at m
tbi MUM manner, r. method whereby international

*/i that *rvery nation wiB he

nm the &iff*r*n&* m ffce

i/ent *tjrtev
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. itouMnotht flj difficult However, boys and men
w estit fiat s varietj of reasons M.m> are primarily inter-

onpetition and are anxious to be granted

an opportunity to demonstrate their ability as members of

some school or club wrestling team. Then there is a larger

group whose interests are mostly recreational. The members

of this group have varied interests; some wish to develop

their bodies, others are concerned with self-defense, but most

of them are wrestling because of the fun they can get out of

it. Naturally this arbitrary division between competitive

and recreational wrestling is not rigidly observed, Interests

change with experience, and we often find a boy who started

to wrestle to develop his body or jusl for pleasure turning to

competitive wrestling when he becomes proficient. On the

other hand, it is not uncommon for experienced wrestlers

whose interests have always been on the competitive side,

when for some reason they can no longer continue, to torn

their interests to recreation.

22
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In each case the .selection, instruction, and conditioning of

an individual presents different problems,

WRESTLING FOR RECREATION

The physical demands made upon the recreational wrestler

are never great, Wrestling of tins sort should be regarded

ms plaj thai nearly anyone can enjoy, Selection of recreu

i ional w restlew is not a matter of elimination but our of pro

motion. Hie instructor does not discourage the inept in

oitlti that be maj have additional time to devote t«* the de

relopment of the more proficient; »t is ins dutj to acquaint

the public to which he caters with the opportunities offered,

and tn encourage people ta participate

«Vge need be given little consideration, Little follows, not

vet in their teens, >> ill select a grassy spot and have their fun i

and it is not unusual to enter a gj mnasium and find nun n\)k>

have passed the half-century mark still following the sport

they learned and enjoyed in their youth. Almost any nor-

mal boy or man, if he is not suffering from some organic

deficiency or infections disease, can use wrestling as a means

for recreation.

Because he is more apt to he intrigued by the novelty of

holds, rather than by their utility, the instruction of the rec-

reational wrestler must he organized more with the idea of

.stimulating and maintaining interest than of producing a

winner in the shortest possible time. Eventually, of course,

the recreational wrestler will be able to gain more pleasure

Prom tin- sport if he can p< rform intelligently and efficiently;

therefore, every opportunity should be taken to teach the

sound and workable holds along with the more spectacular

and complicated ones. He Certainly doesn't wish to be con-

sidered a "dub," but ordinarily he is unwilling to make the
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effort ii< in order bo learn enough about the sport to

become highly proficu til

Conditioning t h« recr< ationol \\ real ler is an easy task. All

thai he carei to d<> is to wrestle often enough to keep himself

in Fairly good physical condition, and this usually means two

or three good workouts a week, He never approaches the

p< il. of physical condition, because his attitude toward sporl

i iuch thai the necessary vigorous training schedule would

soon become drudgery,

He gets pleasure out of his exercise and also enjoys the

associations which he makes in the gymnasium, His desire

is to be a moderately good performer, to keep himself in

fairly good physical condition, and to have an enjoyable

time doing it. There is no great desire on his part to become

a champion.

WRESTLING IN COMPETITION

The competitive wrestler is a very different person. He
not only enjoys his chosen sport, but he also has the urge to

surpass his fellows, to become the champion of his class. He
IS an exacting student o( the sport and is never content with

superficial knowledge; he is not satisfied until he lias mas-

tered e\ <t\ detail Of Q hold, I le gladly trains with a sort of

religious fervor which brings him into a condition of physical

efficiency that permits him i<> use his body to the utmost of

Its possibilities* To be successful he must be sufficiently in-

telligent to be able to have o rn »
< appreciation of competitive

tactics and i^( the value of deception! ( loaching him is a much
more difficult tosh than thai of Instructing his easy-going

comradi w ho w res! tes Pbr pleasure alone,

The selection of contestants (m organised competitive

wrestling depends upon the nature of ih< bouts. The con-

in which they aret gpected to engage are rarely as easy

ms the informal workouts of lh< recreational wrestler.
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These contests require better physical condition because

each wrestler enters the match with the intention of putting

forth his best effort. Nervous strain sometimes becomes an

important factor when rivalry is intense. For these reasons,

it is occasionally desirable to direct interested individuals into

recreational wrestling for time, rather than have them enter

highly competitive athletics when they are not ready to par-

ticipate, A physician should give a medical examination to

all prospective members o( athletic teams where the sport is

considered strenuous. His recommendation should be fol-

lowed.

AGE AND BODY BUILD

The physical requirements for interscholastic and intercol-

legiate wrestling are about the same, but it must be remem-

bered that the ages and degree of maturity of the athletes

who participate differ greatly. Interscholastic wrestling is

faced with this special problem. The age at which serious

competition can be started in any vigorous sport like wres-

tling or football with a minimum chance of unfavorable

results is in dispute. The differences in rates of organic,

nervous, and skeletal growth and development of various in-

dividuals during adolescence makes the rigid application of

any rule very unwise, ll is probably safe to say that any-

thing which is highly competitive Should not be done to excess

during this period of life. Injury can sometimes be caused

bj awkwardness resulting from the loss of muscular co-

Ordination, Which Often accompanies very rapid growth.

Nervous instability might possibly be intensified by the pres*

sure of competition. Even organic damage can result from

levere exercise when too great a load in placed on a cardio*

\ aSClllar System which has not kepi pace with a rapidly grow-

ing body. Coaches Should be Careful and always take th< I

fai tors int<> consideration before asking a boy <<> compete in
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any strenuous sport. In case of uncertainty it is always best

to rely upon the judgment of a physician.

After Mr* buy has passed this period, if he is physically

SOlind .Mini otherwise prepared, there is no reason why he

should nol be permitted to engage in vigorous competition.

As far <is an upper limit on age is concerned, competition

need not be curtailed until it is no longer sate for the partici-

pant. I [ere, again, no definite rule can he made. Some men,

because of poor heredity or unwise habits, become unfit for

Strenuous work or athletics at any early age. Others have

a comparatively long competitive life. We find men over

forty years of age who retain their youthful ability suf-

ficiently to be selected to represent their countries in the

wrestling competition at the Olympic Games. Men over fifty

years of age have been known to enter tournaments and

defeat men half their age. They do not retain all of the

speed, strength, and vitality o^ their youth, but the slight loss

is offset by increased cunning and skill.

As with age, great latitude is also possible when the matter

of body conformation is considered. Coaches have spent

much time and thought in an effort to designate some par-

ticular physical type as being ideal for wrestling. As far as

modern Catch as Catch Can and Free Style wrestling are

concerned, the lack of restrictions on the taking of holds has

made it possible for men of all types to adopl the sport with

good prospects for success. It cannot be denied that the

rules of wrestling not only Clin be, but have been, written in

which give undue advantage to men with ;i certain

build. Grmco Roman w rest ling rules give the man with pow-

erful ;iini and .boulder-, ;i greal advantage. This fad has

given rise ton popular misconception thai .'ill wrestlers are

powerful, burly individuals. Not so very long ago our own

Catch as Catch ('an wrestling, by providing for the winning

of bouts by decision given on a "time advantage" basis, W< nl



to the other extreme and gave the tall fellow with great reach

a decided advantage. In this case, superiority was usually

decided on the ability of one wrestler to maintain his position

on top of his opponent, with little regard as to whether or

not he was actually endeavoring to score a fall. Modern

rules of wrestling, especially those used in Olympic competi-

tion, emphasize the desirability for the performer to demon-

strate real wrestling ability by compelling him to try to pin

his adversary. Because of the large number of holds which

can be used, the present rules give an almost equal opportu-

nity for all types of men to become good wrestlers. The

short, stocky man can specialize in and master the holds

which require great strength in the arms and shoulders; tall,

pliable fellows can adopt those holds which give them an op-

portunity to use their legs to advantage. A survey of Amer-

ican and foreign Olympic teams will lead one to conclude

that there is no requisite physical type.

DEVELOPMENT OF WRESTLING SKILL

There are other desirable qualities which the prospective

competitive wrestler should possess, but these bear little rela-

tion to the individual's build. First, and most important of

all, ;nr intelligence and wrestling skill. Unfortunately a

CQach can do little to improve the former. All that he can be

c\ pected to do is to give the wrestler an understanding of the

problems nn Inch eon front him in a contest, explain the genera]

principle! involved in their solution, and then leave it up to

t 1m athlete himself to make his own choices of moves and his

own decisions ^ t crucial moments. Superior intelligence,

supplemented by experience, makes the smart athlete. Re*

lated (o intelligence are those very necessary characteristics

such as self-reliance, initiative, and determination, which,
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ii«i with the means for their development, have been

dijicussed in a pre© ding chapter.

Tin d< yelopmen! ol wrestling skill, in the Bense of ability

to complete a well co-ordinated maneuver, is a most impor-

tant matter. Intelligence, strength, <>r speed avail a man
little if he does not have tin- necessary skill with which to put

his ideas t<> work <>r •<> capitalize on his physical advantages.

No <me is l>orn w ) 1 1» athletic skill. Some acquire it more

readily than others, hut everyone must learn. The acquisi-

tion of athletic skill is a live problem with all coaches, and

many volumes have been written on the subject. Certain

general principles are recognized, and it is desirable to use

them as guides in any coaching procedure.

'Ulie^fesi step toward developing ability to use a wrestling

maneuver in a skillful manner is to acquire a completejmder-

standing of its mechanical aspects, the conditions under which

it shouTd be empinyeTTralurwTTal results can be expected from

its use. Once this has been gained, it is necessary to j^ractice

the hold with some fellow wrestler who.does_nat attempt to

block it or to offer undue resistance. The maneuver should

be repeated over and over until it can be done smoothly and

accurately. In this way correct tjm ing and co-ordination can

be developed. _ d form is m u ihould

\>&m\k t the son

tiom, until that abo becomes *a* It ii very in

tant at thi* stage tr '-rrfice m accurate execution be

made in order U> increase speed. The maneuver ths*jM then

be tried under wmethmg appr >ndi-

tkim~ The first trials iksfiAA he made irfy

wfeo \% nrA particularly *• In this way the

wM prohsMy mwte*j\. and act'iaJ pr; W h*

-
- Tl i method *1m tend tog ' tki —. " -.-<.

4em* m \m ability -* maneuver. If H is fin* XrmA
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cil'oits to execute liny maneuver are continuallj blocked

real practice occurs, Skill remaini undeveloped and oonfl

dence is lost.

After the maneuver has been tried until U fforkij well

against a less, skilled performer, the amount of opposition

should be increased by steps until it is possible to repeal it Oil

someone of equal skill. By means of this scheme of progres-

sive practice, any hold, the use of which is well-adapted to

the individual, can he developed to a point where it can he

applied successfully under competitive conditions.

The final stage in the skillful use of any hold or maneuver

is the development of ability to induce thejidyersary to as-

sist injLts^jy^ication. This is done by devising methods

whereby he is led to believe that some other maneuver is

about to be tried, and in his efforts to avoid this imagined

danger assists in the application of the actual hold. Ability

to deceive requires imagination. A wrestler must he able to

creafe^^rpprepriate situations and then to predict correctly

just what his adversary will be thinking and doing.

DEVELOPMENT OF OTHER QUALITIES NEEDED FOR
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

If the athletes skii .r
t
r
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i to be ultimately uperioi musl itarl hi wn tling with an

i icellcnl sens* of balance. I ndoubtedly, many excellent

/ i
-

1 1< i
, have round this f<> l>< true in their <<un coses, but

greal improvements can be mad( in balance by patient effort.

The use of correel Form in the application of holds is re-

warded by the development of good balance. Much experi-

ence in actual wrestling is also yery beneficial. Bui ii is no!

necessarj to stop there. The correction of faulty balance can

be aided by endeavoring t«» overcome whatever deficiencies

there arc in the individual's make-up which cause it in the

first place. The use of the eyes to maintain balance is not

importanl to the wrestler. Blind men often make excellent

performers. It is possible, however, to improve balance by

developing the use of the internal ear and the muscle sense.

Certainly much can be accomplished with the latter. Excel-

lent results can be obtained if the athlete is not permitted to

depend upon the use of his eyes. All that is necessary is to

blindfold the wrestler and have him wrestle with someone

who is not blindfolded. The best procedure is as follows:

Two men are placed in the "Referee's Position" on the mat,

with the blindfolded man on top. It is his duty not only to

retain his position but also to pin his opponent. Being un-

able to rely upon bis eyesight, he must necessarily "feel" his

way. He will show marked improvement in balance in a

very short time. lie will also be found to be wrestling much
closer to his opponent and following his opponent's moves

better than before. After a man has learned to work well

from the top position, he can be permitted to work under-

neath while blindfolded. Wheit be has finally developed his

ability to wrestle well on the mat, be can be allowed to try

blindfolded wrestling from standing. In Ibis ease it is neces-

sary for the men to avoid losing contact by having them start

from the "Referee's Hold/' Balance is speedily improved.

To insure best results, blindfolding should not be tried
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until 1

1

jr- wrestler if rail Ij pi aficii nl B botfi

wrestler* leads to wasted effort and in Wlitj

of injury.

Speed , as far as wrestling is concerned! ifl fl matter of

knowing what to do and how and when to do it. and then

doing it as fast as possible. Some individuals an naturally

much faster than others, but their effective speed can he

greatly reduced by indecision or poor form, (rood form

means greater speed, because it implies executing a hold

with the minimum number of moves. Actual speed and

agility can, of course, be improved by practice.

Strength can he increased by hard work. The more a

muscle is used, barring injury and immediate fatigue, the

better able it will be to perform the same duty again. In

order to develop strength for wrestling, the best possible ex-

ercise is wrestling itself. Any special exercises, to be very

useful to a wrestler, should be somewhat similar to the moves

• J^
Fig. 1. Preparing to Bridge.
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Fig. 2. The Bridge.

he makes in an actual bout. The lifting of heavy weights

develops strength well enough, but such strength is rarely,

if ever, useful to a wrestler. The entire movement of lifting

a heavy weight seldom finds its counterpart in a wrestling

bout

Nearly all novice wrestlers lack strength in their necks.

This lack is usually corrected by bridging exercises. These

exercises strengthen not only the neck but the back as well.

The wrestler lies partly on his side, facing upward. His

head is thrown back, and his legs arc spread and drawn up

with both feet flat on the mat. The bridge is made by shov-

ing hard with both feet and at the same time facing directly

upward.

The neck muscles can be exercised by rolling the bead back

and forth or from side to side. Because a large portion of

the weight of the body is supported by the head and neck, this

exercise is fairly severe for a beginner and should be done

with moderation at the start. There are manv variations,
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M.m\ wrestlers use then heads mm pi\ «>i unit turn over and

over with no other portion of their bodies, < hh pt dun- feci.

touching the mat. The same neck exercises can be done

while facing the mat Often s wrestler lies on his side on

the mat and lias a fellow wrestler take an Inside Crotch and

Half Nelson hold. He then bridges and rolls over, carrying

his partner over and underneath. The exercise is then re-

peated in reverse order.

A powerful grip is very desirable. It can he obtained by

squeezing an old tennis ball for a few minutes each day.

Rope climbing is also an excellent means for increasing the

strength of the grip and of the arms as well.

The abdominal muscles can be strengthened by doing

sitting-up exercises. The wrestler sits on the mat with both

legs together and straight out in front and has someone hold

his feet down. He then folds his arms on his chest, arches

his back, and drops slowly back toward the mat until his

head just touches. He quickly resumes his original position.

This exercise can be repeated many times. Another excel-

lent exercise is to lie flat on the mat, face upward, arms out-

stretched, and hands palm down. The legs, held straight

and close together, are lifted about two inches from the mat.

Circles and figure eights are described in the air with the

feet. At the bottom of any movement the legs should be

horizontal, with the feet barely clearing the mat. At the top

the legs should be Vertical. There are many similar exer-

cises which serve the same purpose,

The ordinary push-up is an excellent exercise for a ivrea

Her because it is similar to his efforts to gel from a prone

position to the regular defensive position on the mai.

Running and POpe skipping are often suggested as means

for strengthening the legs. Actually M is probably aboul

us good, and nineh more enjoyable, to play a game of basket-

ball or handball.
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Tin real wilue of running is in developing organic

itrength and endurance, rather than in strengthening the

Running ia unequaled for tins purpose. Endurance

is more .1 matti r of <l< veloping the heart and lungs than it is

of processing excessive muscular strength. The develop-

1 in n1 <»i the heart muscle should be approached with at least

the same care thai anj other muscle should receive. Exces-

sive strain should always be avoided. This is very im-

portant at the start of training, when there is a tendency to

overdo. As the heart muscle becomes stronger and endur-

ance increases, the amount oi' running can be increased until

two miles can be covered without much discomfort.

Not every wrestler can profit by running'. The successful

performance o\' a few men depends upon the agile use of

their legs, which in turn is dependent upon unusual flexi-

bility. If running tightens them up, it may impair the wres-

tlers' skill to such an extent that they are no longer capable

of superior performance. These fellows must increase their

endurance by hard work on the mat.

The wrestler who is interested in improving his ability

should keep in mind the following requisite qualities of the

superior performer:

1. Intelligence, along with which should be considered cer-

tain desirable characteristics such as self-reliance, initiative,

and determination.

2. Skillful use of wrestling holds and maneuvers.

3. Balance.

4. Speed and agility.

.). Strength.

(>. Endurance.

lie should know his strong points and his deficiencies, and

endeavor to capitalize on the former as well as to correct the

latter.



CHAPTEB t

I he ath urn: who claims wrestling as his sport, with the

expectation of becoming a National or Olympic champion,

must not expect to have his hopes fulfilled the first year that

he competes. The preparation necessary for any athletic

competition such as wrestling requires the acquisition of

much knowledge and skill, as well as getting into superb

physical condition. All of this takes a great amount of time.

It is certainly not a matter of a few days or weeks of prac-

tice, hut requires many months, even under the most favor-

able conditions. For an athlete to develop sufficient ability

to become a National champion, he must usually spend at

least three to four seasons in active competition. It some-

times happens that exceptional individuals have become out-

standing performers with as little as two years of wrestling

experience, hut such eases are rare. Most of our National

Collegiate Athletic Association champions have had two or

three years of high-school wrestling before they engaged in

collegiate contests. 1 sually they gain distinction during the

third or fourth year of their college experience.

The training of competitive wrestlers is almost completely

in the hands o( high schools, colleges, Y.M.C.A. s, and

35
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I ugh thtrr art certain differences in
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EARLY TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION

regular season f6r competitive wrestling is in the

winter ami early spring. In order to be adequately pre-

pared* the beginner should commence to receive instruction

and start getting in good physical condition early in the tall.

If he is an apt pupil, he can become a fairly good performer

by the time the contests are held.

When the beginner first steps on the mat, lie will tind it

desirable to restrain his very natural urge to engage immedi-

ately in informal contests. He has little or no knowledge

and skill and is probably lacking in certain of the necessary

physical requirements. In order to avoid possible injury

and to insure enjoyment and rapid progress, actual wres-

tling should he delayed until he has acquired a rudimentary

knowledge of holds and tactics and is in moderately good

physical condition.

Instruction of the beginner is usually started with those

easily learned holds which are taken from standing. It is a

common practice to initiate the novice by teaching him to

dive for his opponent's legs. The reason for this is twofold.

Most of the ideas which inexperienced hoys h;ive ahoul

wrestling center on how they expect to throw someone In the

mat. In the second place, most of them have had some

previous experience with tackling, usually having played

gomes in which that maneuver plays a prominent part.

Using this as a starting point, it is possible to learn much
[ibout wrestling from the standing position by studying the
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different ways of tackling and of blocking and countering.

A fe^ simple methods of holding n e mat taking

him out of position, and pinning him art1 the next tknjga

importance. In Ibis way the beginner is equipped

some holds with which he can defeat b meat;

naturally enough, that is what he is interested in d

After an offense has been learned, the wrestler shotiM

his attention to defense. concentrating on blocking his op.

ponent's moves and lemming methods -
:

>,n£ from the

underneath position.

The choice of holds and maneuvers on the mat which

should be learned tirst should be selected From those gen-

erally regarded as fundamental. The coach should select

those which he believes the novice will have the best chance

to learn quickly and use well. If the choices are wise, the

most rapid progress can he made in this manner.

While he is becoming skillful, the wrestler should also pre-

pare himself physically. He should do exercises such as

bridging or sitting up to remove any deficiencies in strength,

and he should run in order to build up endurance. When
his physical condition is satisfactory, lie should wrestle with

others of about equal size and ability. In this way he will

have an opportunity to put the things which he has learned

into practical use.

The latter part of ibis early training period should be de-

voted in giving tbe novice an opportunity to acquaint him-

self with a large variety of holds. Within a few months, he

should have acquired an understanding of the use of most of

the common holds and the methods of blocking them. No
single phase of wrestling should be overlooked. This should

not be taken to mean that he should he proficient with all of

these holds; it is an exceptional wrestler who can acquire

skillful use of more than n few holds, in each phase of the

sport, during this portion of the first season. His knowledge
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and understanding should lx broad, even ii his skill is necei

,inl\ limited because «»i th< lack ol linn to acquire ii. tn

tins manner ii udl be possible for him t<> direct liis efforts

intelligently when he entt rs regular contests.

The habit of systematic organization in the wrestler's

thoughts and actions should he formed as soon as possible.

'Hie first step toward such organization is to classify holds

and maneuvers according to their purposes. The most easily

understood division that can he made is the separation of

standing wrestling from mat wrestling.

Standing wrestling can he considered under four general

heads:

1. Holds which can he used to take an adversary to the

mat when facing him.

2. Holds which enable a wrestler to get behind his op-

ponent .

;$. Holds used to bring the other wrestler \<> the mat after

h.-i\ ing gone behind.

v. I folds used to gel free when the adversary has gone

behind.

Mat wrestling is divided into thre< parte:

I. Hold-, ;oid maneuvei which are used from on top to

control the other wn itlei and to bring him into •< i>'-

where pinning hold

A I lolAi Hi ti\ to p

9 R ( ;-' holds and mi euvei m hich an u ( d |

underru ath for the pui ^ting free <

NO ir .

'I h< nukl be

i

ultim te excellent pert
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learn much about the competitive Hide of* ih<- spurt, hi ihoukl

seize every opportunity to watch good wrestlers in action*

Attention should be paid to the maneuvers they use to gain

advantage, how they escape from difficult positions, and how

they use their knowledge of tactics to win their houts. H'

should learn how to estimate a wrestler*! skill. Ability to

detect points of weakness should be developed along with

the ability to devise means to capitalize on them. This lb

should not be confined to prospective opponents, but should

include every excellent performer he has an opportunity

observe.

His own early competitive experience should be directed

toward excellence of performance in the ikillful execution of

holds and the use of good generalship in the bout.

emphasis should • sity of winning these

early encounters, because, to the novice, the supposed need

for victory may « lily real need for the

development of the ability to think clearly and the acqutsv

tion of poise. Winning will eventually take care of itself if

the wrestler can make use of the hold* and maneuvers which

season is a period of development

KS than when he i« victorious. It is moeh
r the no* u pride in skillful per-

formance than to derefc n winning. It should he

nat it is much more creditable to hare wrestled

l superior athlete than to hare given a leas

skillful performance and defeated an inferior opponent.

g student should %tudy himself not only frow*

the development of needed skill *mi better

strafe alv> frotn the standpoint of eonditioii

sIkaj 1 learn not only the sray to train hut how i

into the heat poaaibi

Hi d pay careful attention to hit diet and know
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the items oi food whi him difficulty. It is very im-

•nt that he ihould know just what, and how much, to

fter weighing in, in order that this meal will not hinder

his performance. All this information will be invaluable the

following year, when he will make an earnesl effort to give

the best possible exhibition of skill.

The next fall he should concentrate on increasing his skill

and building up endurance. His pre-season training is now
directed toward a successful season of contests. By now he

should he able to evaluate his own ability and, being aware

of his weakness and strength, plan his work accordingly.

His road work should be more severe. He should be able

to run a brisk two-mile stretch two or three times a week.

Just before the beginning of the second competitive sea-

son, he should consider the matter of his weight. Many
college wrestlers, because of their desire to win, attempt to

reduce to a weight too low for their own welfare and their

own good performance.

The extent to which a man can reduce his weight without

injury to his health and without impairing his wrestling

ability varies with the individual. Here the athlete must

relj upon the advice (^' his coach. Ordinarily the wrestler

who is reducing his weight, in order i<> compete mi a lowei

class, has more to fear from his own /<al than from Ins

coach's desires.

Many wrestlers carry considerable excess fat, and I tun

performance is bettered by its removal < )thi rti arc normally

without this excess, .and any attempt to nduce may be in-

jurious not only to health but to pe rfc »rmai ICC as well,

The athlete who carries too much fal can remove it bj hard

work and by reducing the amount of food consumed. This

should be done slowly and systematically until he reaches tin-

weight at which he can give his best performance. When
this weight has been reached, it should be th< d< riding factor
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in making the final decision on the choice of the weight class

in which he should participate. Weight reduction by diet

and work should not be carried further, however great the

temptation. When performance begins to decline, it is be-

cause actual physical harm is being done, and such a pro-

cedure should never be condoned. The possible injury to

health and the physical and mental depression, both of which

accompany excessive weight reduction, are sufficient reasons

for its avoidance.

If the athlete is at his best weight and is still a pound or

two over a weight limit, he can remove this small excess

without loss of ability or possible injury to health by re-

ducing his intake of liquids for the twenty-four hours pre-

ceding his weighing-in for the contests. Any further reduc-

tion accomplished by dehydration is likely to be injurious.

This procedure is a satisfactory one for nearly all mature

men, but it is not one which can be universally recommended

for all growing boys. In their case, weight reduction can

< ;imI\ result in actual harm and should be avoided. If both

the coach and the wrestler will keep in mind that amateur

w resiling is n sport and thai the entire process of instruction,

conditioningi and immediate preparation for contests should

beneficial and pleasant experience foi the athlete, the

problem of weight reduction for either high -school or college

w i -est [era is easilj Boh ed.

Mature wrestler* who reduce ewcesrivcly in order to com-

pete in «•« lower Weight <lnss. in the hope that victory will

comi more easily, usually find their sacrifice unrewarded,

They Bnd their speed, strength, and endurance deci

and are unable to summon the nece i
strength

when it is needed in the heat of the contest. Afta due ex-

perience of ibis kind, they usually abandon exeessi '

reduction and compete in the higher

ire naf iu ally soiled.
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TRAINING DURING THI WRfSTLING SIASON

Hit WHHUUl Ml kMOU imil-. llu wiM it It* I Iwgllllllnjl hit limning

With I KWlleill vM^vl i(u»i. F|l| .ikm .. V«n\ III llu liuir Iim

him Hi Niakt imv nl ill tti¥ knmvltMljfi ol mmtlitlonltiji whit'li

hv ivajuiuJ the pin ItlW • \ v M ||< thtlUltl I >< I 111 • M i 1(1111

li imiiu; it K-i-.i UIU month k I.mc the in .1 » .»uli -.1 know
'

,
i

s - tutiuut ul i mu v\ •>>n fin |n ii, (., i

|\ (howl !)• titling tuti \m I tuuiti||

thtitthl tit m In thih nl w ni It ttutuiitiu

khv iiuMiim.; titu i
it In i urtl] ith 1 1 ihl«

X ll I, I W.M K

j tm the nut. whirh 0».«iil«l !'. iiLn iii the afttmoon v

nhtiuM he i iktm Hi m ikr tin iiu <> > w In the

IVtlfk Nat tht h W III I* '«.- .1 lib;,
|

i

workouts on Hie mat should consist of conditioning

. \. i

- Little imu should In apt nt

•\ g to h ira nevi holds m maneuvers <i this stum Ml

deficiencies of this nature should havi In < n coi i <
•» 'ted

before the season started, \\ hat learning there is to be done

should consist largely of refining previouslj learned tech

niques and of devising methods to Facilitate their use

As the time for the contests approaches, li is an excellent

policy to have n feM trial bouts at the regulation length of

time. This practice no1 only gives competitive experience,

but also enables the wrestler to gauge borrectly the speed a1

which he can wrestle and still be able to lasl the entire bout.

Attention should be paid to the weight, and, if necessary,

the amount of food consumed should be properly adjusted,

[f any considerable reduction of weight is desirable, such re>

luction should be made before the competitive leason starts,

one can remove any considerable amount of excess fat

juirl.lv .*. ithoul running the risk of an unfai orable reaction.
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Pot Ik'hi rtaultii excess weight ihould bi removed ilowlj

two] b long period of time Kxoluslve of dehydration from
"in' l»» I w n poiinfll B n< <K || lir.l QnOUjfll

Conttiti are usually held on Frldaj ni Naturda] wenlng
,m. I in i m 1 1* t I.- .1. |' mm lit* iiimI mi lln b( ll Of UOOdl! ion, UlC

nihil i. should get from two i<» foui hard workouts ewlj In

Hi, week nnd follow them with one oi two daj ol • • il i".

(
\{ ,lim

:
Hi, titil.li, . \\ , ifhl nhtHlltl h( t li« «-l. t *• I I III innniinf

nl Hi, ,i in i>, i,h, iii, in-ill hi i, In ordei that nnj w n irj

.i,i
i
if. ( m. ui

.
m fond "i liquid Intfikt maj bi m <••- II new

un pi ,<ln |
u

| ilnif,
I
m l>, in, In. , ,1 h> I il. in.' li.dil ,

.
,

i

w hd. , I i,l mi i .u . «l .nil I n I In R w i\ W , if hi . -in 1)1 .
,

immx
|

,1 I, mpOl u il\ xv illi, Mil , \j>, ii.liiif !,>,. inn, |) - ffOft

, ihin, I | in, I -.1, mi h lllf. n , Ml I, n i , mi I, ,1 |m (mi Ihf,

purpose Phf wrestlei ihould make snothei check <>n the

moi ning mi iii, ,i m mi iii, bouts, In ordi i to Iniun not b( ln|

\\W rwt i "hi il Weighing In lime I I In || I mm Ii, m\ \ .
Mi, i

| ||

nothing left foi hira to do but to sweat H (, <i oi withdraw

ii om i h< iiMiicsi

1 mmftlftlf l\ mI'Ici w fishing 111, the Wrestler who hill '" « D

deprived mi' liquids ihould drink not mow khan one oi om

and one half pinti <>f lukewarm water in order to replace the

water lost by dehydration. Sail pills may be helpful,

If sufficient time intervenes between the weighing-in nnd

the start of t h<- contests, ii is desirable to eat a light meal

College wrestlers usually weigh in five hours before the

bouts. This allows sufficient time for n well-chosen meal to

be digested.

Nothing < mm t is cold, heavy, or greasy should be eaten.

Anything which does not digest easily and quicktyi such as

fried foods, should be avoided. The athlete should abstain

from eating any particular fo.>d which he knows do<

agree with him.
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\ typical meal for this time can he selected from the fol-

low;! g

1. 1 is r warm water. Plenty of sugar is de-

sirml

j. A. salad - up,

S Bin - ik, chops, roast
; lamb, mr poached

i ggs, N o pork or \ eal.

Green vegetables—peas or string beans,

Mashed or baked potato* s,

(>. Fresh fruit or a gelatine dessert.

Bating or drinking too much should be avoided because it

w ill hinder performance.

The Olympic rules allow onlj three hours between the

weighing-in and the start of the contests. In this ease the

meal should either he omitted or greatly reduced, heeause

Sufficient time is not provided to insure complete digestion of

an ordinary meal,

lit is quite probable thai beginning wrestlers lose more

bouts between weighing in time and the slarl of the eonlests

than they ever d^ on the mat. Worryi nol heeause of fear of

injury bill heeause of fear of losing, often leaves I he noviee

nervousK exhausted hy the lime Ihe houls start. The he-

ginner is not alone in this, as Ihe most experienced are upsel

at times when a match appears !<» he very important.
]

In order to avoid this difficulty, many coaches put their

entire teams In \h(\ SO that they may sleep through this

dangerous period. Unfortunately this is not a method that

will work for everyone, Usually the fellow who can go to

sleep is the one who wouldn't worry anyway. The nervous

wrestler will he in })((\ and fret until lime to go to the gym-
nasium. One excellent solution for this problem is for the

entire team to attend a rollicking good show. In this way
their minds are taken off the impending matches, and they
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are able to rest as well. They are happy, their meal digests

rapidly ainl they are neither nervously nor physically ex-

hausted because o{ worry or exertion. They should leave

the show with just enough time to go to the gymnasium.

ilros. and prepare for the matches. Under these circum-

stances the average fellow is usually able to enter the con-

tests with a cheerful and confident attitude and is able to

gi\ e his best

About ten or fifteen minute s before he steps on the mat the

wrestler should warm up by doing some exercise to which he

is accustomed, Hope skipping or just pushing and tugging

around with a teammate are as good methods as any. In

order that the body may become warm quickly and* a light

sweat started, sweat clothes should be worn during this

warm-up period. The wrestler should keep warm until he

steps on the mat. In this way his endurance will be better

because his heart will be better able to adjust itself to the

load it must carry when the match is under way.' Danger

from sprains and strains is also greatly reduced.

When he steps from his corner, the wrestler should have

complete confidence in himself and in his ability to defeat

his opponent. He hns spent many hours at hard work,

patient study, and practice and now should have every ex-

pectation of having his efforts rewarded. His self-confi-

dence is justified, not only because he is in excellent physical

COndition ( but also because of his superior knowledge and

skill. Self-assurance is a prerequisite for success, but it must

be based on real ability. Because he has confidence in him-

self, he is able to dominate the bout from the very start and

force his opponent to wrestle according to his own plan. Not

only must he feel that he is the master of the situation, but

he must make his adversary recognize it as well. Once he

has, his opponent is on the defensive, and the match is half

won. \
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ii. ihoultl ihiucwIh tha fwol 1
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in :iiniii\. Tht onlj • 1 1 1 1« thai th< tvrcitlei can afford to
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ii ovti

It taki eif-confidetuM foi tht tvreftlci to lekse hi* op-

portunist* ( ><

'
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» i' i i- guilt) of nol trying

\<> hokli •'• bldl I
i ' in n« 'I b« ' :in'.< Im h;r, ;<

' DgU ^;i*i«i

for

•

;f defeat appear* h eritoUe,

*k taking a chance and to make an effort

to win than pawvely to accept defeat and be content merely

irith trying to po*tpon<

The wrestler who has fulfilled the requirement* of getting

-elf in good condi* learning how to use his holds

in good style, and of developing sufficient v?If-confidenoe and

determination to enable him to put to use the thing* which

he has learned has traveled the greater portion of the road

which k There *till remain the prohleir

generalship ind f tactics, which are largely a matter of

understanding of the rules, and of native intelligence

mented by competitive experience.
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Sbuiteau

•. OKI**-.* for ;» wr'stl* / " i
I

best ;" it i% necessary for him Uj have a thorough lia

he rule* which govern hit contest*. It i» no

unusual for a wrestler to foe an excellent pet tmmti wbei

noed by the rules of dtiber the

Amateur Athletic Union or of the Xairaal Coflggiate

Athletic Association and to be only medio

peting in boots regulated by the Olympic ]

Amateur Wrestling Federation* cnde. There are

reasons for this. The holds and tactics wed by a

may be well suited to AJLU. or A.

make him a winner, but, because of dBTeienu:

these same holds and tactics may be of BtUe vak* Otrmps
bouts. If the wrestler is unable to adjust hts methods fa

changed conditions, be cannot expect tom Some wres

tiers use holds which are equally satisfactory for either typ*

of contest, but are unable to adjust their tactics to soft one a
the other. A few are not well informed regarding the pro

visions of one set of rules and. in the beat of a contest, be

come confused and are unable to wrestle wisely because d
indecision or poor strategy.

The A AT X.LA.A., and Olympic roles are far too

47
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extensive and too often subject to minor revision for it to

be desirable to give the complete text of either. They are

published elsewhere and are easily obtainable. Instead, a

comparison will be made of those regulations which deal

with important topics common to each set of rules.

COMPARISON Of THE RULES

U. IntmoBegmU mmd Intervchoiaitic:

-''-: .;:-:":"":""•: ,~:-~ - _ r. s "trt-i r*-ir.
~-

artL Supplementary mats fire feet wide should extend
''-"-' z~ z ~ a : ::.." :;. ..-:':>«. *" r ::.:-.

:-zr -. — : .- t ' - - j. : ~ ~ - z ' z- '- it. tr y
lujuued are do longer specified.

Oigmpic:

Minimum size twenty feet by twenty feet. Thickness, four

A.A.U., Intercollegiate and Interscholastic:

Full-length tights with outside trunks or supporters. The
wearing of sleeveless shirts is option.il with the home team.

Light heelless gymnasium shoes, laced by means of eyelets,

must be worn.

Olympic:

A one-piece costume, which covers the body to the middle

of the thigh and is not cut away more than twenty centi-

meters around the neck and arms, must be worn. Shoes with

heels or nailed or hard-leather soles are forbidden.
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Weight Cla«et

X.C.A A )ympk x

123 pounds 1H ]

. pMftdl

1M pounds 125V* pounds

157 pounds ... J»^
147 pounds ... 140 i

ft pounds \QP*z

167 pounds 174

177 pounds . .

.

1M
prii
US and 191

A A I

115 pounds

121 ponds 115
:-:-? :--ni, . ::

196 pounds 127

145 pounds 133
--> :•:-

165 pounds 145

175 pounds 154

191 pounds . 165

Unlimited Unlknited

Maximum Wetghing-ln Time

A.A.U- and Intercollegiate:

Five hours before the contest

Interscholastic:

One hour before the contest.

'Official Wrestling Guide (R. H. Patterson, editor), New York: National

Tollciriate Athletic Association, 1950.

I Official A.A.U. Wrestling Guide (Hugo Otopalik, editor), New York: Amateur

Athletic Union of United States, 1950. eCi&r

TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COV

LUBBOCK. TEXAS

UBRAKt --
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Olympii

Three hour* before the contest.

Maximum Length of Bout

t All. and Intercollegiate;

Maximum of nine minutes.

Interscholastic:

Maximum time eight minutes.

firtpic:

Fifteen minutes.

Necessary Officials

AJLV.

A referee, timekeeper and two seorers.

Intercollegiate and Interscholastic

A referee and three timekeepers.

^ Olympic:

A referee , two or three judges, and a timekeeper.

Legal and Illegal Holds

A.A.U. and Intercollegiate:

Any hold, lock or grip shall be allowed except the hammerlock

above the right angle, twisting hammerlock, over scissors, straight

I ead scissors, front head lock, flying mare with palm up, strangle

holds, full nelson, toe holds, holds over mouth, nose, or eyes, inter-

locking of hands or arms around legs or body, except to gain a

fall, unless defensive contestant is on his feet, bending or twisting

of fingers for punishment or to break holds or any hold used for

punishment alone. It is illegal to slam an opponent to the

mat.*
tional Collegiate Athletic Association, op. cit.
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No striking, gouging, kicking, hair pulling, butting, elbowing,

strangling, or anything that endangers life or limb shall be al-

lowed/

Intertcholattic:

The same as Intercollegiate except that the "fall back"

from the irtaiwKng position, the Double Wristlock and oil

Head Scissors are also illegal.

Olympic:

The forbidden holds are essentially the same as in Inter-

collegiate wrestling, except that scissor holds on head and

body are added to the list. A "slam" is permissible pro-

vided one knee of the attacker is brought to the mat before

the upper part of his opponent's body touches the mat. In-

terlacing of ringers is forbidden. It is permissible, however,

to lock arms around an opponent's body or legs at any time.

The Fail

A.A.V icgiate, and Interscholastic:

The shoulder blades must be held in continuous contact

with the mat for two seconds.

pic:

TK adder blades must be in simultaneous contact

with the mat. A momentary touch is sufficient.

The Near Fall:

A.A.V.. Intercollegiate, and Interscholastic:

A near fall is a situation where a contestant has control

of his opponent and a fall is imminent.
'
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1. Both shoulders on the mat between one and two

seconds.

2. Both shoulders are held within two inches or less of

the mat for two full seconds.

The Predicament:

A.A.U.:

A predicament is a situation in which a contestant has con-

trol of his opponent in a pinning combination, and a fall or

near fall is imminent.

1. Both shoulders held in contact with the mat for too

short a time to award a near fall.

2. Both shoulders are held between two and four inches

of the mat for two full seconds.

3. One shoulder is touching the mat and the other

shoulder is held within an angle of 4*5° or less, but

not close enough to award a near fall, for two full

seconds.

Basis of Decisions When No Fall Occurs

To the contestant who has scored the greater number of

points:

4.A.U. Intercollegiate

Take down 1 point 2 point

Escape i
M

l

Reversal 2 " 2 "

NTear Pall 8 " 2 "

Predicament 1 "

Time advantage o L point each minute.

2 points maximum
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Olympic:

One point is awarded for taking an opponent to the mat,

and.a point is given for coming from beneath and gaining

top position. Aggressiveness is also given consideration in

seoring. It is defined as efforts made to obtain a fall.

The Conduct of the Bout

A.A.U., Intercollegiate, and Interscholastic:

A.A.U. and Intercollegiate bouts are divided into three

three-minute periods. The first period starts with both men
in the neutral standing position. At the end of this period,

if the match has not been terminated by a fall, the second

three-minute bout is wrestled. This period is started with

the contestants on the mat. A coin is tossed and the winner

may elect either top or bottom position. At the end of this

period, if no fall has occurred, the third three-minute period

is wrestled. It also starts on the mat. However, the posi-

tions of the contestants are reversed. A fall at any time

terminates a match. If no fall occurs, at the expiration of

nine minutes, the Referee awards a decision on the basis of

the points scored. If points are even, the contest may be

declared a draw except in the case of a tournament where the

Referee must select a winner.

Interscholastic bouts are conducted the same as Inter

collegiate, except thai the first period is two minutes and

there is a one minute rest between the hist two periods.

Olympici

After six minutes of wrestling, if no fall hai occurred, the

judges and referee ballot to deridt which wt( itfcr, in theb

opinion, has shown evident superiority. ]\ ;

!

neither wrestler has shown superior ability, tin

of the time is divided into three tbn -A\. Tbt
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Brst two periods are wrestled < ntirelj <»n themal The n res-

tier who takes *« »p position %\ the siait of the Aral period is

determined by i«»t. The positions are reverted si the start

of the second period «>r mat wrestling, The wrestling in

these periods is entirely on the mat, and. if the underneath

wrestler breaks Free or reverses positions, he must return

immediately to the underneath position. A point is scored

for reversing position. No credit is given for standing up

and getting free. If a wrestler conns from underneath with

a pinning hold, he is permitted to retain the hold and attempt

to score a fall. 1 f he shifts his hold, he must immediately go

beneath.

The final three-minute period starts from standing, and

both contestants pursue normal wrestling tactics.

If a contestant is awarded the decision at the end of the

first six minutes, this does riot terminate the bout. It merely

givei the favored wrestler the choice of continuing the bout.

utlined above or proceeding with the contest from the

point at which it wa.s itoppi <1.

Restarting After Going off ttie Mat During Ground Wrestling

ollegiaie and InU r$ehola

The ' ontestants are broughl bad to the mat and placed

" )'• hor 'I r r. man •. }

• •'<,]> ••
} en

Ac mat is given ttsc position of advan-

nmeneee at tfu referee's command*

.l.tf and Olyi

The '-ontestants are call

the ' wrestlei d on all fours.

start

Diving on an opp prohibited.
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Conduct of Tournament Elimination

./.j.(\, IntercolUffiate and IntwtcliolasHc

The contestant* drav foi position <»n the Bagnall Wild

elimination system, as shown in the following diagram.

1

Bye
1

4

4
\

4

1

s
-

4

Bye

I
7

7
*

Bye

This diagram rep revolts a typical cay; where five men are

'1 in a ireigbl da Because each

2 1,8, 14 M i
' there

to a ro<,

] I f*yes, if f •

I

en equally d between th*

they arc uneven, there i* one more bye in *h< bottom bracket

Intlias way, there are no bye* after the first

vinn^n> of their bout* advance to the next

d v> on. until finally the champion haa been de-

b rmi
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STANDING WRESTLING

The development of good balance and the skillful use of

holds while wrestling from standing is often neglected by

wrestlers. Many coaches, as well as wrestlers, feel that this

phase of the sport is an unavoidable evil, deserving but scant

attention. They believe that the real science of wrestling is

exemplified by work on the mat. Since standing wrestling is

far more tiring and perhaps not quite as interesting as mat

wrestling, it is all too easy for the athlete to shirk this portion

of his training, unless he is advised to do otherwise.

At the present time it is probably true that there is not

always sufficient reason for a wrestler engaged in A.A.U.

and Intercollegiate competition to develop a powerful attack

from standing. Many a wrestler feels that, if he is careful,

he will in nearly every case be able to last out the first period

id then go to the mat on equal terms with his adversary.

He needs only to defend himself and at the same time con-

ce the referee that he is not stalling. He is often able to

this by locking up with his opponent and then by sheer

power repeatedly forcing him off the mat. He is very care-

ol not to expose himself to attack, and at no time has any

intention of trying to bring his opponent to the mat.

Such tactics, at times, mislead officials because they give a

semblance of intent to wrestle aggressively, whereas it is

actually nothing but stalling. Even wrestlers who are ex-

pert at standing wrestling often play safe in important

A.A.U. and Intercollegiate contests, because they realiz

that the possible loss of the coveted top position may easil

result in the loss of the bout.

True aggressive wrestling from standing is a matter

trying to bring an opponent to the mat by the application of

holds, and not just pushing around and playing what is

really a waiting game.
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There is a tendency on the part of A.A.U. and eollege

wrestlers to develop an excellent defense for actual need and

a pseudo-aggressiveness to satisfy zealous officials. Un-
fortunately, such tactics do not permit active wrestling, and

the athlete who always follows this plan is robbing himself

of much of the pleasure and satisfaction which he can get

out of his contests, as well as depriving himself of an oppor-

tunity to gain the confidence and self-assurance which comes

frith the ability to wrestle well from standing.

I
t merly, our Intercollegiate rules allowed only two min-

utes to elapse before the wrestlers were required to divide

the remainder of the bout into two periods of mat wrestling.

The Rules Committee, perhaps realizing that this short pe-

riod tended to destroy aggressive standing wrestling, has

recently extended the period to three minutes. This increase

has not only marie stalling more easily detected, but has also

made it much more difficult for a wrestler to get by with it

when he is confronted with a clever and aggressive adversary.

The Olympic rules provide for a six-minute period before

exclusive mat wrestling is necessarily enforced. Olympic

rides do not penalize the wrestler who attempts to bring off

a hold and inadvertently ends up in the underneath position.

Both of these features should encourage the wrestler to avoid

stalling and to make efforts to bring his opponent to the

mat It difficult to stall for six minutes and not be

detected. Aside from this, a wrestler finds that little can be

gained by inactivity if he is adept at mat wrestling. The

provide that the offi it judge the gains accord-

ing to the value of positions obtained and the aggression dis-

played, without considering whether a wrestler is underneath

or on top. Therefore, if these rides are strictly adhered to

by the officials, a wrestler can well afford to wrestle aggres-

sively from standing. Even ^orts are unsuccessful

and he should ero underneath, if he is clever on the mat. his
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failure costs him nothing. Aggressive wrestling from stand-

ing is decidedly advantageous in Olympic competition.

We should never lose sight of the fact that ability to wres-

tle well while standing contributes more toward making

wrestling an effective means oi otfense and defense than any

other single phase of the sport. It is obvious that superb

skill on the mat would he of little advantage to anyone en-

gaged in physical combat if he was unable to upset his

adversary.

The problem of what holds to u>e is not easily answered.

This is often a matter of individual preference and adapta-

bility. The best suggestion that can be made is to point out

the fact that most successful wrestlers use the Single or

Double Leg Hold or Tackle, and those mores which block

or counter these maneuvers, as the basis for their attack.

Almost equally successful are those wrestlers who use the

Arm Drag and its related maneuvers. Experience indicates

that the chance for success is much greater when sample

holds of this type are used than when the more complicated

and spectacular ones are resorted to. In Olympic competi-

tion, if the wrestlers lock up, many of the old Greco-Roman
throws, like the Headlock, Flying Mare, and Hip Rot are

possr These holds often give a spot fafl. Tknr are

rarely resorted to in A.A.U. or Intercollegiate i

because failure means going underneath on the mat

THE USE Of HOLD-DOWNS

kfter bringing your opponent to the mat from the

ing position, you may be ahle to pin him down w ithemt

ing your hold. It is more likehr, however, that he wfll
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mnu tom< dtfensivt position which hi believes will not onlj

pHv.ni jrou from accomplishing your purpon but will alic

miL in. etcapi lessdifflcull iii<< Is not wise enough to do

thiii "• if you are able to force in n i oul of ins position it will

!>< much easiei foi you t«» Initiate .'» successful nttfiok* There
(mm

,
ii your opponent it in a good defensive poeitioni your

first task ii '«' gel him oul of place and t<> keep him there

until n favorable opportunity arrives for yon to apply your

pinning lu>l«ls. Such n procedure insures your success to a

fur greater degree than attempting t<> apply n pinning hold

when your opponent is in a position to resist. This method

makes it much more difficult for him to counter your holds or

to escape from underneath on his own initiative.

These tactics are applicable to the entire bout in A.A.U.
and Intercollegiate competition. They also apply to the

entire bout in an Olympic contest if, at the end of the first six

minutes, one contestant has heen adjudged superior and

elects to wrestle straight through. If, however, the Olympic

contest is one in which the last nine minutes is divided into

three three-minute periods, entirely different tactics are

sometimes desirable during the two periods of mat wrestling.

I fader this special condition, Olympic rules do not permit the

under man to get free to his feet, hut state that his attempts

to escape must he confined to reversing positions. It is no

longer necessary to struggle to hold the defensive wrestler on

the mat. This robs the contest of a feature which semis

to most of us to be a very natural part of wrestling. \o
longer having the duty of keeping the defensive wrestler

from breaking free, the hold-down now becomes merely the

preparatory p;«rt of the pinning hold.

In either of these three-minute periods of mat wrestling,

if the defensive contestant is found to he getting to his feet,

Ik- should he permitted to do so. The referee will immedi-

ately force him to go back to his defensive position; it is
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going behind and scoring n pointi

The choice of 1 1 < > l<
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the wreath ir's build and the nature of the contests, Tall men
usually find it desirable t<> use their legs when competing In

[ntercollegiate contests, but they should be wary aboul ap

plying them in Olympic bouts, because the top man who use •

his l<'Ks ' s in danger of being caught in n spol or rolling fall*

Shorl men usually find it better to make litil< use of hold-

downs in which the grapevining of lr^s plays an important

part. Although they arc usually faster and more adept in

the application of these holds than arc taller wrestlers, they

are mueli more liable to lose the hold and possibly receive an

injured knee, because holding power is usually a matter of

length of lc^. In order to avoid possible injury, it is better

for the short athlete to forego the habitual use of such hold-

downs and apply them only in an emergency. He should

rely more upon the use of bis arms.

THE USE OF PINNING HOLDS
\

I he traditional purpose oi the wrestler is to pin bis ad^ <
i

-

sary's shoulders to I hi mat. In practice it hasn't alwi

worked out that way. A fewyeai i ago it wasnol uncommon
for amateur wrestlers to step on the mat withthi dc ri only

to win the bout by o referei decision, based on tinu

tagi or points scored. This re ulted in di i tion on

pai t of spectator* and perfoi mi i alito I i

'•'i ; ,ii fled with a pseudo-victory b] dee or Mid

the unquestionable criterion of* tupei the fall i

earnest competitor also gains much moi
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endeavors if he is able to terminate a contest w i th iu> doubt

left in his own mind, or that of his opponent's, regarding his

superiority.

In tournament competition, governed by the Olympic

rules and system of scoring, the importance of gaining Mia
cannot be QTii cmphaiiirt Tloa tdbeme foi unoit

I
makes it absolutely neccs-Nd \

I ^:ler to know ami use vane tmqps
- rjp vumainent there are umi

ihU ami a wrestler who can M. if

there are many contestants* rt

.

i^h ha* I mark

elmuivit. Sou^h he w*v* all of hw houtl H
Never wm a major champ*W- ,\*n>e it i> «>ot al
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a hold in the hope that he might be able to use the appro-

priate block or counter; but he should earn* the fight fco his

opponent, take the initiative, and make even- possible effort

hs or to vret on his feet in a position of equal

Advantage. Aggressive, purposeful wrestling

»»e under man as it is to the contestant m the

petition of advantage.

The problem of when, and how, to escape from underneath

can h It a different matter u iG Ip

Unit the tame escapes and tactics that are uaed

I tem*llcg*ate compctithm should he I]

Ant *** Rumites of the contest, and for thr when

*t the tf*\ of the first «is-numitc per

he %nper*%r ami I *rcMle *t might

thrvHijrh If. however, the la*' note jh| vided

mto three three Hwnmli j*e *eapc such «^ s

iXit S dd hr uwst o
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ft good eo*Hlitk>n. In case he finds that his opponent is play-

ing a waiting g*m* *«d b constant)] retreating toward the

the mill it is usually better for him to conserve his

: > \ cry difficult for am wrestler, no matter

food he may bo, to bring down an opponent who does

not want to wrestle, If he tries too hard and expends all o(

in.s energy, he may find himself at a disadvantage if the

match is divided into two periods of mat wrestling after the

first penod of w restling. Of course, the referee is instructed

to penalize the Stalling wrestler by putting him underneath,

but most of them are loath to do it during this stage of the

contest.

If the wrestler is able to gain top position before the first

period has elapsed, his first thought should be to apply his

best hold-down and control his opponent. As soon as he has

become adjusted to this new situation, and feels himself to

be secure, he should set about to pin his adversary. The first

method tried should be the one which usually gives him the

best results. If tkis attack is unsuccessful, he should remem-

ber why it failedc and try to avoid that particular difficulty

the next time he has an opportunity to try the hold. When
he first realizes that his attempt to pin will fad, he should

not retain the hold until he loses top position or even the

slightest advantage. If he has been well coached, he will be

familiar with the usual methods used for escaping and will

be able to catch his adversary in a second pinning hold as he

comes out of the first one. This procedure tends to discour-

age the other fellow. It is very difficult for him to retain his

confidence when all his efforts seem to be directed toward

struggling out of one bad position, only to fall into another.

The wrestler's entire time should be spent toward efforts to

pin and keeping his opponent on the defensive.

In case a wrestler is upset on his feet during the first

period, he should not allow his opponent to gain control,
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but should take the offensive and either #et free or reverse

positions as soon as possible,

When the wrestler is unable to upset his adversary in the

tirst period and the remainder of the bout is divided in-

to two three-minute periods, if he calls the toss of the coin

COrrectlyt he should elect to take that position on the mat

from which he can give his best performance. A good pinner

should take the top position; a fellow clever with escapes

should go beneath. In this way, the chance is much greater

that his initial efforts will he successful and that his opponent

will he placed on the defensive.

When he is in the position of advantage at the start of the

second or third three-minute period, the wrestler should not

only retain it but immediately force his opponent out of posi-

tion and try for a fall. He should use the identical tactics

which he would have employed had he taken his adversary

to the mat at the start of the bout.

When he is beneath, he should wrestle at top speed and

try- to work an escape. He should wrestle so fast and hard

that his opponent is unable tr» maintain his position, much less

to be able to try- for a fall. It is better to work an escape

which rever^e> positions. If this is impossible, an attempt

should be made to get free. A wrestler who cannot be held

on the mat cannot be defeated.

Ohjw pic

:

The first six minutes of an Olympic bout should be

wrestled in very much the same manner as the first three min-

utes of an Intercollegiate contest. Because the period is

longer, it is sometimes better to work a little slower.

If at the end of six minutes the judges call for three three-

minute periods of wrestling, the wrestler should try as hard

as possible to score a fall during his period on top. He should

be on the lookout for those escapes which reverse positions.
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In case he Bndi positions about t«> be reversedi he should gel

clear for the moment and then start in Again. If the wrestler

beneath tries t<> break clear, it is wise to permit him to do so,

because his efforts will gain nothing.

When beneath in n three-minute period of mat wrestling,

it is usually considered wise to avoid any risky maneuvers.

A reversal of positions should he attempted only when there

appears to he an excellent opportunity to succeed. It is

unwise to take any unnecessary risk because of the danger
i^( quick falls.

The final three minutes must he wrestled according to what
has happened up to the time the period started. If he is

ahead, the wrestler should use tactics which his experience

in the Bret six minutes would lead him to believe could be

depended upon at least to hold his opponent even. If he is

behind when this period starts, there is little else for him to

do hut to >\u*.tiv his hardest and best, in the hope that be

\w\\ he ihU' to overcome the lead whieh he has i^ s * As he

he shoo id lethiaenpti lent t In the Rwl sta minutes guide

Ml utu'ir

1 1 \ >\ ri it It i li m» tiu pro ih.Mi *»i \i\y iiitu;, \i i\\\ end of

tlu llr.l • »\ mum I, m.l il'.< ». . . o .
• (h. |u.lr. d. | IM.MI, he

should 1 1- I
««<

i ontlnut «i>, matt i> Prom thai point t< ht Is

\)\ \\[ nth nut! reetlvei ti>. judgt tit i li Inn l! h usually kht

I., i |M.ti, n i.i.i.. i Mm thret 'hi., nimiii. periods ol wrw
tliitfl
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mi. i .mi ..I them receive! fchi )udgi tleclsion, whcthei hs

r i, , t 1 to i ontlnui Hi' botil as H I or elects tin thn i thw s

mi mil. periods depends upon whethei or nol i>< Peels thai he

1ms supei lor ability Prom standing

1 1 is Impossible to pr< scribe any rigid schi m*' of tactics >»»»d

expect it to meei the requirements of everyone and of all

occasions. Individuals differ so greatly in temperament and
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skill thiii any attempt to be entirely arbitrary would be futile.

The previous suggestions are more in the nature of a plan

which might he considered desirahle for most wrestlers to

follow.

The following chapters describe most of the holds and

maneuvers used in A.A.U., Intercollegiate, Interscholastic

and Olympic wrestling. Again it must he pointed out that

some of the holds described cannot be used in all of these

styles of wrestling. A hold such as the body scissors may he

illegal under the Olympic rules but condoned under all

others. Again a hold may he barred in a limited sense only,

such as the prohibiting of the inter-locking of fingers, hands

ami arms around the body or legs onl/i while contestants are

on the mat which is done by the A. AT. and Intercollegiate

rules, but is permitted at any time by the Olympic code.

Appreciation of this factor will enable the ivadei to make
a more logio*] approach to ttu problem of the notation of

(Kv wrioui Riwneuvtn iwd holds ko bi iMrood it khf

luuhi w ill alw a\ . Identif) ImuMll M Nu itwhx ulual vnIu>
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\w\\ \w mori undi i UumI ihh hi fw lliteti itoU< m th(

w ., il
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CHAPTER 6

7o^e Ofiyvo+iettt ^itectly ta the Mai

< on pm n n r w reel let should nol only h<- able to protect

himself, i>ut also bt prepared to take advantage of any mis-

takes of balance, tacticsi or execution of holds made by nis

opponent. In addition, he should be able to take the offen-

sive and bring his opponent to the mat by applying his

knowledge of the use of aggressive wrestling holds taken

from the standing position. These are primary considera-

tions with which an amateur wrestler must deal when he faces

an opponent on the mat. He should endeavor to assume

some Standing position to which these suggested potentialities

and perhaps others are inherent. In actual practice, how-

ever, it may not be quite possible, but a wrestler will do

well to give these points thoughtful consideration before he

adopts some position.

Most positions chosen by wrestlers arc taken for no par-

ticular reason except that they have, at some time or other.

seen someone take 4 the same stance. Since nearly any posi-

tion may have some merit, it may be useful to a wrestler even

though it is not adapted ^^ him Man] of these positions ore

designed for the purpose of capitaUaing upon some peculiar

•\ the physique of the wrartleff 01 his opponent Mow
6a
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often they arc designed to make it possible far the wrestler

to apply with greater ease some hold with which he is par-

ticularly adept. Because the multiplicity of such freak posi-

tions makes their description undesirable and impossible in

a book of this type, we shall overlook them and select a stance

which, while open to some criticism, is used with great success

by many amateur wrestlers. This starting position is suited

particularly to the aggressive type of wrestler who is eager

to capitalize on any hesitancy on the part of his opponent.

THE WRESTLER'S POSITION ON HIS FEET

Face your opponenl squarely. Spread your feel suffi-

ciently to afford «• well-braced position, bul not bo much as

to cause strain and reduce your mobility. Thirty to thirty

six inches is aboul right, depending <»n the length of yout

legs, One fool should be from eighl to twelve inches in

advance of the other, with your weight distributed evenly on

Nf. I, Wr#trt#t % l**»«H*w $t**4i*t
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the halls of your feet. Your hips and knees should he well

bent, your haek Hat and your head up, thus making a straight

line from head to buttocks. Your itrms should he bent, with

the el hows held close in and the hands extended. One arm
should he kept low to protect the foot that is in advance.

Keep low enough to he able almost to touch the mat with

your fingertips. Relaxation makes for greater ease and

speed of movement as well as for greater endurance. Keep
mentally alert and ready to capitalize on the slightest open-

ing that may present itself. Your primary purpose is to de-

feat the other fellow
;
your defense is a secondary considera-

tion.

When moving back and forth on the mat, it is desirable to

take short steps in order to avoid exposing a leg to your

opponent's attack by getting one foot too far in advance. It

is permissible to jump back with both feet at the same time

to avoid a dive for the legs or some similar maneuver. When
moving from side to side, use short steps and Iceep your feet

apart. Avoid crossing your legs. Always face your oppo-

nent; never turn your back, for such a move is usually dis-

astrous. Move lightly; avoid tugging and straining.

THE REFEREE'S HOLD, STANDING

Formerly it was customary to start all matches from the

Referee's Hold. While this is no longer required, men very

often assume this position shortly after the start of the match.

It is usually possible, when working in this position, to de-

termine your opponent's strength, to test his balance, and <<•

estimate his experience. To take the Referee's Hold, grasp

your opponent's neck with your hit hand and his elbow with

your right, and place your head against your opponent's l« it

shoulder

When you desire to push jrom opponent around In ordei

to gel him oft balance use thi top ol you\ head against hit
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Fig. 4. Referee's Hold, Standing.

shoulder or jaw. Keep your back straight in order to rest

the muscles of your abdomen. They can be relaxed only

when your back is flat. Your arms should never be used to

exert a sustained drive. Keep them relaxed, or use them in

the following ways: (] ) To block sudden moves on the part

of your opponent
; (2) to effect a quick change of direction

mi your own part or that of your opponent; (3) to apply

holds. To be tense while in this position is not only very

tiring, hul also slows up y<>ur movements and is a certain

indication of inexperience. Much energy can be conserved

if your hips ai< If I Ik weight of your liips can then

be used as b counterbalance. A Budden push or p-rk can

often !»' nullified b) a proper shifting of your buttocks, and

iliu ii
i possibh to avoid unnecessary moving of tb

i

in inp i uj.'i'f d ai ound bj an opponent

1 1 is impoi tani to 1 1 ep \on tx to n you i i i

poi i* ion, ii i difficult foi oui oppom ni to go undi

!" 1
- hi leg i

(

i ihlt to '••''( i 'i""
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but a sustained drive while in the low position inevitably

leads to loss of balance. In such a case your opponent can

suddenly jump backward and pull you forward onto your

face. It is desirable for a beginner to push around a gTeat

deal with a more experienced partner to acquire a good sense

of balance, to learn to relax, and to learn to use his strength

to advantage.

For convenience we will use the Referee's Hold as a ref-

erence position for the *>tart of many of the standing holds

described in this and the following chapters.

TACKLE OR DOUBLE LEG HOLD

From the Referee's Hold, step in with your left foot to

a point where the toe of your shoe is midway between the toes

of your opponent's, and back about three inches from a line

drawn across the tips of his toes. IjJo not move your right

foot. Shove upward on your opponent's left elbow and jaw,

5. Tockle with One Knee on the Mat.
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ancj drop to your right knee
y

Keep your back flat Your

head should be held in such a position that it will pass to the

outside of his left leg. As you drop to the mat on your knee,

lock your arms around your opponent's legs as low as pos-

sible. Drive your left shoulder against his right thigh, and

he will drop to the ma r
. When you drive ahead with your

shoulder, your left knee will alto touch the mat. To main-

tain your balance, be sure to step ahead and to your right

with your right knee. Keep your legs well spread and pour

knees under you.

When you are in the Referee's Hold, never attempt to

tackle unless your opponent is pushing against yon. If he

is pushing quite hard, jerk him forward by the neck with

your left hand and shove upward on his left arm with your

right hand. At the same time drop forward and under your

opponent with both of your knees striking the mat simulta-

F19, 6. Teckle with Both Knees on the Mat.
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neously. Grasp his legs as before. Do not endeavor to

drive him over backward, but let his own momentum continue

to carry him forward. Throw him under you and to your

left. Hang onto his legs, pivot on your left knee, and swing

around so that you will be on top of your opponent with your

knees spread on the mat. You will now be facing in the

opposite direction from which you started the tackle.

The tackle can be executed in a variety of ways. Another
common method is to step in as in the first method but drop

until your right knee is only an inch or two from the mat.

Your head should pass to the outside of your opponent's

left leg. As you drop, grasp him at the knees from tl^e out-

side. Drive forward and upward with your body so that

your back moves in a straight line at an angle of forty-five

degrees. The force for the drive is obtained by a strong

shove from your right foot. Strike him hard in the pit of the

stomach with your left shoulder, at the same time jerking

inward" on his legs. If you hit him hard and at the correct

F»f. 7. Tockle—Striking Opponent with Shoulder.
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angle, he will be lifted from the mat by your shoulder, so

that it will be possible for you to pull his legs toward you

by applying a very small force. With his support removed,

he will fall on his back to the mat. Maintain your top posi-

tion by keeping your knees spread and under you when he

drops. This type of tackle should not be used by beginners,

because broken or pulled ribs are not an uncommon result.

It is the most effective way to tackle a heavier man.

If you are not in the Referee's Hold, you can use an-

other variation. If your opponent is coming toward you,

drop quickly to both knees as soon as he is within reach.

Grasp his thighs, center his weight on your left shoulder,

and pick him up. Turn to your left, at the same time whip

his legs to your right, and drop him to the mat on his back.

Be sure that you drop to one knee before he strikes the mat:

Fi«. 8. Tackle—th« Pick-Up.
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otherwise Ihii tin •
»t wu

to see a wresiU

s stomach ashe>

| spot' fail- Natiifuctor) from

i isfntjr stsralpaii i
,ir >.

foul under ail amateur rules.

It is, of course, nut necessary to be in the Referee's Hold

before initiating a tackU. |f< if h<Lls of this sort are at-

tempted when the wrestlers are not in contact. Wrestlers

in the United States rarely, if ever, "lock up" when on their

feet. Foreign wrestlers, on the contrary, \sill ordinarily take

the Referees Hold at the start of the match. With Ameri-

can wrestlers, when a favorable opportunity arrives, one will

feint, drop on both knees, and slipping under his opponent's

arms, grasp his legs and bring him to the mat.

Some wrestlers who are especially adept at the tackle work

with one or both knees on the mat. making it possible for
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i in dropping

I
is i lunm .»< (| 1

1

itime tins

Ian potil -

1 Jvan-

: the limit

Ids. Lit!

tand-

.

1 I

:

a hen

Iv II

tackle, jump hack as

I drop to the mal knees Keep your

ur anib oul r to ward

iff J
• unit's rui

i ittempts .. his head

[mujk :rm between

Fig. 10. Tackle—Block 3
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thigh and his face, and grasp the upjw r part of his right arm
With your left hand. Bear down heavily on his hack with

y^ur chest. Brace your fed and force upward and outward

with the bony part of your forearm, which is in contact with

hifl face. Grasp his buttocks or ankle with your right hand

and pull yourself behind and on top.

4. If you are unable to get your forearm against your op-

ponent's face, catch his right shoulder in the crook of your

left arm. Brace your right hand against his left hip and

jump backward with both feet. Keep your legs straight and

well spread. If you put all of your weight on his shoulders,

you will be able to force him to the mat on his face.

If you should dive for your opponent's legs and he en-

deavors to evade you by use of this block but, as is often the

case, makes the mistake of passing his right arm outside of

instead of under your left arm, you can sometimes pin him
and usually get top position by use of the Wingloek. Reach

back and around his right elbow with your left arm. He sure

m

'
- Start •# Hm Wioffecfc-
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Fig. 12. Turning to Grasp Opponent's Crotch After the Throw from the Wingtock.

that you lock it as high and as tightly as possible. If you

arc on jrour knees, keep your right foot in place but raise

your knc» from the mat. Now throw your head hack and

pull downward Oil his locked ;irni. At the same time swing

your It ft h g forward and to jrour right. This should throw

your opponent to the mat on his hack. This is an excellent

m< thod your tackle has failed.

! 1 secure, you can -

oond fall If your hold

on h > Hkes the mat, turn quickly and

grasp his crotch [HWJIJML

Com*

L The Aerene DnuMe Body Hold can he used if it is

properly applied. If you are definitely on your way to tke

mat. grasp your opponent around his body under his anns

and heave him over your head. Retain your body hold and

r abdomen. your
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kUi no nI in

F.g 13. TockU Counter 1. ftmrN Do«fc4« to4v H«M

m lodicd ukI his fed iprtad, D be pinned when you

strike thr mat. I I' \\v sits clown, pan uill I* thrown com-

pletrly n\rr his h»a»l :i ii« I more '!,.< likrly %* ill he irijuml

by tin i

h iim il Im I

is no d but J «"i s\ ill }>n 4
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tackled, lock your hands thn :op-

crotch by reaching over with your left hand and

through from underneath with your right Ai igodown.

lift h. that his feet will come off the mat. Throw him

hat he will land on \i free your

on top.

Fig. 14. Double Elbow Lock, A Counter for the Reverse Double Bod r Hoid.

. I ck your arms in the opposite manner, by reaching

1th y >ur right hand and through from underneath with

-ft. brace well with your legs and lift his feet from the

Bear down with all of your weight on his shoulders.

rill be flattened on the mat. Free your legs and go

I rt you will be unable to lock your hands

through your opponent's crotch, as suggested in the previous
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Fig. I 5. Tackle—Counter 2.

Pig 16. Countering o TockU with o Quarter NeU
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nil his h< ad hard downward d - ri^ht

ht to tlu . will

hia righl foot, ( kfc with

youi tld <ihI pull it to your right ... your

hold tm his neck and h< will fall to the mat on his

Pin him with a Half Nelson and Insidt

Fig. 18. Single Leg Tack :

Wrestlers who <lo not lock up, but stand nemrij \

shift quuklv about the mat often use this tackle. Shift to

your left and when your opponent steps forward with his

left foot, reverse 4 and step behind and to the outside of his

left foot with your right. Quickly drop to the mat on your

left knee, drive your right shoulder against your opponent's

left leg and grasp his left ankle with your left hand. Keaeh

around behind and grasp his right ankle with your right

hand. Continue to drive your right shoulder against his leg

and bring him to the mat.
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Fig. 19. Knee Dive.

/

-/j 5r*»
Fig. 20. Grasping the Opposite Ankle After Missing a Knee Dive.
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KNEE DIVE

ii be applied : rial attempt for

a hold, but it is more often u rr, when you asr

suddenly being pi i lied forwai

- reach either foot of your opponent, you can ahnqn
him i :•'*:. by proper application of this hold WTitt

.

'. _;:\>p the toes, and with fem left the

i of his left fool Hold hi-

i to move it.

must be taken n< * ith your i

isfikehr to result in a sprained kn juharel

him to the mat. retain hi

daft your left hand to his k ft his foot and leg. and
he will then turn over and you v, v.. p. I the does not

turn, sta; the waist, and force
- .. .-->

: the mat.

It often happens sdfOpti zrasp jr*jr opponent's

ieft foot that you Beunahfc is toe and heel and ccc-

jequently are unable to t properly inkltd.

In such a case keep r knees, hold his ankle with hoik

hanrti, and watch H -n of his other fort. If he steps

forward with his
,
he will turn the inside of his left

leg toward y i can apply the hold just described.

In case he sh kw&fd und away with his light faat,

retain your grasp on his left ;<okle with your left haadL and

rest your left elbow on h;s toes to prevent him from Efting

Us left foot. Reach tTound be]

right arm and grasp his rigfc Shore jour left thonl

der against his left leg, and he will Vk- brought to the mL

SINGLE LEG HOLD AND TRIP

This bold can often be obtained iff after
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tackle, you find that y.-.ur opponent has stepped

>nlv one foot in h;> effort pe. If he steps

Fig. 21. Single Leg Hold and Inside Leg Tri^.

^ht foot, pick up his exposed left leg and lift it as high

ir hip. Your right arm should be around the outside of

eg. Keep his leg on the right side of your ho

rip his right leg. either by stepping on h
>ur left heel behind his. Throw him to your right br gwr-

g the inside of his thfgh a sharp blow with your left hip.

Retain your grasp on his leg with your right arm, but rrkite

s leg and reach around his body with your left arm as fee

r o the mat. When his body strikes the mat, rtiease ham

leg and lock your arms around his waist. Stay up ckiie tm

his crotch. Keep your knees drawn up and well spreadL

Crowd in closely and force his shoulders to the mat,

Comnttr:

To counter this hold, keep your leg straight. HoHr iraer

root in your opponents crotch. Do not permit htm t

your right foot. If he bends over, plate your left

the hack of his neck, pulling his head forward and do«s«*2rf
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' ilic hut locks with \ our right

\\i will i»< foj ccd t. release

i w iU usually

,
• • - ' * ' ;< r m J hf f 1 1 r ii 1

.

DOUBLE BODY HOLD

miliar to the

i i not \ctv useful

Body Mold ond Tr.p

1 1( r. I'm ohtain the hold,

• in an erect position, I ^vk

four arm* around hi ihoulder against bis

dbest. You era cwmplete theh<»l< 1 m om- ot two ways: Either

Bft him hodOr off hi* fret ami turn Inm sideways io throw

t to the nut: w p ltd OD Ins waist, forcing your

oooidrr into \m c^* I
hun over backward until

- .- <*• - -: :. ' i falls to the mat. The tall can be
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U the hold las ben swuraL k can he broken :

;

s > . , j - - .

s jaw and push his head buck as far as possible. This

will weaken his body hold to such an extent that escape is

!

v second :
-

v> . v • - j- - ..- ; r^

Court'

A Double Elbow Lack, cosdbined with a Sit Rack or Hip
Roll, is the most effective and useful counter for the Double

Bod> Ki# ».)

CROSS MTTOCK AN? *» 4 5' -C .:

I hold can sometimes be applied to a man who stands

up too straight. It is seldom used at present, because most

amateur * ui order to protect tbear legs.

a the R : v W. slip yvur left hand from tout

oppor

:

k and grasp bun cfew around the body under

ght armpit. Step across with your left foot, placing

it behind him aKnit midway Nrtwex:; his feet. Bend fur-

ward. force wtth your left arm and shoul

ier. in order to throw wntr * ^voneut ocer your hip. Keep
your grip hiUnut it itt cbw* to tout body.
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Fif. 23 Cro.i Stittock

—

**• S»«r»

f* 2 4 Crot, B«tt<xk
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\\ ht i, \ ou itriki t he mal keep j oui lei * shouhiej di \\ i n

into !

' l'ull upward <ai his left &rm Keep \,nu

right angles to hia \ BUI h 1

1

• uld be m advance oi

k:

The low starting position is the moat effective metni fa
ou1 of tins hold, in case

)

...I M upright^ ) ou oil)

ba< h and
i

^
i ight hand ag i nit hit hip to blw h

aid

rfer:

U W ill study FlgU OU W ill Uoiuv th.it tlw t >\ Q

are in almost the same position, in effecting the CfOU
Buttock, the important thing is to get your opponent bi >>(

quickly; otherwise he can counter by applying ixftcih

one hold on you. Because the positions are almost ld< n

nice comes to the man getting his weight m ri. .(

wquently, th< flFective counter is to heat pqui m
I to his ow n hold.

HIP ROLL

This hold is not ordinarily used by itself, hut Is often tflk< n

mbination with some other hold particularly t iw 1 1. id

It is also the basis of manj <>i* t Ik* more spectaeuliu

falls in Jiu Jitsu. It should be executed when you* oppo
[fl forcing you around the mat and happens to b< I ml
too erect, Short-legged men work this hold to much

. •m\\ antage than do tall ones. A long-legged man Rnd
it virtually impossible to use the Hip Holt RUeCCftftfulh

against the average wrestler.

From the Referee's Hold, retain his elbow, bill reltCUIt Ml
neck and reach around his body with youi left WW (usl h(

low his armpit. Your left forearm should extend LCrQSI hi.
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< 'rowd hiti • mo that he cannot twist in

Body 1 1 « » I <

I

ii' fthould i>< pulled in close t<> your

body. Step i 'ghtlj with your right foot and then

|n\<»i mi it. |- .ui [eft fool a little ahead and to the

>ur opponent's left foot, Keep low and swing your

Ihi». undei youi opponent as you pivot. Von will now have

H,„ Roll.

him in the position nhow.ii in the accompanying illustration.

To tllke Imn i\nwi\ n«mi cat) slam him directly to the mat

foi fl hard full bj pulling hfan OVer your hack and under,

falling «'ii him > • he goti to the mat face up. Base the fall

mi opponent bj dropping to your left knee when you

mi linn ovtl foi thi fall To secure B fall, retain your

body mimI « ii'ow ii"ld miwI finish exactly as described in the

i Buttoi i Hold
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keep low *ikj

DOUBLE ARM BAR

I man who rushes foi

A v n he goes in and under

ifnu insidh r his, pull hin:

»i|/ %t ^ r
i

j > hii >uld in the Cross

rtep in qui:

i i U suddenly jerk-

in his left leg is to the rear,

ith his left foot to pic

trip hira with your left kg
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n

.

xxiy should be ward n if left

hi* be;;

Wr > k Mgtutmt hi.H bti
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wrestlers, but is not very valuable to one following the Inter-

collegiate style.

If your opponent is coming toward you fairly erect, grasp

his left wrist with your right hand, and catch him high up on

the back of his upper arm with your left. Turn your back

toward him, pulling his arm over your left shoulder. Be sure

that his elbow points upward, for, if his arm is grasped so

that his palm is upward, you will break it.

When you have secured his arm properly and have turned

your back, pull it over your left shoulder as far as possible

and quickly twist your body far enough to the left so that his

weight will rest on your right hip. Using your Arm Hold,

you can easily throw him over your shoulder by bending for-

ward at the waist. Drop to the mat on your knee when

throwing your opponent. The fall from this hold is a very

violent one and is to be avoided for that reason. The shock

M usual! enough to disconcert a man momentarily,

thus giving \<>u an opportunity to pin his shoulders to the

mat.

Block$:

1. If your opponent grasps your left arm with the inten-

tion of applying this bold, swing around to his left as quickly

ossible to prevent him from catching your body across

his hip. I f you can swing clear around to his left side, grasp

him in the crotch from behind, lift, and throw him forward.

He will always release the arm to avoid being thrown on his

head.

2. In case you cannot swing around, strike him forcibly

in the buttocks with your right knee. This will straighten

him and prevent him from throwing you over his shoulder.

You should then be able to get your arm off his shoulder and

out of his grasp.
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ARM LOCK AND INSIDE CROTCH HOLD

I. step in deeply with your left

i
our bin!) to your right, Retain your hold on

and duck your head under his

m Slip yoUf kft .inn mlo his crotch SO that his weight

! . your arm, Pull his left arm so

u( of your right shoulder. Your

ght will dun be centered across the hack of

id Inside Ciotch Hold.

in the mat it is necessary only to

I ittle effort need be made to

,:rm About all you need to do is to

unci* that you maintain your relative

>ti nighten up when his weight is centered

him a hard fall on his back by

ki ee .uul throwing him off over your

in, retain the Crotch Hold, and try
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swing your left leg .through, so thai you are Pacing in the

same direction ms your opponent. Drive his head and ihoul

ders to the mat underneath your body bj continuing the mo
t ion with your left le^- and by pulling him ahead at about

forty-five degrees i<> his left, Keep the weigh! of youi cht it

and shoulders concentrated <>o the head of your opponent

Pull his head in close and iwisi his body under yours, so that

he will fall on his back underneath you. When you are on

the mat,
|

> i a 1 1 inward and upward on your opponent's head

Keep close and start walking in a circle around Iun head

This will not only pin his shoulders down 1ml il..» put i

s<-\ ere to is! on his neck. This method <>!' applying I he I lend

lock can be used with excellent results against ;< nmn who
nothing of wrestling. II is easily possible In injure

your opponent's neck seriously by circling his head verj

rapid};

An optional method thai is not so effective as n mcuiu of

combat but is far better as a wrestling hold is to include youi

I.., II Uon.llock wllli A.m. I...I...I..I
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with his left arm, duck your head and push his left hip with

your right hand. He will miss your head and be thrown off

balance by the push on the hip, giving you an excellent op-

portunity to go behind him and pick him up.

Fig. 33. Hcadlock with Arm Included and Hip Roll.

Cotmtera:

1. When your opponent grasps your head, reach over his

left shoulder with your right arm and grasp his chin. Pull

back in order to Straighten him. Drop your left hand into

his crotch from in front, lift him, and drop him to the mat.

Retain your Inside Crotch Hold and try for a Half Nelson.

2. If your opponent has not included your arm, reach over

his right leg with your right arm and through his crotch from

behind with your left. Lock your hands and pull your body
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as close to his as possible. As soon as you strike the mat,

roll over your own shoulders, carrying him with you. Retain

your hold on his leg, get to your knees, and stack him on his

shoulders. If you make him look straight up between his

legs, he will not only be pinned but usually will also be unable

to retain his Headlock. It is often possible, and always de-

sirable, to lock your opponent's right leg as described, before

Fig. 34. Headlock—Counter 2, the Start.

you arc thrown to the mat. In such a case hold him closely,

sit down, turn to your right, and stack him on his shoulders

as before. Be sure to keep your legs well spread and crowd
him as much as you possibly can. This counter is not satis-

factory for use in Olympic competition.

3. An amateur wrestler, when caught in a Headlock of

any kind, is usually satisfied to lock his opponent around the

waist, maintain the top position by keeping on the left side

:>f his opponent, and pull his head out of the Headlock at his
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VVh<

motion ur opponent s

body and no! his arm. Withdrawal ii much more easily ac-

complished, and there is m the ears.

i. If your arm hafl been included, and you are short, lock

cms around your opponent's body and roll him on over

the inatanl you strike the mat. Stay on top, brace your right

Flfl. 35. Hoodlock—Counter 2, Completed.

forearm on his neck, and pull your head free. Do no1 at-

tempt this counter when wrestling under Olympic rules un«

less you believe thai you can roll him over on the way down

to the iiimI not after you strike.

I f you are tall, the instanl you strike the ma1 reach over

with your right leg and grapevine your opponent's right leg.

ighten out your left leg and get up on your left knee.

You are now astride and on top of your opponent, Push

his head downward with your right hand and pull your head

free. After you have learned to use this counter on the mat,



hold: to take opponent di^ectl/ to mat '.:

Fig. 36. Headlock with Arm Included—Counter 5, Withdrawing Head
After Going to the Mat.

Fig. 37. Headlock with Arm Included—Counter 5, Grapcrining Opponent's
Leg from Standing.
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you should endi :i\ or to obtain tin* c rrap< \ m< before you are

tin-own to the m.it. The successful use <>f tins counter de-

pends more upon speedy grapevining of your opponent's leg

than anything else.

SIT-BACK

Holds which involve the Sit- Back can be worked when

your opponent is pushing you around the mat. It is also

9 i able to attempt it only at the beginning of a contest, for,

if your opponent 1 ity ami slippery, the hold is

worthless.

St simple combination involving the Sit-Back is the

Wtis KHxra Lock. Prom the Referee's Hold, retain

bold on
j

ponent's left dhow with your right hand.

Remove your left hand from his neck ami slip it in deeply

j under his arm Prom this position, wan*

until he drives into If he docs not push

nst > on i usually induce him to d»> so by pushing

him s little yourself When hf i\ \ i Irive in, wall until his

left fool is thcad and then jump In close in thai your right

foot is between hia feel nnd your left fool li just outside Ilia

right foot

When you pimp mi. .it down qnji i |j , itrlking the mat on

\niM right hip ii<>id yotu opponent closely, pulling him

down on t<»p oi j ou< When youi i ighl hip itrlk( th< mat

throw linn av< i on hi h icl to yom right Ifou do thl

pushing hard from i left foot and h< i ing ?ith nil youi

itrength w ith the Waist Hold Pull in on his clbov foi thii

,n t in ninf. him onto hi* ba< I It al \o pr< 1 1 nt i him 1 rom

nsin# his am brace to a oid being i olli d undi i

Wl ' oui opponent oi 1 1 onto hii \>^> I be

wire to or holdi on hia arm and body. St.

rr left J' g fi om it po ition behind

r right leg to one in Drop your head and
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shoulders lowi forcing your weight down onto his chest

Complete the hold as described under the Cross Buttock*

\ useful variation of tins hold is executed by stepping on

your opponent's left toe with your right foot. This prevents

him from stepping outward in order to brace himself. You

.,. II „l

CAn alSO plact yOU\ left foot in Ins nolrli lo ii»*si«;l in 1 1n i iv\

InJ lion 01 I
i Onto In •>••< I lo I lit. viiiintion il i<> ile.tiirnhh-

ii.i- uitridi of his bod] to gain a fall rather than trying

to stay out at his side. (I nutry lor s fall, use the I touble

DOUBLE ELBOW LOCK AND SIT BACK

M- Doubh Elbow Locli is I variation of Qm Sit»Bick

which is u -«i 'hv effectively as s counter for the Double

Body Hold. It is b great favurite with Gn£Co»Roman \m< h
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I rut forces into you, gets his arms in*

i

;

\ 1 l«^M. lock both

im as high

o. Jump in an 1 S Back as

Id, but finish the hold in this

I
bi

::
'i your hold on his

r^ 39 n itit - - : •

--'

M)A force his sIk the mat by kee? r legs

pread and
j

shoulders.

appen \ _ _ ir op-

poner ' _ ir apart as possible.

Bk

ut to jump in

to work a Si v - r if he *

I that can be com-

pleted S
f inue to push into
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him, bul back up and free yourself from his holds on youi

n-uis He cannot execute «J\y hold involving thi Si1 Bad

unless you are pushing to* tfd him.

iter:

While \ ou ai i urried to the mat and :

^ an the ins

•

.

get you leg brace ar

g
t back. ' *pped

the turning m -rag* and his hoi:

effective. You are on top. He will have coosiderable diffi-

_- *

REVERSE NEADLOCK AND ARM BAR

•
'-

.: _: .

". > l: .
- : • - — .> >'rr--

against a man wt r your legs, it m a very ample

and effect! * e defense to use agiiast anyone that c*wrsisteirU>

tries to get ur One or two applications wilL ill vest

induce such an opponent to change his mode of attack.

-
-: -:< -i-t:' :: ;-

-- v
.v:.*

;

' f
*v*

rae Headloct is in exjunction with the Arm Bar. This

ehind

Avantage on the mat. Two
jtion are commonly tried, their

selection being arm and shoulder

strength

The first method, which results in a fall, is best appfii

men v
'

is about equal to or, preferably. le>^

\ v rang into you. pull him forward

with your left hand, which rest> on his neck. His

I
go into your left armpit. Encircle his head with your
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close to

m ithdraw. Your

Ic of your

•ii.l j our forearm

Bin grip ihouM !>< taken,

ed Wit) ) OUr right arm. To

F,v 40 I

m keep j om i ight Fool in place, w ing

p I.. id. mat em \ "in lift knee.

|
> > 1 1 1 v .'in oppoiK nl ill. nl il mm allele of

|( I I rum him w ilh llir A iiii

Hat. md -mi hi bad Whu d j ou tui d pour

i that | ou hold him

tightly -nl. I In i li. in i |»,u )

W\ t, pull on hit chin

i | idc of hii

I
\".i. hip toward ha
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n ultould \m tl •

•llsll \\ \\\\ it Ml «'l(l( I

Uv >\ »n mot itfeanpi t<

j oy pill on lus qUb I

)

obtain i fail I

nportaitt thai
|

. i nd j ou « ill nol I

n rod give kin

ipo. it i> htttai M but itoady pn
:s ivsistaiw

I . In I

M WtU be una'" U Hid QUO bl

When you have scviu i
\vu may Bud it unpossi-

kkro* yom opponent to the nut on his back. Tins ii

,. retailing from btkk

00 slowly When tliis nation arises, throw all oi

\NtM^ht ou his neck Mid shoulder, jump bod m

Ff 41. R«v**M H^dlocV «n4 Arm l«r—Go.n, t«k.»d
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knee* on the mat

*<JW potaiblr

Bwdfecb but

hove inward tfl ann at

,iri<l (»rasp his Irft ami at least

I Ibow vi left haul Do not rekaae hi*

Sfm g n^ht ha'

had him K"mK P*s * m *

re-aching nut. pff

Ei going bel

In pull him to thr mat arr tinsuccess-

flil, it in I fet-t forward aiM

g to haik ip. H is left

I I

* krj? with your n^ht HI
your h

and roll him r

r

<
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methods M

tiers have tor bringing
1

I

application, [

till an ninkiafending
••

' /inning -

g n working on fa

more skillful op

invent the application ol the It < I
- Headlock and

Bar, keep your elbov cloae to yom In tlttf way
i . avoid the Bar II<>ld. Keep your brad w*Jl u;

d the Reverse Headlock. Reference to
>i

vrestler on his feet will remind jroi <nts. It

must be remembered, however, that k our head up

es the Headlock, but it is far better from the itandpoinl

f imateur wrestling to invite a Headlock than t<

D i Reverse Headlock.

I counter that can be worked before you have

lat is to grasp the left wrist of your opponent with your

hand, with your palm toward you. ierk down his left

withdraw your head, and take him to the mat with a

ilock with arm included. The latter is obtained bv

ging er hard with your left arm for his head. The
ler he has heaved on his hold, the harder will be his fall

He i llock.

m Oil his left arm and then, keeping your head

opponent's armpit, snap back quickly with your

iwing around behind in order to take- your man to

ne of Hi' several methods that
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k t«i a a
-.'>w in

itfht »r:

jth >fimt His Irfl

>«Hir irft Kip Your
r head ami will strike the

Fif 41. RivtrM Hcodlock and Arm

t i ttch jroui opponent in Um a tch with the crook of

»r left hand.

OUll mil Ihrn «lf .p with him for a fall. lie can

thrown with otakaad Half Neboo.
• <, Iw fog thrown ><> the mat with the Rererw
i \>m Eta • lite to attempt ai.

or right hand .ttfnm*t vour op-

• Iffhl In
|

. nt when jrou
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^STANDING SWITCH

m the Referee's Hold, i left I

iping h i >, wrist with youi rigbl

Pull ii I oi with

, -.in lei i fool and then i each o

1 1" 1
' h Sit do* n quii Lis , tL

*%*

Fig. 44. Standing Switch.

lit onto his left arm at the shoulder. This will

throw In ni iolently to tin- mat on his face. Hi wrieJ

<»Mi ii|/i.t hand and swing over and on top. This hold

• celli ni i ounter for the Tackle.

(
- p bach with yarn lefi fool to keep jrour thigh out ol

pi ich
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Counter:

The counter for this hold is very easily executed, and tor

that reason the hold is not often used to advantage by the

rmer. When your opponent reaches over your arm to

,
your crotch, drive iii and attempt to loek your arms

around his waist, al the same time tripping him by stepping

over his right leg and behind his right foot with your own
left leg. Pull in hard <>n his waist and drive him back and

to the right, [f the trip is worked, he will fall on his right

side and you will be on top of him with a Waist Hold.

DOUBLE WRIST LOCK

The Double VVrisiloek from standing, being in disfavor

and sometimes barred because of the large number of men
i hat h d injured shoulders or elbows from its ap-

plication, has not been used to any great extent recently.

Fig. 45. Double Wristlock.
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At pi- is ordinarily d to countering the

id similar moves. Jt ire counter for

because it turns a teriou

us position in a short time and with little

effort.

To obtain this hold, step in between your oppoi

with your left foot, at the same time graspinj oppo-

nent's left wrist with your right hand. Lock voiu left arm
over his left elbow as high as possible. Bend his left arm

in such a way that you can reach through and grasp

right wrist with your left hand. Drop backward to the mat.

falling on your right hip and shoulder. Drag your oppo

nent down on top of you by exerting a strong pull with your

left arm. Do not pull hard with your right, for that wdl

permit him to straighten his left arm, making the hold much
less effective. On your way to the mat, be sure to throw

your left leg up and to the outside of your opponen

leg, in order to prevent his swinging across to your right side

and blocking the hold. He should land on his right shoul-

der. You can now complete the Double Wristlock,

scribed in Chapter 12.

Recently the Intercollegiate Rules have been r< vi

<»rder to safeguard those less skilled wrestlers who, because

i

' their own ineptitude, might be injured by the Double

Wristlock. It is now specified that the direction of the ap-

plication of the turning force must be at a right angle to

ng axis of the defensive wrestler's body, thus prevent-

ing the hold from becoming a twisting Hammerlock. a

itial source of injury to the elbow or shoulder.

Blocks:

1. To block this hold from standing position it is inn

join your hands by reaching under your opponent's

left leg when he steps in. He can then be lifted and dropped
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to the mat When you take him down, be sure to keep your

hands locked, for be will try to tear them apart and complete

the bold.

B. If he still retains the Double V k after striking

the mat. use any of the U counters which might

\ ire described in Chapter

OVER-ARM LOCK
Id was i imlar mam

Ifin^ s were held in a rv

arded it also fell into disuse. H has b

~nred with excellent res

vfcenmthe R
n#ht arm und<

arm and across your hack, resell back ami over a

ut left arm. By drmngr forward and downward



ami concentrating the force on his right shoulder you can

throw him to the But. When he is brought to the mot*

•cross his body and lock hb left keg with your rt^ht

tt is poessMtw itaeh across and gttsp h* Wft

jpst dbo«e the cftov. As jon dme hen femri «wi

imi pu& hi c* the arm »ad he w31 he thiwi h> the

q he> b«cfc T« ut wuttnc the Ona^Anft

h« II 0w» Am* Uifc

\wi\\ Nn Hiphwk u* itaiti ipol felta tn Oiytnptt n> n tlii\8

1 \ OU | iUl li)>|KWfn! Ki I |M i wttti d Kit

Ol ' V.m 1 ,vk pull Imui up
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>ck. Watch your feet if you are behind. lie may

u his legs and grasp your ankle.

FORWARD LEG TRIP

j± man who is very fast and agile on the mat can use this

type of trip very successfully against a wrestler who stands

with one foot well forward. It is also an excellent maneuver

for a wrestler to use against a boxer, because it brings him

to the ground, where his blows will be weak and futile. The

longer your legs, the better are your chances, provided you

are not clumsy.

Fig. 48. Forward Leg Trip.

me just within reaching distance of your man. First

your left hand on the mat, drop quickly, and throw

left leg ahead so that the lower part of the calf is across

.

f foot. Swing your right leg in a wide sweep and strike

his left leg behind and just above the knee with your own
right knee. If this is done quickly, and with all your force,
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his hands ;uwl k

I

be rwplri
;

\t on

I again,

i

I

ir opponent; draw hack

r hich jrou hai i in H ! . . .

! nad save
( :h^ hold.



CHAPTER 7

L ARM DRAG TO GO BEHIND

irom the Referee's Hold, grasp your opponent's left

wrist with your right hand, thumb up. Pull his hand ofi

your neck and down, until it is no higher than your hip

Grasp his upper arm as high up as possible with your lefl

Fig. 49. Arm Drag.

122
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your left foot and place it on top of his left foot. Your toei

should point between his le#s. Now pull forward nod down

as hard as possible. At the same time fall to the mat,

ii your left hip. lie will be thrown to thi mat on his

l.-ue. lie will be on your left side. Swing over on top <>l

him before he is able to free hi your

bodj

.

Counter:

When your opponent jerks you foi permit \<>m left

> be pulled across his body, but step around and b( hind

his right foot with your own left. Your It uld l><

just inside his right foot, parallel to it but pointing th< op

posite direction. Pick up his left leg at tl md throw

your weight against his body. lie will fall t<> (hi mtA Ith

you on top. If the man applying the Arm Drag pullidown

ward extremely hard, this counter will imf wm I \ i rv well

OPPONENT'S POSITION AND YOURS
WHEN YOU ARE BEHIND

Your opponent should assume tin sann lov position pr( i

ously described as the wrestler's position on the Peel H<

should take care that yon do not inf) "n< of

his .inns; he is very likely to be injured if he ii thrown to the

mat on that side. The important tl him to rememhcM

is to keep low, with his feet well spread and hi hand Prei

Your position is somewhal Kncirclt hi

with your arms, locking youi hand a or wrii ! r>l tin

common methods. B< can ful noi to hold him Ion

\ our chesl on his hip him doM n n «'«»i

ild be well spr< ad, w ii h i
" h Pool Pi om twelv< to

- Iks in a direcl line bacl ol th< corn pond In
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Fig. 51. Position Behind an Opponent.

opponent. From this position you can take him to

by any one of the several methods which will be de-

ii Chapter 8.

ELBOW SHOVE

the Referee's Hold, when your opponent drives to-

. shove his left elbow upward and to your left with

lit hand. At the same time duck your head under

mi and step ahead with your right foot.

•>ur left hand from his neck and lock it with your

hich will be reaching around behind his body immedi-

Uowing the Elbow Shove. The success of this raove-

ntirely upon the violence of the shove and

ith which you connect up the waist hold from
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F.g || Ml.

1 < | .in « .isil\ be I> ''itlrJ !>\

I i in tk< •

il difficult

erl )
>'>»i oppoiK nt t»>>\ ifd \

ran .1

I* Inner tl

•« «w.

GOING UNDiK ARM TO SLIf IIHIND

^

him that you are af<

fmnl OH I ami nt thr vtm»

*nnl ami

knJe of h» l* four Ml I

bring I
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a is wise l<> do ii , however, you tepped in with the

wrong fool to give you enough pow< > drive him over under

must circumstances. You can u> \ this move when you

know lli.-il you cannol gel in clo tough on his legs to

tackle, and then complete odL ITour opponent

wiJi often attempt to avoid your I effort to tackle by

taking a Reverse Headlocl and Arm Bat or. perhaps, just

by barring both your armi -.vhK.-h he doe-, all you

need do in order to wor\ the mam liver is to get your head

Fig. 5 3. Going Undor Opponent'* Arm.

undei his left armpit With a strong driv< Prom your right

foot, stand up and throu jrom head bad • and you will be

able to slip behind him and lectin s tvaisl hold.

Block:

Overtake a Reverse lleadlocli or bars man's arms when
he attempts a tad leifyouknou thai hi uses this go-behind.

There are man) « Kcellenl blocks foi tad U i which do not

have t his -< 1
1 id antfl



CHAPTER 8

Standing Wnedlut^—% 7o^e

ta the, Mat^ lieUUti

W„rHKN you hav( gone behind your opponent your next

task is to take him to the mat in such a way that you i

tain your position of advantage. There are several methods

used to accomplish this purpose. A few of them ari

violent, their success dep< uding largely upon how hard the

man is thrown to the mat. In general, these holds are i

more difficult to secure than the aking a man
to the mat by tripping. The latter depend nv m ac-

curacy than upon violence of execution for their success.

LIFT

Bring both of your feet close in behind th< jr oppo-

If your hands are locked on the righl Iropyonr

left hip under his buttocks. Lift him from the mat. turn

through an angle of sixty to ninety

drop to your right knee, and throw him to the mat. Fall

with him, being sure to retain your waist hold, so that you

will be on top when you strike the mat. The more violently

ted, the better is the chance for your success,

[f the recipient of the fall should have his under arm locked

tfi th< list hold he will probably be injured.

129
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v#

Fig. 55. Lift.

F»9 56 L.ff ond Oufiide Crotch Hold.
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in c hapter 11 gn perming with

<' i

g th< g leg of your opponent
I

til. try to land in a .sitting posit. Gel your

Ins and into his crotch and pull yourself cm top.

must he started ai soon as the hold is taken;

it will be of little value.

DOUBLE LEG HOLD FROM REAP

Thil h«»ld takes a man down with eonaideraMe violence.

diffleull to work on a man who feeai band**

Drop oar chest is no h

break your waist hold, and take him ai

on the outside, with each hand. Di I rwardhard,

,- linn on the buttocks with your sh Hold his

legs and he will fall forward on his hands and knees to the

F»f 59 Oo«M« U« H+*4 ffmm %—f
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L TRIP OVER THIGH

Retain your waist hold with your hands locked OH your

ent's right side. Place your left foot bai
v o the

right of your opponent's right foot. Your U-fi !<••<- -:/,.;

nted directly to the right. Drop to Um your

Fig. 60. Trip over Thigh.

,ii.( and pull him hack over your left thigh. He will

it on his hack or nn his right side, hi either case you

on top v> ith I n ftisl hold.

Mon I will afo en1 a man from using

KNEE TO KNEE TRIP

lar trip requin i oontidi rabk effort on your

but, if properly executed, b lun to h :

i man
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tion behind, set your right fool just out-

u opponent's right foot. Then, hold'

i In waist, force down hard to f
I

n vour right forearm and to the

our left arm. At the same time I

Fig. f>l. Knee to Knee Trip.

ard and ninety degrees to the right and
i lie' inward with your own. This

inin to tin mat and underneath with you on

npletion of tins more depends, tnon

on tlu violence h it h n I

tid tins hold by stepping

' put ide of yours.
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^TRIPPING FORWARD AND TO THE SIDE

Imoiii your position behind, hold your opponent tightly

with your waisl hold and force him forward and down. At
some time, when he lias his right leg hack, trip it by stepping

across his ankle from the 1 outside with your right foot. Now
force him forward and drag him to the mat.

He can he tripped to the side by a somewhat similar

method. Hold him as before hut force him to the right.

When you know that he is supporting the greater part of his

Fig. 62. Tripping to Side.

weight on his right foot, pull to the right and downward

with all your (owe and strike him at the right ankle with

bhi instep of your right foot. His foot should be kicked

directly i<> the left. Because all of his weight is centered on

thin l""t .'ind you pidl him to the right, kicking the foot to

ihr h ii and simultaneously pulling down will bring him to

Mir mat' Underneath. If the kick is too hard, this hold can
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ly result in broken ankle. It is advisable, therefore, to

it with extreme moderation against anyone but an

perienced wrestler.

ADDITIONAL TRIPS

In addition to the above, there are other methods used to

take a man to the mat by grapevining a leg from behind.

These are described in the next chapter, under the Grape*

rined Leg or Cross-Scissor Ride, as procedural to bring a

man to the mat if he stands up in that particular hold. Al-

though their most common application is in this case, they

can be used to great advantage as a means of taking a man
to the mat from behind. They have this advantage over most

holds: The under man is thrown to the mat in a position

from which escape is very difficult. When you are behind

your opponent and he gains control of your hands, this is

Sometimes the only means by which you are able to control

bun and take him to the mat.
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ANKLE LOCK BETWEEN LEGS

\ ith both h "•

F.q 63. Ankle Lock Between Le«»

,t ,,|» o ili.n
j our butto

l
hiv

i
linn to relet** his w« I \w\\\

til l< hi! I. .11. .I.M.I

<
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Fig. 64. Ankle Lock Between Leg*— Block.

&*

F'S 65 Ankle Lo
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pud) linn .mi the buttocks with

H i"i»i< h i> ov< r tad land on his

unto r ii quickly i v cutedi

- . \ hard fall; h< can I requently

tm

PICK UP LEG FROM OUTSIDE

j too far out to the tide,

m him. hut do not tear .-it his hands, [nstead,

Mm si.h leg \ the left • foi < nun
-in k it • mi through his crotch, and lock

the < Litside of hii leg vrith your right arm. Stop

rnly, lift on hii leg, and iwinghim into the air 10 thai

fi
1 leg mil alao • around in front. If he releases

it bold, thro* him to the mat and gain top position.

hold, as is more often the caw . raise

}
r.
a
\ *

P* 44 *«*.•§ Up • U* »•-. OuM.dc
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i„ i,. i.n falling Mritti iiim. drop

!,. ;,< bo sink, tin mat OH OQt fa*

i , impact will difturb bin

ible t<> tmn toward ins h< ad ind

1 1 ii m..\c is m rj smij.i. md b

, N i So thre, owing t«. tin bard fall

ill merely lift his op] cut's kg

|
w ith Ins own left W \LT TMl ,s

SITTING DOWN TO GET LEG HOLD

rid i ffedivc method for gaining fa id

to pull fthcad and thru sit down i|iiiekly.

Iccth mat, turn in and gT&jp < ,lli, i on< I.

|
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or both. If jvwj get onhr one, you will be able to execute

either ooe of tbe numerous Single Leg Tackles. If you

AouM be sx> fortunate as to get both legs, then attempt the

Pick-Up variation of the Double Leg Tackle. This is an

excellent ami effective nu g m edica-

roent m

SIT DOWN AND CHANCERY OVER SHOULDER

1 n the preceding hold, crowd back as you sit down, causing

your opponent t<> he overbalanced t«> the front. When he

I his ahead, reach up with l >< > t H hands and catch his neck.

From tliis point execute the Chancery Over Shoulder de-

scribed in Chapter 12.

ROLL ACROSS BODY FROM STANDING

to run . >m your opponent. If he is following

look one >,f his arms, pull it high around your

Fig. 68. Roll Across Body from Standing.
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waist, and turn your hips through as described in the Hip
Roll Drop to your outside knee, and be will be thrown orer

your body and to the mat on his back. As be goes over, turn

gs, s I u will be face down and on top of

hen he lands ud WlU In? able to take I pinning hold.

This is \ery useful method for gaining ">pot" falls.

SWITCH FROM STANDING

This hold is particularly effective when used against a

man who pulls you from Bide tO side when he is behind. As-

sume thai your opponent tries to drag you down by pulling

you to the ri^hi. When be pulls you, turn to your left,

Stepping forward with your rigid font. Keaeh over his left

arm with your left and take a firm hold in his crotch. Put
all of your weight on his left shoulder and drop to the mat,

Fig. 69. Switch When Opponent ll Behind.
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ping your lefl fool in place for ih<- instant. As you strike

tin mati you should l>< racing in almost the opposite direc-

tion from you* original position. Throw your weight hard

into his shoulder and swing your hips away from )»im on the

to the mot. \\'\ ' mat, ihifl your weight

m your lefl foot to tl now
ght foot. By

cr and pull-...
Th« oompletK/ri of ft r 12-

DOUBLE WRISTLOCK WHEN OPPONENT IS BEHIND

b away vt man and feint to tear at his hands.

tate momentarily, at the same time taking a Double
Wristlock on either arm. If you take it on his left arm, fall

t, Mk W**Ik* W+tm Ow$tm*m U t ****4
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forward to the mat on your right lide. As you fall, grape-

vine his left l<g with your left leg to prevent him from throw-

ing his body acroffl to block Mir- Double WriatJock. The

completion for thii hold Is discussed al considerable length

in Chapter 12,

DOUBLE WRISTLOCK REVERSAL TRIPPING HEAR LEG

A /. ,:r:<- '". ' '-
-

;.* ' '-.''':. ;.• Do Aie *>'>': /''/// '.:. vo .:

opponent's left arm when be is behind you in the standing

.or*. \\ he hangn on with Ms right arm and crowds to-

ward your Jeft to prevent your completing the Double

Wristlock, notice the position of his feet. When his left foot

is behind, move ahead. This will cause him to step ahead

with the left foot. As his foot strikes the mat, step outside

of his left foot with your own, and throw your weight to the

mat as hard as possible, concentrating your force on his arm.

Turn so that you will land on his chest with your left shoul-

der. If you pull with all your force on his arm, and the trip

is successful, he will receive a very hard fall, owing to the

fact that you have suddenly thrown him the way he was push-

ing, because he expected you tO turn the opposite way to try

to complete your Double Wristlock* This is an excellent

hold to use in Olympic competition.

On trilu Um on can pin him bj snj of *ev-

under the Roll n titer Arm,
Eta

ymsr legs aero** bis body at the instant of impact

This hold may be applied wfcen ymsr oyponenl does not

keepdJre^bdundywL fee Fig. 47.



CHAPTER 10

Jfold-jbow+a

in; following descriptions cover most of the common
devices for taking the under man out of position and driving

him into Hie mat. The best methods tor gaining falls from

each hold-down will he recommended. In many cases, there

will he a description of certain special methods which are

used to gain falls from the hold-downs. These holds have

been purposely included in this chapter in order to make a

more understandable and useful sequence.

The "Referee's Position" of the wrestlers on the mat being

defined by the rides, we shall endeavor, whenever it is possi-

ble, to describe the mechanics of the various devices as they

are executed from this position. To make for greater sim-

plicity, the top man will always he assumed to he on the right

side of his opponent. This does not imply, of course, that

the maneuver can he worked only from the right side. In-

deed, it must he kept in mind that any hold, once perfected,

may he applied equally well from either side. Proficiency

in the execution of holds is simply a mutter of constant prac-

tice; hence, if a wrestler practices his holds on the ni.it from

but one side, he will probably ] killful from that

side hut remain as clums * from the other.

Tin if a man Irishes to I he

s with equal dilig Ordinarily, the follow-

ing • s ibo applied it* the top man
148
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is on the left side, and the words right and left are inter-

changed throughout.

THE "REFEREE'S POSITION" ON THE MAT

Fig. 71. "Referee's Position" on the Mot.

The defensive contestant . . . must place both knees on the

mat, with the lower legs parallel, and he must place the heels of

both hands on the mat, not )<M than twelve inches in front of Hit

knees. The offensive wrestler shall lie slightly over his opponent

at his left (or right) side with his right (or left) arm resting

loosely on opponent*! left (or right) elbow. iJoth of hi*, I

shall be On Uw rn.it and OUtaide of defensive wrestler*! u<*r leg/

UNDER POSITION

F< is possible for the under mar I *itions

which satisfy the rules. Consequently, wrestlers use a large

'Official WrrstJinjr Guide ( I*. R Pmttcrww, editor). »* York: N*t)OMl

AUUetk Association, 190*.
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sive positions, the most common of which

\m!1 \ \w describing the execution of the various

ivers, we shall Assume the under man u> lu> in Position

I. unless stated others

/

mm knees >x v U spread to afford n broad base This

makes for great stahilit} V tun toes should eithei Im turned

A *m be pointed nwaj frtuu youi opponent l
1 Is Uftuallj

r.

f

Fig. 72. Defensive Position I.

considered unwise to poini the toe of y<>\w near fool toward

the top man, because there is danger of an injured ankle if

he drops bis knee on it 'i dded stability i \v\ your

buttock* at Ion as possible- The lini oi poui back should

h dmo ! parallel to tfM floor, usually being two 01

\h( hmthh I the butto

ml h<- }> Yaut
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the front. The angle between your upper arm and your

forearm should lie between ninety degrees and one hundred

and five degrees, This position is excellent for pure!) defen*

sive work, and il is particularly effective against a man who

makes good tisr of his |ega, or against one who constant l\

attempts to get control ol your wrists. The greatest ihort

coming of iius position w the difficulty experienced bj pioil

nv i. -.ii« i*. in (fitting to iii< u feet or on lop

I /

Thl position "I lli< I * «*l
, IcgM, iiimI hullorK'. (iii Hi. >ni.

:r. m Po»itiMl I I u Ihi. «:i'.< on I \ \ out hnii«l>< in « «»n lli< mil

r

fig. 73. Defensive Position II.

palm down, and well <prf rad. Your dhows are bent to pre*

fiility of n blow breaking jrooi nest am Keep
I vith your

hfpa wrll }#- fllttN *, Thi* w tmr

<i{ the b&t pmit'ujm Ut nmtm idtijf,
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but it \ il \ i-nr op*

I itk his If

///

ittempt bo oombine t
_ I points «>t' Po-

I . J J by keeping the i urn down <>n the

F* 74

miit. i I up and bent,

as in position II. In tins case the i th. buttocks

D the calf of the m

TOP MAN'S POSITION

I •
•••-,

•
* •

* ' •

;

• '
; '

: ..: .s jin mtiIm (1 w it hi? i

v suggestions can Ik* made. It tt quite

bea in the
"Referee's PositiasV that you keep

' i> much <»f

y»ur weight as passible. Inasmuch a> eitary
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desirable to maintain this position once the match is

\\ < II to remember that you can increase your
;

I taking your weight off your knees and moving
ibout on yoill toes, [f you keep your chest on the back of

you\ opponent and make him support your weight, it will

make him slower in his movements and also cause him to tire

quickly.

HOLD-DOWN FROM "REFEREE'S POSITION"

Toki i linn grasp on your opponent's right elbow; hold as

possible to your waist hold. Place your left knee

sgainsl the side of his right calf about midway between his

ankle and knee. Step out to the side with your own right

and |
ml I your opponent down on his right side. Quickly

hill your left hand from his waist to his right wrist. Drive

doM n into your opponent's short ribs with your left shoulder

tnd keep him on his side.

\ "N con \.u\v this ride by placing your left knee directly

*fe^

fig. 75. Hold-Down from the "Referee's Position."
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nenl md d< si ro) m^ Ins balana bj gii ina

^'1.1 :iht-:i«l .'iu;iiiist Ins bllttocki wImii \<mi

I
m

i
.1 i pom this position bj shii I m r̂

j oux

right hand fr« • < Ilxw to hif wrist .• i n « I then

taking a H Kelson irith your U ri Arm. Sac die next

us methods used foi < i tmplet ing tins

for this hold-down is the Double Wrisl

ui opponent's left arm as he pulls you onto

S ( )ut to the Side <»!• Switch.

WAIST HOLD

i • mil j ou to lock your arm around your

ii*t, first pull him onto his right side and then

*§ 74 McAtf(Ww« iW9m h^ w#ttf H.!,1
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lock your har. gether. Your left hand should be locked

palm downward. Keep well behind him and drive your

shoulder into his snort ribs, as in the preceding hold.

When you lock your hands together around your oppo-

nent's waist, bring him onto his right side by forcing hard

against his thigh with your right elbow. Shift your left arm
deeper in around his body before you drive your left shoul-

der into his ribs. Use in Olympic competition.

Counter:

The Sit-Out to the Front, described in Chapter 12, is the

best counter for all hold-don ns which make use of the Waist

Hold.

FOUR-POINT HOLD-DOWN

From your "Referee's Position," swing behind and astride

your opponent. Straddle his buttocks with your thighs and

squeeze with your knees, so that he cannot shake you loose

Fig. 77. Four-Point Hold-Down.
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I 'i om th< inside, hook each foot under bis

p
i i. m and constantly exert pressure to spread

Grasp each of his armi from the outside just

Make htm carrj your weight in case he

H vrill tire quickly, so t : i k < ad\ antage of your first

h him on his right side <>u the mat Do
rig th< outward pressure with your left fool

g inward with your left knee. Bar his left ana

ut. Turn his back to the mat for fall, using

I
\ i in 1 [old.

Tin to tin Front is one of the best escapes for this

1
1 must be executed as soon as you find your opponent

\ our back.

CANT AND NEAR WRISTLOCK

1 Position" on the mat, place your left

l< of \ our opponent *s right calf, about

i .. h< v he i« >\% thi in... st i:m^ lit en and stiffen your left

otild Ik pointed out w ard. The palm of

insidi - »r j our opponent s left thigh

I
ii.« w aj up •" 1 \v

< mi in knee and
-)

' your itiflrV ru H li ft arm, bear down n itt

1 opponent 1 back and

1
if) forty-five degra

the r , our l< ft ibouldei

hen you step
! ulder Aj you itep

IkIuikI : ' hand,

I 'nil Ills U ftSt l».i< k tO

ward hi* hip !
-I

| m«i, and
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^ou control of his righl arm. Keep yotu weigh! beai

"iwn on him.

You can Im >h I him in this position If you keep bin righl

pulled back in under him. Continually drive him foi

ward about the mal by forcing bard againsl hii back wn*h

Fig. 78. Cant and Noar Wh«»lo.fc

pour ri#hf shoulder. ^foUl' lefl .'inn MM be usrd In HUM
Taki a Double Hold on hid ri^li! wrist, I" lnj| car* ful

bo keep youi lefl palm upward. An Outsidi ( rotch Hold

taken with your lefi arm, for ih<- purpose of lifting hid hips

and forcing him ahead, is very satisfactorj [fh( gl *

too much trouble ( you <':m ihifl your left hand to elthti <»i hii

ankleu and pull his legs oul of positioni Rithei a Farthei

Half Nelson or Farther Arm Bar can easily be taken ''•"«

this position. When combined with the &feai IVrlstlod

' are often good for .'i fall. The Outside ( rotch Hold

can also bt taken directly too fall. Sometimes yoxu '>\>\><>

ti4 nt .•.ill roll onto his lefl si< !• in his efforts to i n ip< 01 to
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fret ght wrist. Lift lus right wrist upward and ahead;

i tightly with a ihori Half Nelson.
f his with an [nside Crotch Hold and try for i falL

a! n is t<» lift your opponent's hips by reaching in

fhti r* ar thigh and behind and under his right thigh

UI U It arm. Try to pin him with a Cradle Hold.

opponent assumes defensive Position II. >
tl h i arm-bar variation by reaching around in front

F»f 79. Cont and Neor Arm Bar.

nd barring it
(

ii left 1 1 i fore

lif pn parr.: I I .ill V ItOfl 01 U)

tnpK U Um d

Fart!

l Itr.K ( f well with 3 nee to pi

i bt ban
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to avoid the Wrist lock. Keep your head up to avoid a Near
Half Nelson.

2. When you are down on the mat on your right side, and

your opponent has your right wrist locked, he sure that he

does not pull it out from under your body. Draw up your

left knee and brace your left loot on the mat. With a strong

drive from your left foot, slam your hips hack against your

opponent and knock him off balance. At the same time,

shove your right arm straight ahead and free your wrist from

his grasp. Now get hack into your defensive position.

Counters:

1. Go quickly in the direction you arc being pulled and

take a Douhle Wristlock on your opponent's exposed left

arm.

2. The Sit-Out to the Side or Switch is an excellent coun-

ter for this hold.

3. If you cannot avoid heing forced to the mat on your

Fig. 80. Cant and Near Wristlock—Counter 3.
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,. | \ niir opponent grasp > oui right w I
' 1

1

t him to pull it Mut from imA i j out bodj Kee|

id you a ill bav* his rijgbl

d) u wcIL When In *

I foot And li«><>k it in his crotdk

\ t arm in and under you; at theasm
h )»s high i n the air nn ith your l< ft leg and throw

He sfa >il«l strik* tli« ni.it on l»i^ rigid

I
i tint* i turn toward his legs and tab an Inside

I I [old a ith j our right arm.

NEAR WRISTLOCK AND HEAD ON ELBOW HOLD DOWN

Id-down is our of the oldest in wrestling. Many
_• it was a common method used by amateur v nestli n

• I [ammerlock h hen that hold was l<

I tin* . the hold is its* 'I to gain control of rots
in snd also to maintain top position.

4 X •
*1 St Nt*< Wmriwi mn4 H*«4 mm Hbo-
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Assume that your opponent is in defensive Position J

I

Grasp his right wrist from the outside with your right hand

and place the top of your head against the bach of your op

ponent's right arm up close to the armpit. Pull back on his

wrist and force straight forward and downward with your

head. When you have your opponent's right arm bade and

his shoulder on the mat, shift your head down to just above

his elhow. Push hard from your toes and raise your kneei

off the mat in order to concentrate your weight on his :inu.

Keep your left arm around his waist. This position <;«m be

maintained for a long period with little effort.

To gain a fall, lift upward on your opponent's locked

wrist, keep your head on his arm, and, as he stalls to roll.

take a Farther Half Nelson and stack him upon his ghoul

ders.

Block:

When your opponent reaches for your wrist, drop down

into defensive Position I and move your right elbow inward.

DOUBLE HOLD ON FARTHER ANKLE

This hold-down is an excellent one to use against a man
who has weak legs. Although there is small possibility lh.il

you will gain a fall directly, it is an excellent preparatory

move prior to applying the Half Nelson and Inside Crotch

Hold.

From the "Referee's Position" reach hack and grasp your

opponent low down on the left ankle or around his instep.

Reach hack through his crotch with your right arm and grasp

his ankle just ahove your own left hand. Pull your <»p

ponent's leg toward you and force against his hip with your

chest. When he drops onto his left side, swing a lit lie lo

ward his head, and drive your right -shoulder into his rihs.
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Fig. 82. Double Hold on Farther Ankle—the Start.

Fig. 83. Double Hold on Farther Ankle—Completed.
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Keep your knees well spread and your weight down on your

opponent, and he will have a very difficult time to get free.

I f he should gel back onto his knees, retain your holds on his

ankle and pull him off balance again.

In ease your opponent raises his right arm or reaches

across in front of your face, lock his head with a shortened

Half Nelson and Force Ins shoulders to the mat. If he frees

his ankle from your left hand, immediately take an Inside

Crotch Hold.

Blocks:

1. Straighten out your left leg as soon as your opponent

grasps your auk le and drop onto your right side. Come back

onto your knees as soon as your leg is tree.

2. If your opponent starts the hold and you are too late

to execute Block I, roll elear on over the way he is forcing

you until you come onto your knees again. As you make
this complete turn, attempt to kick your left leg free. This

must all he done as quickly as possible, for you are in serious

danger of being pinned as you roll <>\ er.

:\. Reach over your opponent's right arm and grasp his

crotch. Free your left fool and execute a Sit-Out to the

Side or Switch. It is possible to do this only when your op-

ponent has his right leg drawn up. Moving about on the

mat will cause him to come into a position where you will he

able to use this counter^

4. When your opponent grasps your ankle, turn away
from him so thai he is directly behind you. Now crawl

around the mil &fl Ptttt as possible and endeavor to kick your

ankle \'n-<- from hi 1
, grasp.

FARTHER ANKLE AND NEAR ARM HOLD-DOWN

Prom the "Referee's Position" reach operand grasp your

opponent's left ankle with your left hand. Pull it toward
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the elbow with your own left arm. Tear your ankle free

from your opponent's grasp by extending your left leg as

soon as your left arm locks above his elbow. As you drive

away with your leg, pull his left arm toward you. This not

only aids in freeing your leg but also pulls your opponent's

left arm into a position where you can reach up and grasp his

left wrist with your right hand. Quickly complete a Double

Wristlock and force your opponent over onto his shoulders.

FARTHER ANKLE AND FARTHER ARM HOLD-DOWN

Grasp your opponent's left ankle as in the preceding hold.

Reach across in front and grasp his left arm at the elbow with

your right hand. Now pull inward with both your arms and

shove him over onto his left side with your chest. If you

have long, strong arms and a powerful grasp, this is one of

the easiest learned and most effective means of destroying

the under man's defensive position.

Fig. 85. Forfher Ankle and Farther Arm Hold-Down.
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When using this hold, always keep your opponent's head

turned away from you by pressure against the side of his

head with your right forearm. Your right knee should be

far enough away from him so that he will be unable to lock

your leg with his right arm.

As soon as your opponent is on his left side, endeavor to

apply either an Inside Crotch Hold and Half Nelson, an

Inside Crotch and Across Face Hold, or a Double Arm
I lock Across the Front of the Body. If he endeavors to roll

sway from you, permit his right arm to slip through but re-

tain your hold on his left elbow and pull it into your right

armpit. Apply a Reverse Half Nelson.

Block:

Brace your left foot on the mat and turn toward your

opponent. Now reach under his left arm and around his

body with your own right, and stand up and face him.

NEAR LEG LOCK WITH WAIST HOLD AND ARM LOCK

From the "Referee's Position," place your left knee di-

rectly behind and against your opponent's buttocks. The
calf of your left leg should be between your opponent's heels.

Now draw your left foot toward you quickly and you will be

able to slide your calf under your opponent's right ankle.

As I passes under, drop your weight onto your left hip and

you will be sitting on his right ankle in such a way that he

will find it impossible to move about on the mat. Hold him

tightly with your left arm about his waist. With your right

arm either you can bar hack your opponent's right arm or

ii hold his right elbow or wrist with your right hand.

your weight well to the right side of your

opponent. Under no condition permit your body to get
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F19 86. Neor Leg Lock with Woivt Hold and Arm Lock.
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Your chest should rest on his hips. Drop your nVI>'

so that your right knee is behind and on bit right

It is important at this point that you bear all of jrour freight

on your opponent's buttocks, to prevent bin from moving

ahead when you release his right arm. Reach back ivitli

right hand and grasp your opponent I right foot at the

instep. Lift the foot, pulling it outward and ahead; at the

Fig. 87. Neor Leg and Neor Arm Bar Hold-Down—the Start.

same time, force straight ahead wit}) your body. This will

eventually flatten j our opponent's hips onto the mat. When
you lift his right foot from the mat, draw up your right knee

to the outside of his right leg. As soon as your opponent's

calf is perpendicular to the floor, you can release his ankle,

hut continue to force it ahead and down with your right hip

and thigh. When doing this, endeavor to place a little of

your weight on the sole of your opponent's foot to prevent

him from stepping ahead with his right knee. As you force
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ight log ahead and down, reach around your op]

light arm from the outside with your own righl arm

this does not flatten your opponent,

1 will stretch him out. The Arm llnr vvil

I Neor Leg and Near Arm Bar Hold-Down—Breaking Down Opponent.

opponent from turning on his right side, and your

his leg will prevent him from rolling in the oppo-

i lion or from getting hack on his knees.

Once you get your opponent stretched out, you can hold

him almost indefinitely with this hold-down. Be careful,

When holding his right leg down, that you do not get your

! on his toes. This is a poor move, because it eonv rtl

your hold-down into a toe hold, which is illegal. Keep your

weight on his ankle, for this will give you ample leverage

With which to hold him down without resorting to foul tacticf.

Hear all of your weight on your opponent once you hare

him flat. This will set up a severe strain in the muscles of

Ins righl Hugh and rob him of any chance to get \'vc<-. Keep
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your left arm free, so that you can shift it around to main-

tain your balance.

At the first opportunity endeavor to pin him with either

the Farther Arm Bar or the Near Arm Bar Hold.

Fig. 89. Near Leg and Near Arm Bar Hold-Down—Completed.

Blocks

:

1. Prevent your opponent from lifting your right ankle

by straightening out your leg when he picks it up.

2. If your opponent gets the hold started, drop onto your

left side and kiek your legs free.

DOUBLE WRIST HOLD AND LEG SCISSORS

This particular hold-down is one that can he used to very

great advantage by a man whose legs are of more than aver-

age length.

Assume that you have Rattened your opponent out on his
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When your opponent becomes exhausted, release your

scissors and shift one of your wristlocks to a Half Nelson.

Swing to that side and pin him with a Half Nelson and

Farther Wristlock. Another way to gain a fall is to bar

one of your opponent's arms when he attempts to rise from

the mat. Force his shoulders to the mat with either the

Farther Arm Bar or the Near Arm Bar.

Block:

Do not permit your opponent to flatten you. If he suc-

ceeds, keep on one side. If this is impossible and your oppo-

nent forces you to lie flat on your stomach, be sure to keep

your legs well spread and you will find that he will be unable

to lock up his scissors.

GRAPEVINED LEG HOLD-DOWN

This is a hold frequently used for maintaining top posi-

tion. It is known by several names, such as Cross Scissors

Hold-Down, Cross Body Hold-Down. Single Leg Scissors

Hold-Down, and so forth. Its great popularity is due to

the fact that once it is secured escape is difficult, and also

to the fact that the under man is ever in danger of being

pinned by one of the numerous combinations of this hold-

down iid common pinning holds.

If you wish to use this hold-down, the first thing to do is

to grapevine one of your opponent's legs and get your body

at right angles to his. This can be done in a great number
of ways, two of which will be described here.

The first method is very similar to the method described

for introducing the left foot in the Stretcher Body Scissors.

Introduce your foot, but thrust your leg in deeper, so that

you can hook your foot over your opponent's left ankle.

Pivot on his back so that your body is at right angles to his
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Fig. 91. Gropevined Leg Hold-Down—In Position, Left Side.

Fig. 92. Gropevined Leg Hold-Down—In Position, Right Side.
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againsl the mill with your righl foot. As he flattens out on

the mut, tighten your gra|)evine and throw your left hip into

his left side.

Swing your right leg across the body of your opponent

the instant he becomes flat. Place your left hand on the hack

of his head. Shove hard on his head and at the same time

taken Half Nelson with your righl arm. Continue the strain

in the grapevine and force the Nelson until you get his arm
well up and he has no power to resist. Release Hie grapevine

Fig. 95. Grapcvincd Leg Hold-Down and Holf Nelson to Pin Opponent.

;ii this point, swing i<> your opponent's right Bide, and pin

him n*v till the Half Nelson and some appropriate combina-

tion, such as the Farther Wristlock or Inside Crotch Hold,

[f you find ii impossible to flatten your man, wail in your

position to see whal he will do, In general you can depend

on any one of four moves, He will (I) stand up, (2) turn

to his left, (8) turn to his right, or (4) execute «'i forward

poll,
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If. when standing up, he attempts to get up on his right

fool first, yon can easily pin him with a Leg Split. This hold

can he obtained by reaching under his right leg at the knee

with your left arm, locking your hands, and pulling his leg

up close to his body. La 11 over on your left hip and roll to

your left until you have your opponent on his shoulders. Be
suit to keep his righl leg pulled up and put all the strain

Fig. 96. Grapcvincd Leg Hold-Down—Leg Split, the Start.

possible into your grapevine. Your right leg should be

braced on the mat in order to force your opponent onto his

shoulders. If you spread your opponent's legs and roll him

on his back, he will be unable to resist you. owing to the 1<\ <r

age you have and the pain to which he is subjected.

If you are unable to secure the Leg Split, and your oppo

ncnt has already come to bis feet, do not release the grape*

vine, but retain it and reach around the outside o\' his right

thigh and into bis crotch with your left arm. Place your

right foot on the mat about two feet directly behind your
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Fig. 97. Grapevined Leg Hold-Down—Leg Split, Completed.

Fig. 98. Grapevined Leg nold-Down—Dropping Back to Throw Opponent to Mot.
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opponent's. Pull him backward until his hut locks itrikc your

right thigh and then throw him violently to tin- lefl and l«»

the mat with your left arm. He will fall ihil on hil itomach

with you on top with his leg grapevuied.

If, when you attempt to pull him backward, he Btepi bach

ward with his right foot to maintain his position, reach down

and grasp his right ankle and force him ahead. II< will fall

Fig. 99. Grapevined Leg Hold-Down—Picking Up Ankle to Throw Opponent
Forward to the Mat.

flat on the mat with you on to]), as before. Be careful when

going down that you do no! drive your hip mi" hii bad

injury will surely result.

If your opponent attempts to escape by turning to bin I' Pt,

there are many things thai yon can do which will i ith( I
li"M

him or put him in a dangerous situation.

When your opponent turns Out Iron! under place v<nn

right knee on the mat on his righl side and mil i him - an

your weight, which you have concentrated on hil hips If
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ins right hand on the mat to use as a push-off, per-

well started and thru, just before he removes

i
i the mat, reach under and lock his right arm

in l>< hind with your own left arm. Pull it back-

Mid upward. When you reach for his arm, use con-

t,q 100 Gropevined Leg Hold-Down—Locking Under Opponent's Arm.

I I should do il in a lackadaisical manner,
•

i that your opponent has control of your arm.

nr having control of his. WTien you pull his

and fore* your hips against his

You can I a Sat on his face for an indefi-

th this combination. Once his arm is exhausted,

b) applying a Half Nelson, as pre-

\ I fi mi, i this posit ion if you

th your 1 ight hand and

l > cl your h« ad under Ins arm and

take II ur left ai in. J )rop over
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..I you will (Mill your opponent directly

I ep your grapei ine ti^ht; other-

k it and top. You can make the

fOUT opponent if you lock U|> your

ti pull his head toward yOU. This hold can be taken

man when he readies hack to lock your head.

right arm COnKl bade for your head, reach under

'•« lOt <>•»•*.*•« L«f Mold-Down—Toking Reverie Holf Nolson.

I •
• ii in and you aril] i»« in

dn ipping ovei on

I oi.llulme."

to n ftch

i • tun to tin left.

i omph b
:

|
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V^
Fig. 102 Gropomcd Leg Hold-Down—Goining o Foil with o Revert* Half Helton.

-*,
F»g ? 03. G^opo.nfd Leg Hold-Down—Locking over Arm.
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his head t<> the lefl with the back of your left arm and then,

reaching across in front of his face, locking his left arm. Pull

the arm toward you, reach under his body behind his right

arm with your right arm, and lock your hands. Drop over

into your lefl side and pull your opponent onto his shoulders.

He will be unable to offer much resistance, because his arms

are locked and one leg is grapevined. I f he attempts to kick

Fig. 104. Grapevined Leg Hold-Down and Double Arm Lock—the Start.

the leg free, place your right foot over your left foot and

hook it behind his ankle. This move is called "Doubling the

Grapevine." It will definitely forestall his efforts to free his

leg.

The third possible method for retaining top position when

your opponent turns so fast that you are unable to catch an

arm is to place your right knee on the mat as before and, re-

taining your grapevine, kick high and to the left with your

left leg. This will throw him to the mat on his back. Lock
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Fig. 105. Gropevined Leg Hold-Down and Double Arm Lock CompUtetl

Fig. 1 06. Doubling a Grapevine.
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his head with your left arm, tighten your grapevine, flatten

out to your right, and hold his shoulders on the mat.

If your opponent should have turned rapidly and caught

you in a position where you could not brace with your right

knee, place your left elbow in his right armpit and heave him

on over in the direction he is going. Follow him over and

you will be on top in the position from which you started.

Fig. 107. Grapevined Leg Hold-Down—Carrying Opponent Over When He
Turns to the Right.

If your opponent attempts to turn to his right, lock either

his right arm or his head with your left arm and pull him in

the direction he is going. When he has made a half revolu-

tion and is facing upward, he will always place his right foot

on the mat in order to avoid being carried over. The instant

he does this, kick his foot out from under him with your right

foot and continue with the roll until he is back on his face.

Another excellent move from this position is to break the

grapevine, throw the calf of your left leg across your oppo-
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nent's abdomen, and apply a Figure-Four Body Scissors.

Hook your left toe behind your right knee and your right

toe under his right leg. Place the back of your right arm

against the left side of his head and force him to continue

rolling until he is face downward on the mat.

A forward roll on the part of your opponent should be

treated in exactly the same manner as a roll to the right.

The above moves are far from being all the possible moves

from the Grapevined Leg Hold-Down. This hold-down will

require a great deal of practice before it can be used effec-

tively. An objection raised by a great many wrestlers is that

the continuous application of the grapevine is very tiring to

the leg. However, you can rest your leg by changing the

grapevine to a Figure-Four Scissors on his leg or by just

keeping it well bent and through his crotch. It is well to

keep in mind that it is a very simple matter to change the

Grapevined Leg Hold-Down into a Stretcher, a Figure-

Four, or a Flat Body Scissors for the purpose of gaining

falls.

Block:

Do not permit your opponent to grapevine your leg. See

Block, Stretcher Body Scissors, page 237.

Counters:

1. As yet, no sure means has been devised to (fleet escape

from the Grapevined Leg Hold-Down. The most successful

wrestlers escape by deceiving the top man as to the direct ion

in which they will roll or by starting to roll in one direction

and quickly changing to another. A few are capable of

standing up and shaking their opponents loose by various

methods or by falling backward. However, there is a very

great risk in the initial stage of tin's last move, because of

the ease with which a Leg Split can be applied. Another
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possible escape is to drop onto your fight lido, Aril IjoIuij

sure that your right arm Is free f or a1 l< -ji ^ I no1 tightly loi I i il

ami then invite a Hall* Nelson on your [eft lidl H< IUH

thai your opponent has retained his grapevine and n toon

:is he takes the Hall' Nelson, lock his I* It aim ami < •,.-. ul.

a roll. As soon as he falls to the mat onto his left lide, reli i

-

his locked arm and pass your lel'l arm around hr. b(idj Thi

Fig. 108. Gropevmed Leg Hold-Down—Opponent Applying o Halt Notion
on the Loft Side.

works rather well on most wrestlers, heeausr I '< \\ cm refill

the temptation to take a Half Nelson. Heeausr lh< \ li:i\<

locked their own left leg, liny ha\e u<> hraee Willi whieh In

prevent th< roll Thb escape requires a great <\<;*\ of prac

tice in order t-> e < Kacl timing. I>«> n<>! h\ il in a

match until > i it well in practice, [f you are slow

or faulty be pinned.

2. If y< it is behind you and he has your left

leg grapevined, tm to ytwf right until he ia beneath yoit
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right foot on tl ml push hard in order that

;• is will fo foi «< (I toward I li< mat . Pull awaj I ram

will Im book ipaa i»< tw« n j our

i i tin opposite din ct ion, at the lanu

fi .11 in l»< i m en j our l><«l\ and that of

1 in around the waist and pull him

^STiU

Fig 109 Gropcvmtd Leg Hold-Down—Countering by Rolling Opponent
ond Locking Hu Wont

u ii .i pplii .1

I by first pel

i.j his

!•, w ith
J
OUI locln '

I I
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i
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I
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your opponent's elbows. How done yow kn©( ihould bl

to his near elbow will depend entirely upon paui build JToui

lust should be centered over your oppotlt n1 M m houldi i

blade, and your knee should be spaced according!;

With your right arm, reach across in fronl f)l mil cippti

neiifs right arm and face and grasp his \( fl "'" jtlll RbflVI

the elbow. Pull his arm straighl L At th< "... in...

Fig. 1 10. Doul.l ...I. H

slip your left hand undei In. v\g\\\ llil||li Ml ill

onto the mat on his left nidi Krrji Itiitl
I

and pull both of his arms up Into }

your hands immediately and |in ih( li

your right wrist into tht fl( li til III lt»ft H|l|

his shoulders to the ma1 V\ itten mil ititl I
|

a right angle to his. Yotll l(
-

li Ulltl I I

• •

I

spread for greater stability In • • hi I

|

(

I

over, drop your hip to \\w Nlnl III I

|

wrist deeper into his*arm Thl I m II hi
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are wrestling under National Collegiate Athletic Association

rules, because, when it is once secured, you can hold your man
on his shoulders for several seconds.

If you are wrestling under Olympic rules, it is better to

use the following variation. Although you cannot hold your

opponent on his shoulders for so long a period as in the first

method you can hold him long enough for an Olympic fall,

Fig. 111. Double Arm Lock—Completed for Intercollegiate Foil.

and the hold has the advantage of being seemed more easily.

Grasp the instep of your opponent's left loot with your

left hand. Pull it toward you and ahead. This will cause

him to brace more strongly with his arms. Reach across as

before and pull his left arm forward. At the same lime push

him over onto his left side by pressure from your chest. Re-

lease his foot, reach under his right arm, and grasp it just

above the elbow. Lift strongly on his left arm ami pull

downward on his right, causing his arms to cross. Now, con-

tinuing the strain on your opponent's arms, step over his
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long hi. oi In-,

ir body againit tl

should* 1 1 to the in.it. As

. k on tin mat, bear all oi

1 i;,s n ill |>ic\ (lit .in imiiw diate
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line of the force should be from your lefi hand to your right

hip.

2. If your opponent endeavors !<> throw yon over by lift-

ing on your thigh, step wide with your left fool and stand up.

As you stand, turn SO thai you will be facing him- Pass your

Fig. 1 1 3. Double Arm Lock—Block 2.

own right arm under his lefi arm and around his body. It

is impossible to use this block when your adversary grasps

vour farther ankle.

Inside crotch and cross face hold

This hold can be applied with great success if it is used in

conjunction with the first variation of the preceding hold.

When yon get him onto his left side, instead of locking both

of his arms with your own, take an Inside Crotch Hold with

your left arm and reach under and as far around his head

as possible with your right arm. Keep your right forearm
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Fig. 114. Inside Crotch and Cross Face Hold.

on the mat. Be sure that his right arm is held very closely

under your right armpit. Force the right side of his head

against his right shoulder in order that his spine will he bent

In I orally. If you keep your weight down on your opponent

and your body at a right angle to his, he will find escape very

difficult.

Block:

Same as preceding hold.

' NEAR ARM BAR AND INSIDE CROTCH HOLD

Force your opponent to the mat on his left side by reach-

ing across in front of his right arm, grasping his left elbow,

and pulling it ahead. You can either lift his near thigh or

pull in on his left ankle to make the task easier. When he

drops onto his left side, take an Inside Crotch Hold with

your left Mini and bar his right arm by encircling it from the
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vent your opponent from barring your arm by keeping your

elbow in close to your body.

FARTHER ARM BAR

Force your opponent onto his right side and lock his right

wrist with your right hand, as described under the Cant and

Near Wristlock. Swing around behind him and rest your

weight on his hips. Your breastbone should be centered on

his left hip joint. Grasp and pull back his left wrist with

Fig. 1 1 6. Farther Arm Bar—Forcing Hand off Mat.

your left hand and at the same time force ahead against the

back of his upper arm with the top of your head. In this

way you can easily gain control oi' his left arm. Move to

your right toward his head and, keeping your head against

Ins elbow, pull his arm behind his back. Raise your head,

< lease Ins wrisl quickly, and bar his arm by inserting your

I' ft arm between his* firm and his body. Grasp his right
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Fif 117 Forthcr Arm Bar—Pulling Arm Behind Bock.

** III Urfkw Arm ft«r—B*rri»f rh« Arm
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with your left hand with your thumb in the palm o

Rest your right shoulder on the sid< ; and

ced down on the mat. Your right knee should

ehind your opponent's head, Retain your do

QD his wrist and pull his back toward the mat. When
nearly flat, release his wrist with your right

your right arm around his head. When y©«

51 cure, release his right wrist with your U loek

your hands together, and flatten out. Dra* in your left

elbow, so that you can hold his left arm tightly against your

Your opponent should now he on his shoulders 1 t he

*H

Fig. 119. Farther Arm Bar—Completed

:pts to get free by turning toward you. keep your left

knee drawn up but straighten your right leg out on the mat.

ur right hip down oq the mat, push against him. ami

lift upward on his left arm. If he rolls in the other direction,

reverse the position of your legs, being careful not to let him

free his left arm. In case your opponent rolls violently, first
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in one direction and then in the other, it will be necessary

for you to shift your weight each time, as was explained

above.

Blocks:

1. Keep your elbows close to your body and never reach

back for your opponent.

2. If your opponent bars your right arm. grapevine his

left leg with your own left, and hold him parallel while you

work your left arm free. In this way he is prevented from

getting to your head to gain a fall.

Counter:

Grapevine your opponent's left leg and move your body

as close to and as far under his body as possible. Force hard

against the Arm Bar Hold and roll him clear over your body

to your left side. Free your right wrist as you roll, and the

instant his body strikes the mat turn toward his head and

lock it with your right arm. If you have not released his left

arm, you will have him in position to apply the same hold

he has been trying to put on you.

KEY LOCK

Force your opponent to the mat on his right side by means
of the Cant and Near Wristloek Hold-Down. Slip your left

hand, palm upward, under his left arm just above his elbow.

Take a firm grasp on his arm and endeavor to pull it behind

his back. At the same time, release his right wrist with your

right hand and, bearing all of your weight on your oppo-

nent's left shoulder, swing around toward his head. Place

your right knee on the mat just behind his head. Reach over

his left arm with your own right and catch his wrist in the

crook of your arm. Pull his wrist in close, pass your right
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A f>

Fig. 120. Key Lock—the Start.

Fig. 121. Key Lock—Completed.
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forearm across and grasp your left arm at the elbow with

your right hand. Your left hand grasps your right arm

close to the shoulder. Your opponent's shoulders may be

pinned to the mat by either of the two following methods.

Increase the tension of the lock on his arm and force outward

against his forearm with your left wrist. Force his wrist

toward the mat. Drop to the mat on your right hip with

your right leg well in advance. Lean well forward and bear

your weight on his left shoulder and crowd his back down

Fig. 122. Key Lock—Completed Across Body.

to the mat. Once secured this hold is very difficult to break

although it may take a minute or more to finally gain the fall.

You can also complete this hold for a fall by going clear

around your opponent's head to his other side and, keeping

your body low on the mat and at a right angle to his, forcing

his shoulders down. This method is often used when a

Double Wristlock is converted into a Key Lock.
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Block:

Same as preceding hold.

NEAR HALF NELSON

Because the greater portion of falls in amateur wrestling

are gained by the use of Half Nelson combinations, this hold

is unquestionably the most useful one in a wrestler's reper-

toire. Because of its importance, the manipulation of the

Half Nelson and its blocks and counters will be discussed

in considerable detail.

The Near Half Nelson can be executed from the "Ref-

eree's Position" on the mat by first getting your knees and

body in the position described in the beginning of the Dou-
ble Arm Lock Across Front of Body.

Remove your left arm from around your opponent's waist

and place it on his left elbow. Reach across under his body

and behind his right arm with your own right and place

your right hand on your own left hand. Pull inward on his

left arm. Your weight will cause him to drop onto his left

shoulder. He is now off balance and in a position where the

Half Nelson can be applied. The preceding movement was

introduced to emphasize the fact that a man must be taken

mil of position before any hold can be applied with reason-

able assurance of success.

The manipulation of your light arm when you apply a

War Half Nelson is as follows: Pass your right arm under

your opponent's right arm and grasp either his neck or the

hack iA' his head. Remove your left arm, so that it will not

be in contact with his body. You must be careful to see that

your hand is bent forward at 'he wrist if you wish to obtain

the maximum leverage/ Make your hold tight by keeping

your wrist and shoulder ms close together as your Opponent's

right arm will permit. Force your light elbow outward as
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Do not permit your body to move

out* ard movement of your elbow tun

ti limit, drop your body back o little, 10 thai your

gainst Ins ill's. Your chin ihouM rest on his

Fig. 123 Near Half Nelton.
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Blocks:

1. Brace your farther arm in the same manner used in

blocking the Double Arm Lock. At the same time drive

your right elbow toward your groin, keeping your forearm

Fig. 125. Near Half Nelson—Block 1.

parallel with and against your right thigh. Throw your

head backward and look over your left shoulder.

2. When your opponent tries for the Half Nelson, throw

your shoulders back and come to a sitting position on the mat

with your opponent directly behind you. This is the usual

block from defensive Position II.

3. When your opponent reaches for the Near Half Nel-

son, step forward with your right knee, turning away from

your opponent. This puts him behind you and robs his hold

of most of its leverage. It places you in an excellent posi-

tion to counter his hold with a Near Arm Roll.
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i KMttk < off JPO» ttW&k with your

right

I

1. I . \
•• hiN (iu 11 J f Nelson started and you

..inn. , :.na high above the elbow with

ul appl> 8few Arm Roll.

S, I ird the mat, catch your

opponent • p down on the mat. Place

\ ouf n ftjffttimt hw up your feet, keeping

them wrll spn - ?\< quids bridge. When you

make )
ment off over your head

with \
b©*d with your right arm.

CVnt^ «r right foot and on your

M*ar H*lt Nelson Counter 2.

* ofl your chest, swing your left

v. i : he mat. Your right foot

is held if, p| m I 1 t your opponent. By
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i Inside Crotch Hold with your left arm. you have

II ii .Mid In i'uli Crotch Hold combination with

which his shoulders to the mat.

I your opponent drops his left hip down on the mat,

pj t«. make ;i change in the preceding coun-

ln tins case you must bridge and pivot toward him.

Ulder his left arm and around bis body with your

! then bridge as high as possible. Snap up last

with your bridge and endeavor to slide his body off over your

a ith your right arm. Pivot toward him and get on top.

It i^ \ to bridge very high, not only to make h

l to slide him off your chest hut also in order that \mi

will h< able to pivot on your head instead of your left shoul-

Your h It shoulder slips back and away from your Op*

' when you pivot on your head. \\ nen pivoting, keep

i fixed on the mat and pass your left leg under

your right leg.

\
i also escape by bridging high and turning bo

m .-ml your opponent, ;it tin same time forcing your right aim

body and his. in order to permit your right

to • i>p through, so that you can turn your stomach

to the mat. If you have n powerful bridge, you will find it

.
i\ Half Nebon combinations

• iscd \m by t be offt wA\ < man has di*cour«

rrestler in the use of the bridge

as n t still n mains on* of tin

M and deserves

NEARkR HALF NELSON AND BODY HOLD

Half J .i
u oppoi I

I

.: bod)
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and force him onto his hack. Keep your arm in deep and

high. Hold your opponent close and give him all your

weight. In this combination it is always advisable to shorten

the Half Nelson. Lift upward on both of your elbows in

order to concentrate his weight on his shoulders and prevent

£
Pig. 127. Near Half Nelson and Body Hold.

him from bridging. If he resists your Half Nelson and en-

deavors to keep his right shoulder up off the mat, drop your

right hip down on the mat and draw up your left leg. You
can push from your left foot to force his shoulders down to

the mat. If he attempts to roll on over in the direction in

which your Half Nelson is forcing him, hold tightly to the

waist hold and drop your left hip to the mat. This will make
it impossible for him to get free. Because your opponent

may thresh hack and*forth with as much speed and energy

as he can command, it is necessary for you to shift your hips

properly to meet each change of direction on his part. It

requires a great deal of practice before this shift can be
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properly timed, but, when once mastered, it will be found

to be worth the effort.

If you are unable to maintain your waist hold, you can

still hold him by inserting your left arm between his left arm
and body and locking your hands. Be sure to hold his arm
close to your body. See the description of the Farther Arm
Bar for the procedure used to get a fall.

NEAR HALF NELSON AND NEAR LEG HOLD

After you have secured the Near Half Nelson and have

your opponent's elbow forced out from his side, lock his near

leg at the knee in the crook of your left arm. Turn him over

onto his back. Keep your right hip down on the mat. Your
left leg should be nearly parallel to your opponent's body.

Your foot should be well braced on the mat. In case he en-

deavors to straighten out his leg in order to free it, permit

him to do so but retain your hold and lift upward. He will

Fig. 128. Near Half Nelson and Near Leg Hold.
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merely succeed in lifting himself up onto his own shoulders.

It is always desirable to shorten the Half Xelsom as in the

preceding combination. Lock your hands if possible.

NEAR HALF NELSON AND INSIDE CROTCH HOLD

This is the best pinning combination in wrestling if you

have short arms. After you have obtained a Xear Half

Nelson on your opponent, reach under his body and into his

crotch with your left hand. As you turn him with the 1

Km, lift him up onto his shoulders frith your left arm. which

you have inserted in his crotch as deeply as possible. Brace

yourself well on your left foot, with your left calf al:

Fig. 129 Half Helton and Intide

perpi to the mat Your left knee can he used as a

the air.

"o shorter -:eep your weight

1 r-hest.
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NEAR HALF NELSON AND FARTHER WRISTLOCK

If you have long, strong arms, you will find this hokl well

adapted to your use. When it is properly applied, the chance

of escape is slight. Struggling, if done carelessly, can easily

result in injury to your opponent.

<V

Fig. 130. Near Half Nelson and Wristlock.

Secure a Near Half Nelson and at the same time grasp

your opponent's left wrist. Pull his hand back toward the

hip. A wrestler will ordinarily not permit an arm to be

pulled behind him but will grasp his side. Therefore, when
applying this hold, execute it in such a manner that you will

take advantage of this fact. Hold tightly to his wrist. Your
left elbow should be just over his backbone. Force the Half

Nelson over, being careful not to shorten it. By holding

against his back with your left elbow, prevent his body from

turning over. You are now subjecting his body to a severe

twist, for your right elbow is forcing his upper body over
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in a Near Half Nelson, and his hips are held hack by your

left arm. Do not hurry, but fore* his shoulders down
steadily, being careful to retain your hold on his wrist. When
you have your opponent on his back, be sure to keep your legs

well spread and your weight down on him. Your hips

should be dropped down, with [hi hip on themat Do
not keep up on both knees in Hah Nels mbinations, he-

cause the hold becomes loose and esca made

by use of the bridge. In ease you ait unable to retain

hold on your opponent's left wrist, reta sert your left

arm between his left arm and bodj tfi ED tl t 'rout, and lock

your hands. To pin his shoulders from tl n, see the

description of the Farther Arm D

Block:

W you are still on your knees your left wrist by

throwing it outward and ahead. Turn your hand palm

downward al the same time. Blo< Nelson in the

usual manner.

Counters:

]. \\ your back has hi en tin

Counter 2 for the Near Half V 5 [oM. Be
wire I our w rist before bridging v

1 1\ iii ibis case, For, ii j 0111 -

hi 1" tween your bod) and the mat when you y

ou might possiblj break or tear Ioosm 1

well to bridge as high as p< then

with great* 1 nd m itb less d injury,

1 f \ ou do no! feel thai j ou 1

your right leg under his left leg mid luvk 1

•1! h Tui as much strain us you |H>ssiblv can in

tlu\ g and pull his bodj parallel to
j

• .dit on his h 1
1 arm t.
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ing it. Now roll him over and pin him as described in the

Roll over Body with Leg Grapevine.

3. If you are unable to work your righl leg under his left

leg, as is required for the preceding counter, step over tiis

left ankle with your right foot and hook H behind your heel.

Now bend your right leg, lifting his ankle upward and In-

ward you, in order that his ankle will slide up your calf and

be locked behind your knee. Place your left knee about two

inches below his left knee, and bend your leg slightly. Brace

your left foot on the mat. Do not permit him to withdraw

Fig. 131. Neor Half Nelson and Wristlock—Counter

his left arm. Roll on over. Pull down on his ankle with

your right leg and lift his knee as high as possible with your

left knee. This places his knee joint under a severe strain,

and he will be unable to resist the roll. When you conic on

top, take a Half Nelson and Inside Crotch Hold.
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FARTHER HALF NELSON AND NEAR WRISTLOCK

The Farther Half Nelson is similar to the Near Half Nel-

son, but it is obtained from a different position and is used

to turn your opponent toward you. instead of a\\..\

you.

A common and very effective scheme used to aid in the

application o\' this hold is first to force your opponent's head

downward by the use o( the Bar Nelson. Place your right

arm on the back o\' his neck. The palm of your hand

Fig. 1 32. Bar Nelson.

upward, and your wrist is centered on his neek. Reach over

your opponent's back and under his left arm with your left

arm and lock your hands together. Von can now force his

head down to the mat by throwing the greater portion o(

your weight on the back oi
f

his neek. Apply the pressure

with your right forearm. If you bend your wrists sharply

as you throw your weight, you will greatly increase the
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strain. When his forehead strikes the mat, break your hand-

clasp and take a Farther Half Nelson with your left arm.

You can facilitate its application by placing your right hand

on the back of your opponent's head and shoving it down-

ward and away.

After you have secured the Farther Half Nelson, reach

behind your opponent's right arm and grasp his wrist. Turn

him toward you with the Half Nelson and at the same time

drive your left knee under his body about the region of his

kidneys. Continue to turn him with the Nelson and crowd

in closely with your left knee and hip, in order to force his

hips in the air. The instant that your opponent is looking

upward between his legs, hold back against his ribs with your

left elbow in order to keep his body from going too far.

Your knee will hold his body on one side and your elbow on

the other. Brace the top of your head on the mat and crowd

your body against his back. The strain on your opponent's

r

Fig. 133. Farther Half Nelson and Near Wrisrlock.
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neck is so great that he will be unable to bridge. 1 1 the iuh

of your face, and not the top of your head, is braced on the

mat, your back will be lowered and he will be able to bridge,

throw his legs over your back, and sit up on the other fide,

If he flattens out on his stomach to prevent you from gp

your knee under his body, retain your hold and convert it to

a Near Half Nelson and Farther Wrist lock by hopping

over his legs to his left side. The original hold is easily Ufa Q

from the Cant and Near Wristlock Hold-down. It i

able to force your opponent forward after you lock his irrwi

to make him open up for the Half Nelson.

Block:

Same as for the Half Nelson.

Counter:

As your shoulders are forced to the mat. bridge, thro*

your legs over your opponent's back, and free your wrist.

FARTHER HALF NELSON AND NEAR ARM LOCK

This hold is useful when tried on a man who uses defensive

Position 2. Shove your left knee under your opponent's

body. Quickly grasp his right wrist from the outside with

your own right hand. Pull his right arm across your body

so that his right wrist is just outside of your right hip. Lean

forward and his arm will be locked between your body and

your right thigh. Take a Bar Nelson. When you have his

head forced down, convert it into a Farther Half X
With your right hand, push your opponent's head downward

and away and force the Farther Half Nelson with your left

arm. When your opponent is resting on his shoulders, it is

often necessary to renew your hold on his right wrist with

your right hand. Keep your back high and crowd toward

your opponent to prevent his escape.
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A
Fig. 1 34. Farther Half Nelson and Near Arm Lock.

FARTHER HALF NELSON AND ARM LOCK WITH LEG

If your opponent is in defensive Position 2, drive your left

knee under his body and then force him to brace strongly on

the mat with his right arm by applying the Bar Nelson Hold.

When you believe your opponent's resistance to be at a maxi-

mum, lock his right arm by stepping over his arm with your

right foot. Hook his right forearm with your heel. Quickly

pull his arm back under you and straighten your leg. As
soon as you feel that your opponent's arm is over your left

ankle, sit on it in order to lock it between your left ankle and

thigh. Convert your Bar Nelson Hold into a Farther Half

Nelson. In this case it is often desirable to assist the Farther

Half Nelson by pulling on your opponent's left elbow with

your right hand. When his shoulders touch the mat, retain

your hold on his left arm with your right hand and push

against the side of his chin with your left hand. He will now
be looking toward you. Keep your back high and crowd in
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Fig. 135. Farther Half Nelson and Arm Lock with Leg.

as before. A fall is almost certain to result if this hold is

once started. Holds of this type are particularly suitable if

your legs are of less than average length. If you have long

legs, you will usually find that you cannot use these holds

safely, because you will be off balance when you attempt to

catch your opponent's arm with your foot.

Block

:

Shove your right hand ahead and to your left when your

opponent attempts to lock it with his foot.

Counter:

As soon as your arm is caught, lift your opponent from

the mat with the locked arm. A strong upward heave will

usually bring his head over your left shoulder and within

reach of your left hand. Grasp his neck and quickly pull

him over and down in front of you on the mat. You are now
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in a position to pin your opponent with a Half Nelson and

Inside Crotch Hold.

Care must he taken when attempting to lift with your

right arm, for, if your opponent is adept at this hold, he will

often have your arm so tightly grapevined with strain against

the joint, caused by lifting upward with his ankle and forc-

ing downward with his thigh, that a move on your part might

result in a hroken elhow.

FARTHER HALF NELSON AND NEAR ARM SCISSORS

This hold is obtained by the same procedure as the previ-

ous one, with this difference: As the arm is pulled back,

shove your opponent's head down hard, fall forward onto

your right side, and scissor his right arm high above the

elbow. Change your Half Nelson to a double hold on his

left wrist and keep his arm extended. Roll toward your op-

ponent and raise your back. Keep high and push hard

Fig. 136. Forrher Molf Nelson ond Arm Scissors.
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to the mat.
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This will eventually force his shoulders

Counter:

Bridge and endeavor to sit up. If you are able to free

your scissored arm, turn toward your other arm, which your

opponent retains. You will be on top and in a position of

advantage.

1 THREE-QUARTER NELSON

Start the Three-Quarter Nelson exactly the same as the

Half Nelson and Near Leg Hold except that, instead of

reaching for your opponent's near leg, reach under his body

and lock your hands. Your left elbow will be under your

opponent's stomach. Force your opponent over onto his

hack by pulling him toward you by the neck and by throw-

ing your left elbow hard against his body. When his back

strikes the mat, hold tightly to his neck, pulling his head
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in close to your body. Be sure to flatten out and keep your

legs well spread. The angle between your bodies should

never be less than a right angle. If, when his shoulders

strike the mat, he is resisting your throw, keep your right hip

down toward the mat. On the other hand, if he attempts

to roll clear over, by going hard and quickly in the direction

you are throwing him, drop your left hip into the mat and

force hard against his body with your left shoulder. Your
left forearm should be across his left collarbone in order to

prevent him from lifting his left shoulder when he endeavors

to roll.

Block:

Same as for Half Nelson.

Counter:

Bridge and pivot. See Counter 2, Half Nelson and Body
Hold.

]

THREE-QUARTER NELSON AND NEAR LEG LOCK

Apply a Three-Quarter Nelson on your opponent but, in-

stead of forcing him over by means of your elbow against his

body, drop your left knee on the left side of his right leg and

pull his head straight back toward his legs. Crowd in closely

with your knee to force his right knee up against the left

side of his face. This will double up your opponent, so that

all you need to do is to maintain a strong pull on his neck

and bear all your weight on him in order to force his shoul-

ders to the mat.

Blocks:

1. Same as for the Half Nelson.

2. Prevent your right leg from being locked by straight-

ening it out.
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Fig. 1 38. Three-Quarter Nelson and Near Leg Lock.

Fig. 1 39. i nree-Quarter Nelson and Near Leg Lock—How the Leg is Held.
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QUARTER NELSON

The Quarter Nelson on the mat is of no great practical

value, because few men are able to use it with any degree of

success under the present rules of amateur wrestling. It is

a good pinning hold to use when the under man is exhausted

or is not sufficiently alert to escape from his position.

Place your right hand on your opponent's neck. Insert

your left arm between your opponent's right arm and his

body, from the rear, and grasp your own right wrist with

your left hand. Force him over onto his back with your left

elbow, as in the Three-Quarter Nelson. Pull upward on

his head, rest all your weight on your left elbow, which is on

his body, and hold him to the mat.

- I
t

Fig. 140. Quarter Nelson.

An effective variation is to reach clear around your op-

ponent's neck and grasp his chin. Twist his head violently

to the left by pulling upward on his chin. Apply the hold
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as before and force his shoulders to the mat. If you have

maintained the twist in his neck and have concentrated all

your weight on your left elbow, escape will be very difficult.

It is important when executing this hold that you keep close

to your opponent in order to lock his right arm between your

bodies. Be sure to drop your left hip toward the mat when
you concentrate your weight on your left elbow.

Blocks:

1. Pull your right elbow inward. This makes it impossi-

ble for your opponent to insert his left arm.

2. When your opponent attempts to apply the Quarter

Nelson, pivot on your left knee and face him. Try to stand

up, since it will be very difficult for him to keep you on the

mat.

^REVERSE HALF NELSON

In order to apply this hold, it is first necessary to get your

adversary out of position. Grasp his left elbow with your

right hand by reaching under his body behind his right arm.

Throw him over onto his back by pulling in on his left arm
and at the same time lifting his near leg at the thigh with

your left hand. When he finds himself on his back, he will

usually endeavor to roll on over in order to avoid being

pinned and to be able to regain his former position. Retain

your grasp on his left arm. Pull it in close to your body, so

that it will be caught under your right armpit. Draw up
both of your knees. Your right knee should be just behind

his neck. Reach over his body and brace your left hand on

the mat. As soon as he is on his right side, release your hold

on his arm. being sure to keep it trapped in your right arm-

pit, reach around his neck behind his head, and force your

right hand, palm downward, into his right armpit. If you

wish, you can maintain this position indefinitely by keeping
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Fig. 141. Reverse Half Nelson.

Fig. 1 42. Reverse Half Nelson with Hands Locked.
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vour weight on your opponent and resisting his efforts to roll.

In case he endeavors to turn onto his stomach, your left arm,

properly braced, is sufficient to prevent him. If he rolls back

toward you, lock your hands together over his right armpit,

keep in close, and force his right shoulder back. Be sure to

apply as much of your weight as possible on the left side of

his head. Use your right shoulder.

If your opponent has a powerful bridge, reach under his

body with your left arm and then lock your hands over his

right arm. Straighten both of your legs and keep your body

flat on the mat and at a right angle to his. This is a very

strong hold and should be used if your arms are long and

strong.

If, when you are applying the Reverse Half Nelson, your

opponent should happen to draw up his farther leg, reach

through his crotch and around his leg at the knee with your

left arm. Lock your hands together. From this position

Fig. 143. Reverse Half Nelson—the Cradle.
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you can easily place your opponent on his shoulders hy

raising his buttocks from the floor. This hold, called the

"Cradle," is very easy to secure and is remarkably effective.

A Reverse Double Wristlock can be taken on your op-

ponent's right arm if he endeavors to push your head away.

It is possible, and very desirable, to convert an ordinary

Half Nelson into a Reverse Half Nelson if your opponent

endeavors to escape by bridging and continuing to roll on

over without first working his arm in under your body.

Block:

If you are caught in the Reverse Nelson, wait until your

opponent allows his right knee to drop back and then quickly

pass your left arm under his body. Roll away from him and

over onto your stomach. If your opponent keeps his right

knee constantly in position, you will be unable to escape by

this method.

FLAT BODY SCISSORS

Take either a Bar Nelson or a Farther Half Nelson on

your opponent. See to it that your right leg is in such a

position that it will block an outward move by his right

knee. Fall back on your right hip, pulling your opponent

with you. At the same time, spread your legs apart and

lock them tightly around his body. As his back goes toward

the mat, grasp his left wrist with your left hand and shove

his arm under your right arm. Now push his chin downward
and away with your left hand. Reach under his head and

grasp his chin with your right hand as soon as possible. Suc-

cess in the execution of the Body Scissors is largely depend-

ent on the power of your scissors and on the speed with which

you grasp your opponent's chin and force him to look away

from you. Bear all your weight on him and squeeze him

with the scissors. Pressure with the scissors is applied by
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Fig. 144. Flat Body Scissors.

straightening your legs. The higher on his body the scissors

has been obtained, the more effective it will be. A scissors on

the ribs cannot be easily resisted, but one exerted against the

abdominal muscles must be of extraordinary strength to

control your opponent. Keep your weight well over your

opponent and a fall is sure to result.

Once you have obtained the scissors, it may be varied by

taking a double hold on your opponent's left wrist. With
your bodies forming a right angle, turn your stomach to the

mat, at the same time twisting his arm with you. In this

case it is essential that you have a powerful scissors and that

you have it high on his ribs,

Another variation is to lock the scissors. Then, after

placing your right hand far out on the mat for a brace. Uvk
your opponent around the brad with your left arm and pull

his head in close to your body. Retain j our scissors and hold

on his head and roil toward him by pushing hard against

the mat with your right hand. This move will roll your op-
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mm

Fig. 145. Flat Body Scissors—Variation Used When Scissors

Is Taken Low on Body.

ponent over on his back. This variation is particularly de-

sirable if you have a weak scissors. It should be used when

you have obtained the scissors low on his body. Success in

the use of this variation does not depend a great deal on the

power of the scissors.

Block:

When you are pulled on your right side for a scissors hold,

raise your left knee and grasp it with your left hand. This

makes it impossible for your opponent to lock his legs. Block

his right knee from coming through underneath with your

right elbow.

Counters:

1. If you find that you are about to be caught in a Body
Scissors, push downward against your opponent's feet with

your right hand, so as to receive the scissors as low as possi-

ble. At the same time push his head away with your left
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hand, thus preventing him from grasping your chin. While
you arc doing this, bridge on your head and your opponent's

right leg, Keep your own legs straight and raise them

straight up. Snap them down quickly in order to bring

yourself into a sitting position. Stay between your oppo-

nent's legs, turn toward him, and lock your arms around his

waist. Keep your knees spread and force his shoulders to

the mat.

It' you can grasp his left heel before his feet are locked,

lift it straight up along your body and shove it over your

head. Turn quickly to your left and you will be on top.

Fig. 146. Flat Body Scissors—Counter 2.

3, The Cross, or Over Scissors is a counter that is now
illegal under all amateur rules, but it is a good thing to know
for your own protection.

If your opponent has locked his legs with his right foot on

A his left, reach across with your left foot and catch his
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Fig. 147. Over Scissors.

right foot across the toes. Push downward slowly but firmly.

He will be forced to resign or suffer a broken ankle. It is

well when taking the scissors to remember to lock the foot of

the top leg over the lower. The Over Scissors is very diffi-

cult to apply once this precaution has been taken.

FIGURE-FOUR BODY SCISSORS AND HALF NELSON

Pull your opponent toward you as in the preceding hold.

except that in this case you must lock your legs more quickly.

When you are both on your right sides, swing your left kg
over his body. Keep it bent at an angle of ninety degrees

with the calf of your leg across his abdomen. 1 iOck your Wt
foot behind your right knee. Hook your right to< behind

your opponent's right knee. Now force your opponent btoh

onto his stomach. You can sap his strength \ < ry quickly 1 A

>

winching up on the scissors. This is accomplished by fc
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Fig. 148. Figure-Four Body Scissors.

Fig. 149. Figure-Four Body Scissors and Half Nelson.
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your hips against his back just below his shoulder blades. A
few minutes of this treatment will exhaust any wrestler.

Having exhausted your opponent, obtain a fall by taking

a Half Nelson with your right arm and start turning your

opponent's shoulders toward the mat. Allow his body to

turn between your legs. If you feel that you are losing con-

trol of his body, you can tighten the scissors at any moment
and instantly stop any turning movement on his part. When
you have him almost over onto his back, your Half Nelson

will be of little value. Release it and encircle his arm and

head with both of your arms. Tighten the scissors, forcing

his shoulder to the mat.

Another method commonly used for pinning is to take a

Half Nelson with your right arm. Roll over onto your left

side and pull your opponent's shoulders toward the mat.

Keep your scissors tight and prevent your opponent from

turning into you by hooking your right foot behind his right

Fig. 150. Figure-Four Body Scissors—Completed.
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knee and lifting his leg. As soon as possible, get his right

arm under your body, encircle his neck with your left arm,

lock your hands, and pull his shoulders to the mat.

The Figure-Four Scissors is one of the most vicious holds

used in college wrestling; hence, considerable care should be

used to avoid having it applied on yourself. Because they

can get much more leverage, men with long legs are often

adept in its application ; therefore, it is well to be on the alert

for this hold when you meet a long-legged man.

Block:

Same as for Body Scissors.

Counters:

1. If the Figure-Four Scissors is once locked, escape is

very difficult, but it can sometimes be effected by rolling over

several times very rapidly. Your opponent will keep on

your back. Therefore, sometime when you are facing up-

ward, push back into him to endanger his shoulders and then

quickly turn in the opposite direction, making your body

turn between his legs. He will now be underneath you and

facing you, so that you can lock your arms around his waist

and force his shoulders to the mat.

2. Keep your back flexed so that you can withstand the

pressure of the scissors. Do not permit your opponent to

control your arms in any way. Drop onto your right side

on the mat and force your right leg under his extended right

leg. If possible, use your legs to loosen the lock. Grasp his

instep with your left Hand, at the same time pressing your

right elbow against the tender inner edge of his shin in order

to provide a fulcrum. Keeping him under you, roll so that

your left side is on the mat. Pull the leg up over your

head, turn toward his hips and come on top.
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STRETCHER BODY SCISSORS

The Stretcher Body Scissors is commonly used to exhauai
the under man and to make him an easy prey to some othei
hold.

Take a Bar Nelson on your opponent and start to use it as

you would in a Body Scissors. Instead of dropping on your
right side, swing yourself on top of your opponent. At the

same time, swing your left leg over your opponent's hack and
thrust your foot under his body between his knee and his

arm. Force it down until your heel is in his crotch. Release
your Bar Nelson Hold and reach inside of your opponent's
elbows and grasp his wrists. Whether you lock his wrists or

not, be sure to get your forearms under his armpits. When
you reach for his wrists, step in with your right foot in the

manner you used to introduce your left foot. Shove it down
into his crotch and lock your feet. Straighten out your body
at once. Push back with your feet and force ahead on your

Fig. 151. Stretcher Body Scissors—the Start.
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cedure that you would if you were caught in a Figure-Four

Scissors.

DOUBLE GRAPEVINE

If you have long, powerful legs, the Double Grapevine is a

very effective hold to use in conjunction with either the

Straight, the Stretcher, or the Figure-Four Body Scissors.

It is also an excellent hold to apply if your opponent has a

bridge sufficiently powerful to prevent you from pinning

him with holds such as the Half Nelson.

Assume that you are astride your opponent, using any
kind of a Body Scissors, and that you are turning his shoul-

ders toward the mat. When his back goes toward the mat,

he will attempt to bridge to keep from being pinned. Re-
lease your scissors and grapevine both of your opponent's

legs from the outside.

To gain the fall, straighten and spread both of your legs

with all your strength. Arch your back. Your shoulders

Fig. 1 54. Double Grapevine.
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should be well away from your man. This will break down
his bridge and prevent him from rolling. Lock your oppo-

nent's head and one of his arms and pull them in close to

your chest. His shoulders will be forced to the mat.

Counter:

Keep your shoulders off the mat by supporting yourself

on your right elbow. Break the grapevine on your right

leg by straightening it out with considerable violence. When
it is free, turn to your right and over on your stomach. Get

to your knees as soon as possible.

HEAD SCISSORS AND WRISTLOCK

Before applying a Head Scissors, be sure to flatten your

opponent out on his stomach. There are several methods for

accomplishing this end. The Cant and Near Wristlock is

very satisfactory.

6
*-NJ

Fig. 155. Heod Scissors and Wristlock—the Stort.
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Assume that your opponent is flattened out. You are on

your knees at his right side, with your chest resting on his

shoulder blades. Reach underneath and grasp your oppo-

nent's right wrist with your right hand. Pull his wrist back*

shift your left hand to the same side, and hold his wrist with

both hands. Concentrate all of your weight on his left shoul-

der with your right shoulder and swing around in front

Your right knee should drop alongside of and as close as

possible to your opponent's left ear. Your left foot should

be on the mat near his right elbow. Be sure to keep plenty

of weight on him in order to hold him down on the mat.

To maneuver your opponent into a position where you can

lock up the Head Scissors, it is necessary for you to pull up-

ward and over on his right wrist. At the same time drop to

the mat on your right side. As your opponent's body is be-

ing turned, scissors his head as quickly and securely as

sible. Pull his arm out straight. The angle between your

body and his should always be greater than a right angle.

Fig. 1 56. Head Scissors and Wristlock—Completed,
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To gain the fall, hold his head as tightly as possible and

then turn your legs and body so that you are flat on your

stomach. Twist his right arm in the same direction. The

effect of this maneuver is to put a severe twist in your op-

ponent's neck and to lift his head from the mat. When com-

bined with the twist in the arm, it will force his shoulders flat

on the mat, provided that the angle between your bodies is

greater than ninety degrees.

When once secured, the Head Scissors is usually good

for a fall. The chief disadvantage of the hold, when it is

taken from the top position, is that it is necessary to have

your opponent absolutely flat when you swing around in

front. If he is not flat, he can easily do any one of several

things : withdraw his head, drive into you and get on top, or

stand up. The straight Head Scissors is no longer per-

mitted in amateur wrestling. The possibility of receiving

neck injuries or cauliflower ears caused it to be barred.

Block:

Do not permit your opponent to flatten you out.

Counters:

1. If you are not flat when your opponent swings around

in front, raise your head and move it to your right, at the

same time stepping up on your left foot and driving hard

into your opponent. Attempt to lock his right knee with

your left arm, or, better still, if you have knocked him off

balance, lock his head in a shortened Half Nelson. You will

usually get top position.

2. When your opponent starts to pull you over, step out

with your left foot and attempt to stand up.

3. If you are flat on the mat, and your opponent has

swung around in front, place your left hand against his right

knee. When he attempts to pull you into the Head Scissors,
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shove as hard as possible against his knee and roll as fast as

you can in the direction he is turning you. If this is done

quickly, you will not only escape the Head Scissors but will

often find yourself in top position when you have completed

one revolution.

FIGURE-FOUR HEAD SCISSORS

If, in the Referee's Position, your opponent uses De-
fensive Position II with hands spread far apart and shoul-

ders low, pick up his right arm at the wrist from the outside

and raise it in the air. Pass your right leg under this arm
and over his head. Place your heel alongside your oppo-

1 57. Figure-Four Head Scissors—the Start.

iknt s head, just below his left ear. Dive headfirst over

your opponent's body and, as his head rises from the mat,

lock your right foot behind your left knee. Scissors his

head as tightly as possible and pull outward on his arm to

gain the fall. Some wrestlers use the Figure- Four Head
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Fif. 158. Ftfi*r«-Four Hitd Scissor*—Compl.Ud.

Scissors in order to gain a fall after first breaking their

opponent down and keeping him under control with the

Cant and Near Arm Bar shown in Fig. 79. The Figure-

Pour Head Scissors is barred under the present Olympic

Huh

Work:

Shove your opponent's right foot away from your head

\s itfc your left hand.

t>Ol)UBLE WRISTLOCK

This hold em be applied from almost any conceivable

her standing or on the mat. It is not wise to at-

tempt it from the top position if your opponent is fresh and

alert, but it can be used successfully if he is exhausted. From
Referees Position/' reach over and grasp his left wrist

right hand. Reach across his body and under his

left arm from Itehind with yum !<ft ;nm and grasp your
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right wrist. Force him to lie flat on the mat. Swing around

in front of your opponent, using your left forearm, which b

Fig. 159. Doublt Wristiock.

resting on his shoulder blades, for a pivot. Drop your left

knee to the mat on the left side of your opponent's head and

turn his shoulders toward the mat with the Double Wristiock.

Flatten out and pin him by the methods described under this

hold in Chapter 12.

Block:

When your opponent attempts to grasp his right wrist

with his left hand, straighten out your left arm, and he will

find it impossible to secure the hold.

Counter:

When your opponent swings around in front of you, drive

into him, reach around his legs, and lock your hands. This
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move will effectively stop his hold and usually put you in top

position.

REVERSE DOUBLE WRISTLOCK

The Reverse Double Wristlock, like the Double Wrist-

lock, can be taken from almost any position. Instructors in

weaponless defense often suggest its use in standing position

is a means for disarming an opponent armed with a club or

knife. Its use in standing wrestling is not great, because the

bold is too difficult to obtain from this position. On the

mat it can be very useful as an offensive hold and is some-

times used as a means for escaping from the under position.

When on top, do not attempt to obtain this hold while your

opponent is on his knees; instead, take it when he is rolling

mderneath you and when he is either on his side or nearly

)n his back.

Assume that your opponent is almost on his back. His

•ight arm is above his head, with the palm turned toward

Fi8. 160. Re Double Wristlock.
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you. Reach across his body with your right hand, palm
downward, and grasp his right wrist. Now pass your left

forearm under his left biceps and grasp your right wrist

with your left hand, which is also palm downward.

This movement completes the hold. A severe twist can be

given your opponent's right shoulder if you pull his hand in

close to his head and pull his elbow inward and across his

body.

The hold is of some value when used alone and is very

difficult to escape from when used in combination with an-

other hold. One of the best combinations is the Reverse

Double Wristlock and Arm Scissors. It may also be used

in combination with the Body or Head Scissors.

Block:

When your opponent tries for this hold, straighten your

arm and turn the palm of your hand downward.

J
OUTSIDE CROTCH HOLD

If, toward the end of a match, you find that your oppo-

nent is exhausted, or if he is covering up by lying flat on his

stomach, reach through his crotch from behind with your left

arm and rest your right forearm, palm upward, across the

small of his back. Now lock your hands, raise your left knee,

and brace your left foot on the mat. Press downward with

your right forearm and lift his hips with your Outside Crotch

Hold. Keep his face and chest flat on the mat until you

have lifted his hips well in the air. It is necessary to exert

considerable downward force with your right forearm. Now
come up on both feet. At the same time give him a quick

turn toward your right and stack him on his shoulders. As
you turn your opponent, relieve the pressure you have been

exerting on his back with your right forearm and press down-
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Fig. 161. Outside Crotch Hold—the Start.

.

Fig. 162. Outside Crotch Hold—Completed.
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Fig. 163. Outside Crotch Hold and Near Wrisriock—the Start.

"*%

Fit- 164. Outside Crotch Hold and Near Wristlock—Completed.
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Fig, 167. Reverie Arm Scissors, Forward.

he can either strangle his opponent with the lapels ol

tit's picket or apply the Reverse Arm Scissors

iplish the hitter maneuver, he braces both feel

- his opponent's hips and continues to pull him in close

with holds on the lapels of his jacket and the sleeve of the

plans to attack ( the left) . Both knees are turned out-

and constant pressure is exerted against his opponents

:th his feet, in order to keep his body under control

When a favorable opportunity presents itself, he pushes hare

>
+ his opponent's hip with his right foot and, turning hi*

stomach to the mat, swings his left leg over the head and un-

der and across the body of his adversary. At the same time

he shifts both hands to his opponent's left arm and turns i1

palm downward. From this position, by means of pressure

against the elbow, he can either break the joint or compel his

opponent to resign the match.
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KEYED OR SHORT ARM SCISSORS

This hold is fully as painful as its two predecessors, and,

while more complicated in appearance, it is just as easily

obtained. The Keyed Arm Scissors is not a Judo adoption.

Its development is credited to Ad. Santel, at one time a lead-

ing professional light-heavyweight wrestler.

To obtain the hold, first get your opponent stretched out

flat on his stomach. Swing around in front and place a knee

Fig. 168. Keyed Arm Scissors—the Start.

on the mat on each side of your opponent's head. Reach

underneath his left arm from in front with your right arm
and bar it back. You are now in a position either to lock his

head with a scissors or to apply the Keyed Arm Scissors on

his left arm when you turn him with the bar. To lock his

arm, when he is on his right side, step over his left arm with

your right leg as he goes over, and catch his left wrist be-

hind your right knee. Keep your right leg well bent at all
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Is you swing your right leg over, brace on your left

hand and come to a sitting position on the mat by throwing

your left leg forward. Now hook your right foot behind

your left knee and hook your left foot under your opponent's

In order to tighten the hold, force your right knee

ird the mat and to your right and lift up on your right

forearm, which is locked in the crook of his left arm. Crowd

your opponent. This maneuver gives him nearly the

does the Reverse Double Wrist lock. This hold

\ painful by manipulating your right fore-

lo shut oft the blood supply as well as to bruise the left

your opponent. If the hold is applied correctly.

i* 1

I

- mpossd-, i \ oui opponent breaks the

held it two or three minutes, his .n

m

trill hi K> him for a short time* so that it will

;'i\ this hold, oi some other om equally

irm
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Block:

Do not permit your opponent to bar either of jroui ai

when he is on the mat on top and in front of you.

Counter:

When your opponent steps over to lock up you

either roll rapidly in the direction you are being

do a backward roll. This move usually will g<

very often puts you in top position.



CHAPTER IS

STAND-UP

sim pi jt method for gaining a position of equal advantage

t» to stand up, get free, and face your opponent. This ma-

neuver, when properly executed, is very difficult to stop;

therefore it is often valuable when used as a feint, in addition

to hring a good move in itself. If the Stand-Up is improp-

erly executed, however, you are likely to receive a hard fall.

For this reaaon it should be practiced a great deal before it is

u*ed in a match.

From the "Referee's Position" on the mat, at the com-

mand 'Wrestle," cloae your left hand over all four Angers of

your opponent's left hand and carry it backward and to the

left as far as possible. At the same time rise and place your

left foot slightly in advance of the position previously occu-

pied hy your left knee. Your body is inclined forward.

When stepping ahead, throw your shoulders back to relieve

yourself of the top man's weight. Rise quickly and step for-

ward with your right foot to a point about a foot in advance

of and well to the right of your left foot. Keeping your feet

well spread, legs bent, and body low, run away from the top

nan as rapidly as possible. Retain your grasp on his left

hand until you are certain that be is not crowding you. You
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i
flf. 170. St«M-Up.

ran then turn and fare him with safety. To face your oppo-

nent, release his left hand and pivot quickly on your left foot,

turning toward your right arm, which he usually retains. As
you turn, keep low in order to protect your legs.

A.A.I* and college wrestlers often maneuver their op-

lament into a position behind and astride of their near leg.

They snap their buttocks up very quickly, disturbing their

opponent's balance but keeping both of their hands on the

mat until their legs are almost straight. They remove both

(heir hand* from the mat and, before the top man can lock

hi* hand*. Heme them, tear them apart and fight their way
frtr a* before.

Olympic rules permit the top man to use the Waist Hold
on the mat. It is necessary first to tear his hands apart, and

then, covering the Angers of each of his hands with your cor-

responding hands, walk out as before. In this case it is es-

sential that you retain your grasp on the hand toward which

you turn: otherwise the maneuver will fail.
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Fig. 171. Stand-Up Keeping Hands on Mot to Avoid Waistlock.

Blocks:

1. If you anticipate a Stand-Up by your opponent, pull

him over onto his right side.

2. Kneel on the calf of your opponent's near leg.

3. While your opponent is getting to his feet, step over

his right ankle with your left foot and lock his ankle behind

your knee. Keep your body low, with both of your knees

on the mat, in order to hold his ankle more firmly. Now
grasp his right arm with both hands and drag him back to

the mat. He can be dragged down more easily if you also

twist his ankle by lifting upward with the calf of your left

leg and by forcing downward against his leg with your thigh.

4. If he regains his feet, free one of your hands, and lift

him by reaching through his crotch from behind. (Fig. 56.)

5. In case the under man has gained his feet and has

your hands locked so that you are unable to free them, grape-
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**
&*

72. Stond-Up—Block 3.

vine one of his legs and take him to the mat by any of the

methods described under the Grapevine Leg Ride.

ROLL, LOCKING NEAR ARM

Take one step ahead with your left knee and then reach

over your opponent's right arm and lock it high above the

elbow with your own right arm. Brace your left hand and,

without moving your feet, raise your left knee about three

inches from the mat. Then turn toward your left, passing

your right foot under your left leg so that it just clears your

left ankle. At the same time, pull downward and ahead as

hard as possible on your opponent's right elbow. This ma-

neuver will pull him underneath you. You are both facing

up and your shoulders are on his chest. Your bodies form

a right angle. The lock on his arm prevents him from roll-

ing toward you, but it is necessary for you to encircle his

body with your left arm when you roll in order to prevent
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Ffe. 1 73. Roll Locking Noor Arm

—

Hm Start.

him from rolling clear over. Get your arm as far around and

up as high as possible. Keep your feet spread and your

weight distributee! equally between them. If your opponent

attempts to avoid being pinned by bridging and rolling back

and forth, you can hold him by the following method.

When he rolls toward you, lift upward on his right arm
to force his left shoulder down. At the same time, raise your

hips off the mat and push hard with your feet, in order to

increase the effect of your weight on his chest. In case he

attempts to roll in the opposite direction, hold his body

tightly with your left arm, raise your hips, and center your

weight on his chest as before. This time pull on the mat with

your heels. If you can keep your body at a right angle to

that of your opponent and can anticipate the direction in

which he will roll in his efforts to escape, you shoidd pin him

with ease.

There are many methods used to complete a roll locking

your opponent's near arm. In case you cannot get your left
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Fig. 1 74. Roll Locking Near Arm—Completed.

arm around his body, convert the roll into a Headloek with

arm included by grasping his right elbow with your left hand,

encircling his head with your right arm, and grasping his

upper right arm with your own right hand.

Another method is for you to release your opponent's

locked arm as soon as you have pulled him under and, by

turning quickly toward his feet, to secure an Inside Crotch

Hold with your right arm. Lock his head closely with your

left arm and pin his shoulders to the mat with the Inside

Crotch and Half Nelson Hold.

The Near Arm Roll can also be used in combination with

the Step-Over. Lock your opponent's right arm above the

elbow and pull forward and down. Do not attempt to pull

his body under yours but merely let your right elbow go as

far as the mat. Your opponent will usually remain on his

knees, but he will be off balance. When your right elbow
strikes the mat, take a strong drive from your left foot and
step over your opponent's body with your right leg. When
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Fig. 175. Roll Locking Near Arm with Step-Over.

you throw your body completely across his in this manner,

the momentum of your body will upset him and he will fall

over onto his back. Your body will be across his, and you

will be in position to take a Double Wristlock on his right

arm or to pin him with a Half Nelson and Inside Crotch

Hold. This is probably the best method for completing a

Xear Arm Roll.

Block:

Pull upward on your locked arm. Step ahead and brace

well with your right foot.

Counters:

1. If you have been caught and your back has been turned

toward the mat, place your left hand against the right Hide

of your opponent's face in order to push his head down be-

tween your legs, so that you can apply a Head Kciinori.

This must be done before he gets his arm around your body.
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Fig. 176. Roll Locking Neor Arm—Block.

2. Grapevine your opponent's left leg with your own left

leg and gradually work yourself into the Grapevined Leg
Ride. Be sure to retain his right arm with your own right

arm.

ROLL ACROSS BODY, OR FARTHER ARM ROLL

Grasp your opponent's left wrist with your left hand or,

better still, lock his left arm above the elbow with your own.

Take a short step ahead with your left knee and follow with

another step with yQur rigbt. This movement usually causes

your opponent to have his left leg extended and makes

its use less effective in case he attempts to brace himself to

avoid your roll. The instant his right knee strikes the mat,

straighten your left leg, hooking your toe over his left ankle,

and drop to the mat on your left side. Pull hard on your

opponent's left arm and continue to roll until you have car-

ried him over your body and underneath on the opposite side.

You can assist the roll by shoving against his body with your
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Fig. 177. Roll Across Body—the Start.

right elbow. Either encircle your opponent's body with your
right arm and pin him as described in the preceding hold or

turn over and take a Half Nelson and Inside Crotch Hold.
When you use a roll across the body, always be sure that

your opponent is not too far up on your shoulders, because

in this position he is better able to counter your roll with a

Near Half Nelson.

Blocks:

1. As soon as you suspect that your opponent is trying to

roll you, hurdle over to the opposite side. This usually

makes any further effort to roll you ineffectual.

2. If you do not sense that your opponent is attempting

to pull you across his body until it is too late, throw your

body at right angles to his. Pull back on your locked arm

and flatten out. If you are a tall man, he will not be ahk

to carry you over. If you can reach his chin, grasp it with

your right hand and shove hard against it so that he faces to
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his left. He will he unable to, complete I he roll until he has

removed your hand and is again able to turn his head along

with his body.

3. If you are a short man and heavy in the shoulders, you

cannot use the above block with any great success, been use

your legs will not be far enough away from the under man
to give you sufficient leverage with which to hold buck.

Therefore it is preferable to lock your arms around your

opponent's body and roll with him as fast as possible. Kn-

deavor to complete a second half revolution and come on top

again. The use of this block should be avoided in Olympic;

competition.

Counters:

1. If you are well up toward your opponent's shoulders

when he attempts to roll you, let him retain your left arm
but apply a Near Half Nelson with your right arm. Keep
at a right angle to him and drop your legs back. When he

tries to carry you over, grasp his left wrist with your left

hand. Raise your head, so that your face can be used as a

brace on the mat to prevent him from carrying you clear

over. If you stop the roll, you will be in a position to pin

him with a Farther Wristlock and Near Half Nelson.

2. When your opponent carries you over, push his head

down with your right arm, scissor his right arm with your

legs, and retain his left arm with your own left arm. Apply
the Arm Scissors and Farther Half Nelson.

ROLL ACROSS BODY WITH NEAR LEG GRAPEVINE

In case your opponent happens to have his left knee be-

tween your legs from the rear, you are in an ideal position to

execute what is probably the most powerful roll in wrestling.

Grasp his left wrist with your left hand and the instant you
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start to roll hook your right toe over and around his left

ankle. Straighten your leg and put all the tension you pos-

sibly can in the leg grapevine. Do not drop directly to the

Fig. 178. Roll Across Body with Near Leg Grapevine—the Start.

mat, but fall forward and to your left as far as possible. This

will put his body more nearly parallel to yours and give you

more leverage for your roll. Bend your right arm and shove

the back of your upper arm against the right side of your

opponent's head. Now roll your opponent over and onto his

back by means of a strong pull on his locked arm and by lift-

ing his grapevined leg high in the air. The instant his body

strikes the mat, shove his head under your right side with

your right elbow and get your buttocks as far away from his

body as is possible. If you have your left foot well braced,

and if you are pulling hard on his wrist with your left hand,

he will be unable to roll either way and will usually be pinned.

In case he is not quite down, allow him to free his leg from

your grapevine and, as he does so, turn to your stomach. As
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Fig. 179 Rod Across Body with Ntor Leg Gropovino—Turning Opponent
to tht Mot.

rou turn, keep your left foot ill place and swing your right

eg through underneath. If you increase the tension on his

[eft arm and shove harder against his head, you will pin him.

It is often desirable to free your left arm and grasp your

opponent's crotch when you have carried him over. Dis-

entangle your legs quickly and try to pin him with the Half

Nelson and Inside Crotch Hold.

You can also complete this hold hy swinging astride your

opponent and applying a Double Grapevine. In this case,

Ho not lift his grapev'med leg high in the air as you roll, be-

cause you will be unable to get over it.

Block:

The instant you feel your leg being grnpevined, grasp

either your opponent's ankle or his upper arm from the out-

side. This block will prevent him from locking your wrist to

start the roll. Do not attempt to apply either of the counters
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described for the previous roll, because the grapevine on your

leg will keep you parallel to your opponent and render them

ineffectual.

ROLL ACROSS BODY WITH LEG THROW

It is not necessary for your opponent to be astride your

right leg if you wish to prevent him from swinging toward

your head to counter a roll.

Raise your shoulders until your back is erect. At this

point, grasp your opponent's left wrist with your left hand

or, better still, let him grasp your left wrist with his left hand

find hold it close to your body, thus preventing him from

withdrawing his arm. As your back becomes erect, draw up
pour right leg so that your shin is over his thighs and across

the lower part of his abdomen. Hook your right toe against

bis left hip. Fall on over backwards, but at an angle of about

forty-five degrees to your left. Pull hard on your oppo-

Fi§. 1 80. Roll Across Body with Log Throw.
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nent's locked arm and prevent him from circling around to-

ard your head by a strong outward and upward movement
<>f your right knee. When you feel that his body has been

lifted from the mat, give a final outward and upward throw

with your knee, straighten your leg, and throw his body on

over as hard as possible with a strong upward kick. The
instant his body strikes the mat you should be flattened out,

face downward on top of him, with your body at a right angle

with his. 1 1 is left arm should be pulled tightly across your

hack, as in the previous roll. This roll requires a very fine

sense of balance and should not be tried in a contest until it

has been perfected in practice. The reason, of course, is that

you are very apt to be thrown if your opponent manages to

get around your knee and secures a Half Nelson.

You can also use this roll when your opponent is astride

your right leg. Hook your right toe in his crotch, using the

same knee action, together with a high kick as you go over.

In this case it is usually desirable to drop on your side and

roll over, instead of sitting up, as you would if he were out-

side of your leg.

PIVOT

This escape can be used successfully against a man who
has a tendency to work high on your shoulders while you are

still on your knees.

Assume that your opponent is on your right side, applying

a Farther Half Nelson or some similar hold. First, raise

your shoulders and push back against him. When you feel

that he is throwing his weight hard against you to keep you

down, suddenly drop your upper body so low that your face

is almost on the mat. This movement usually results in his

weight l>eing overbalanced to the front. Step back with your

right knee and turn ninety degrees to the right. Withdraw
your head and reach over his body with your right arm to
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Fit . 181. Pivot.

keep him down. If this movement is properly timed and
rxecuted. it will rt suit in nn exchange of positions. As you
drop to your face preparatory to pivoting on your knee, pull

yimr right cIIhiw inward l>efore you reach around his liody.

m\ that you will not hump your elbow against hiH leg and
^|km! the maneuver.

A useful variation of this eseape can he accomplished by

stepping n\ er mid locking your adversary's left leg with your

own right leg when you find him too far forward. Thin move

* dl make it im|>ossihIe for him to hack up to a safer position.

Work your right arm in and hack until you are ahlc to peach

i»\ rr mid around his hody. Now all you need to do it to with-

drn* your head and you will Ik* on top.

I WIm-ii working high on your op|>onent's shoulder*, be

*ure to keep your left knee driven well under his hody. If
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you do this, he will be unable to clear your knee when he at-

tempts to pivot or pull his arm hack.

2. If, before taking a Farther Half Nelson or similar hold,

you are always careful to have his near arm locked, your

opponent will not be likely to try this escape.

DOUBLE WRISTLOCK ON NEAR ARM

When applied from the under position on the mat, the

Double Wristlock is not only one of the most dangerous and

effective of pinning holds but also one of the best means for

coming from underneath to a position of advantage. Most

amateur wrestlers hold the Double Wristlock in great re-

spect; consequently, it is very valuable as a hold and as a

feint. It is often possible to execute other escapes by first

trying for the Double Wristlock and then, when your oppo-

nent attempts to protect himself, quickly shifting to another

escape.

i
L Jt

I

Fig. 1 82. Double Wristlock on Neor Arm—the Start.
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From the "Referee's Position" on the mat, grasp your

opponent's right wrist with your left hand. Reach over and

around his right arm above the elbow with your own right

arm. Bend his arm as much as possible in order to be able

to grasp your own left wrist. The large knuckles of your

left hand should he directly in line with your opponent's

little ringer. As you lock up his arm, fall straight ahead and

drop on your left shoulder. Come into a bridge and support

your weight on your head and left foot. Continue to force

the Double Wristlock by keeping his arm tight at the shoul-

der and forcing upward on his wrist. As you go over, com-

plete the hold by passing your right leg under your left. In

this way your body will be at a right angle to that of your

opponent when he is forced underneath.

When you have turned your man to his back, be sure to

keep your body at right angles to his. Drop your hips as

low as possible, keeping the one hip toward his head on the

mat. This will force your ribs against his jaw.

-L
o

Hf. U3. Double Wristlock on Neor Arm—Complete*.
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To gain a fall with the Double Wristlock, keep his arm
well bent and bend your wrists as much as possible, so as to

lift up on his left arm at the armpit. Force your body hard

against his chin. This will usually force his shoulders to the

mat. If it does not, the strain can be increased by moving

your arms in an arc around his head. Ordinarily it does not

take much motion to gain the fall.

Occasionally you will find that, because your Double

Wristlock has been improperly secured, your opponent's arm
is nearly straight in the final position. This is not as desira-

ble as having it bent, but a fall can be gained by holding the

arm tightly and raising up your right elbow to increase the

strain. At the same time move his arm in an arc around his

head, and his shoulders will drop to the mat.

If, when you first obtain the hold, your opponent will not

go on over but appears to l>e willing for you to dislocate his

shoulder, you can force his back to the mat without injury.

To do this, turn in your bridge until your weight is resting

on your right shoulder. Slide his body down low on your

own and come to a sitting position. Continue your force

against the Double Wristlock, and you will be in a position

to pin your opponent if you just drop over on top and pull

your legs out from under his body.

The Near Double Wristlock is seldom used because of the

risk of being pinned when applying it in Olympic com-

petition, and because the force directed parallel to the long

axis of the body (Fig. 182) instead of at a right angle makes

it illegal under other rules.

Blocks:

1. The Near Double Wristlock can be blocked quite easily

by grasping your crotch with the arm that your opponent

has locked. Drop your hips flat to the mat. ami he will he

unable to carry vou over. Take an Inside Crotch Hold with
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your left arm and, by lifting, force him to release the Double

Wristlock and turn over to avoid being pinned. You should

Fig. 1 84. Double Wristlock on Near Arm—Block 1

.

be very careful not to release your crotch until he has defi-

nitely abandoned the Double Wristlock. Always hang on

tightly. A quick jerk can tear your hand loose, and he will

be able to complete his hold. When he releases the hold, be

sure to try for a Half Nelson and Inside Crotch Hold.

2. If your opponent gets a Near Double Wristlock actu-

ally started, either by surprising you or by tearing your hand

loose from your crotch in the preceding block, you can still

escape by voluntarily going over in the direction in which he

is forcing you. You must, however, go faster than he can

take you himself. As you dive over, your hips and legs pass

over his head. Land on the other side of his body on your

right side, with your body parallel, but opposite in direction,

to that of your opponent. Your head will be close to his hips

and his to yours. This move must be timed so that you will
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Fig. 185. Double Wristlocfc on Moor A/m—Slock 1.

both be facing upward at the same instant. Resist the hold

he has on your arm, sit up, turn over on him, and try for a

fall. This maneuver usually result* in both contestants com-

ing to their feet. It should never be used in Olympic com-

petition, because of the danger of a fast fall being called

when you dive over. The following block, while not so safe

as far as possible injury is concerned, should be used under

these circumstances.

3. If your opponent has your arm straight, as will some-

times happen, you can escape by just swinging around his

head to his other side. Try to get your body at right angles

to his. As you swing around, endeavor to fvw your locked

arm by seeming to reach for some object directly above your

hand. This movement will direct the force of your oppo-

nent's hold along the length of your arm, and he will have

great difficulty in holding the Double Wristlock. This

counter should be tried only after you have become sweaty

;

otherwise you may receive an injured elbow,
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Fig. 186. Double Wristloek on Near Arm—Block 3

4. If none of the above blocks works, and your opponen

is forcing your shoulders toward the in.it, you stiJl have ;

good chance to escape by placing your free hand in his crotch

then, by shoving his weight off over your head and bridging

pivot as in the counter for the Three-Quarter Nelson. If h<

retains his hold, you will be on top. but it is necessary tr

grasp your crotch with your locked arm in order to preven

him from trying to carry you over again. You must bridge

and pivot very quickly, because your opponent may try tc

grapevine or take a Figure-Four Scissors on your near le£

to block this escape.

DOUBLE WRISTLOCK ON FARTHER ARM

From the ''Referee's Position" on the mat, lock your op-

ponent's left arm above the elbow as in a roll. If he pulls

b:iek to avoid being rolled, fall straight ahead to the mat,

As you drop, turn so that you will fall on your right shoulder.
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At the saint' time connect the Double Wnstlock and grap**

\\\\v your opponents left leg with your own. in thi* e*#*

*4

i,

Flt U7. Double WrisHock on Fortfcer Ann—fee >orf

the Double Wristloek is obtained by grasping your oppo-

nent's left wrist with your right hand and reaching over ha*

bent Irf I itrm to grasp your own right wrist with your left

hand. K(t |> his arm bent as much as possible and coneeo-

Irate the strain high on his left arm with your own left, keep-

ing your man as elose as you possibly can. Tensing your left

luerps will aid in making the lock tighter.

To linn your opponent over, throw your head back pre-

i lory to bridging. Lift his grapevined left kg in order to

c\cnt him from swinging around to block the hold and Uj

itNMst in throwing his body over. Support the rest of your

weight on your right foot, with your right calf almost per-

pendicular to the mat. To force the Double Wristkjck, keep

your right font in place, release the grapevine as soon as he m
mi hi* tide, and quickly bend your left leg and pass it under
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your right leg. Force it through hard, no that, when you

Imvr finished, your legs will he well spread and your body

will he at right angles to tluil of your opponent, li< hum' fo

keep his body close to yours when you turn. Do flito by

holding his arm tightly and concentrating your weight high

on his arm.

A Double Wristloek taken on your opponent'* faith'*

arm is much more likely to succeed than one taken on Inn

near arm. Douhlc Wristlocks taken on the mar arm nit-

more easily blocked, and their successful use depend* upon

surprise and speed of execution.

Works:

1. The Farther Double Wristloek can he blocked by

reaching under your opponent's body with your right hand

and grasping his near wrist before he gets a chance Ut Mart

the Double Wristloek. When you get his wrist, pull it hard

toward you, bear all of your weight on your opponent** left

shoulder, and shove him straight ahead. He will unuuily

abandon his hold in order to free his left hand and crime hoik

into position. You will have the opportunity to apply a

Farther Half Nelson just as he breaks his Double \Vrial-

lock.

When applying the above block, it is essential to keep

your opponent flat on his face; otherwise he may "split" the

Double Wristloek. This maneuver is described under "Dou-
bles" for the Double Wristloek.

2. A Farther Double Wristloek is more often stopped by

the same method as Block 1 for the Near Double Wristloek.

To accomplish this block it is necessary to hurdle over yotir

opponent's legs to get on his left side. Grasp your crotch

with your locked arm as soon as you are over and flatten out

as before. If possible, take an Inside Crotch Hold with your

right arm.
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11. M'>,1 mm, when applying a. Farther I )ouhle Wristloek,

will ^. ipcviuc your left leg, thereby making it impossible to

hurdle over. Id such ti ease, ilrivr your left knee straight

idiead and upward between your opponent's leg*. Because

r A
t *%

Fig. 188. DoubU WrUtlooV en Farther Arm Weik I.

the hand <»n your looked arm will be palm up. grasp either

your crotch or the tendon on the inside of your leg, just

behind and above the knee. Hang on tightly, get your shoul-

der in your opponent's armpit, and crowd him up on fab

shoulders. To avoid being pinned lie will usually be forced

to release the Double Wristloek.

4. A method similar to Woek 2 for the Near Double

Wristloek can be applied to the Farther Double Wristloek-

If you find yourself unable to work any of the previous

blocks, drop on your right shoulder and place your right

hand against your opponent's body. Shove hard against him

and at the same time pull on your locked arm. This wffl

create considerable space between your body and that of your
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r\9 119. DoubU Wrlitlotk on Porter Arm «U«fc 4

opponent. Duek your liriid between ywir arm*, iirufW hit

hotly, and out. Hy the limr your opponent gH,* hulf way

over with his hold, you Nhoulcl have completed thi* mMttnt-

ver; then, hy continuing the roll, eome to a titling \HHtituttt

alongside of your opponent, faring toward hiti head Hit

hold will no longer he of value even if he return* it. In any

ease, turn toward his head and shoulder* and try for a full

A. The Farther Double1 Wrintloek ran he stopped by drop-

ping on your aide and kicking your opponent'* right leg out

from under him with your own right foot ju*t a* he bridge*

to turn you over. When you kiek hi* support out from un-

der him, straighten out your loeked arm, turn it palm down-

ward, and move it toward his head, at the *ame time «*n/l**v~

tiring to get hark on top. Thin counter if very ri*ky, tu it

will put a great strain on your elbow. When you t'traighten

your arm he may abandon the Double Wriatloek; Unsn

above your arm above his head and slip behind.
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f 1 kmble \\
i iallock, \ our op-

ly u ith in right hand and

\ cut jrou completing thi

hi ined, retain th<

lis hands apai I v shoving out-

n tear Ins hands apart more easily

! bump in the abdomen with your but*

it tl I m< ( »n. •< the latti unlocked, finish

Id u quickh as
)

ipts to block the Double Wrist-

t but, as frequently occurs.

j oui face, convert your hob)

litDoubli w Release your own right wrist

ip \ our opponent's left wrist just

i hand. K< ep his arm bent as much u
I the hold ;is you now h;ive it. When

ipfet Pffcll WrtiHotk
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y«m feci that hi> rt*Mstance in at a maximum, release hi» laft

*nsl Hith your right hsud and throw hi* arm over mi liard a«

}HH.s<|»|r with your left ami. Ak you throw him toward hi*

liavk, hrrak hi* grasp on your own right wriit hy means of A

quick outward movement of your arm. You can ihiw turn

over on top of him and pin him hy quickly reapplying thf

l>ouble Wristlock.

Success in the use of this double depend* entirely upon

surprise. If your opponent is familiar with thin variation,

you will be unable to summon enough power to force bin left

arm over when you release his left wrist with your right

hand. (>n the other hand, if it is new to him, you will have:

no difficulty in throwing him over on his back.

3. When your opponent attempts to block a Near Double

Wristlock by Mock 2 or a Farther Double Wristlock by

Mock 4, you can. by careful timing, catch his head in a scis-

sor* just before he comes into a sitting position. Be sure to

drive his head down hard with your top leg, because it usually

will require all your force to throw him back. Lock up the

•ciftsor* as quickly as possible and complete the hold as de-

scribed in Chapter 11.

The same bold can also be obtained if he attempts to block

the Near Double Wristlock by Block 1 but neglects to drop

hit hi pt. or in case he happens to be too far over your body.

Retain the Double Wristlock and, by lifting hard on his

rrotch and bridging strongly, throw him over to the mat on

your left side. This last position is the same aa that into

srhtrh be throws himself in Block 2, Near Double Wristlock.

Apply the Head Scissors immediately.

4. The Farther Double Wristlock can be converted into •

Roll Aemsa the Body and then completed as a Double Wrist*

brit. If your opponent uses Block 8 to prevent you from
nnmplrlsjsg the Double Wristlock, and you have his left leg

graprrvietL force hard on the Double Wristlock until you
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Fif , 191. DoubU WrtitUck—tfcufck 4. ftoUi«f Wt*n HU

feel that he \n pushing against you with all hit force. Get

your hips under his body and, by quickly reversing your di-

rection, throw him over to your left side. You can complete

the I hiiible Wrist lock hv releasing the (* rapevine and swing-

ing \<>ur body over and across his own or you can complete

it as a minhination with a Double Grapevine by swinging

nstrulr his body and locking bis legs,

5. If your opponent is able to free his left leg from your

grapevine, he will usually attempt to swing around to your

Irft sulr in order to block your hold completely, Just when

hr frees hit left leg, u»c ytmr own left leg to catch his right

leg and prevent bun from swinging completely around to-

ward your dioiildcra. Now draw ytmr right leg up. At the

same time swing your left leg Imck over his left leg and trip

his left leg by placing your left foot on the mat just past his

left ankle. The Instant you trip his left ankle* reverse your

direction, converting your Double W riallock into a roll.
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C

Fig. 192. Double Wristlock—Double 5, Rolling Opponent When He Brooks

Grapevine and Endeavors to Swing to the Left—the Start.

Fig. 193. Double Wristlock—Double 5, Tripping Opponent's Left Leg by
over His Left Ankle and Converting the Double Wristlock to o RoH.
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Drive hard from the mat with your right foot in order to raise

your hips high in the air; this movement will throw your op-

ponent to your left and onto his haek on the mat. When his

haek strikes the mat, either swing your body across his and

eomplete the Douhle Wrist loek or just step over his right

leg with your left leg and complete the Douhle Wristloek in

eomhinntion with a Douhle (Grapevine.

t». If you have taken a Farther Douhle Wristloek and

your opponent ha* used Hloek SI, although you find that you

are unahle to complete tin* hold us a Douhle Wristloek or as

a roll, you still have another alternative. Put all the strain

|H»ssihle in your grapevine and then feint to roll, as in the

preceding douhle. This maneuver will cause your opponent

t<» shift his weight in the opposite direction. As his weight

move, shift your left hand from your own right wrist to his

left wrist. Release his wrist and place your right hand well

out on the mat. Now throw all the weight you possibly can

on his upper left arm with your left elbow. Slip your hips

not from under his body and as far away as possible. If all

of these moves are executed very quickly, your opponent will

he on his face on the mat and all you need to do is to turn

over on top. This entire maneuver is somewhat similar to

the Sit-Out to the Side or Switch.

DOU8LE WRISTLOCK AND ARM SCISSORS

The Double WVistloek is completed in combination with

many other holds, a very common one being a scissors on the

other arm. He sure to get the scissor* as high as possible.

A fall is more difficult to obtain than with the previous

method, but escape is less likely, and the position is very

tiring to your opponent.
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jSjn.

Fig. 194. Double Wristlock and Arm Sorsor*

Fig. 195. Double Wristlock and Doable
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DOUBLE WRISTLOCK AND DOUBLE GRAPEVINE

This combination will result in a fall. The Double Grape-
vine will be found described in Chapter 11. In this com-

bination it is necessary that you keep his arm well bent;

otherwise you cannot keep close to your opponent, and it

will be difficult to secure a fall. A Figure-Four Scissors

taken on your opponent's opposite leg is also very effective.

UNDERARM LOCK

The I
Tnder-Arm Lock, or "Crab" as it is often called, may

l>e used effectively against an opponent who holds you loosely

mound tbe waist or against one who endeavors to retain con-

trol by grasping your farther ankle. In either case, drop

juickly to the mat on your right side and, as you go down,

Ftf. 196. Vndt-Arm Ucfc.
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slip your left arm as deeply as possible inside of and under

his left arm. If he is holding your ankle it is necessary to

draw up your left knee as you drop in order to be able to

reach in deeply. Kick to free your ankle as soon as you lock

his arm. Using your right shoulder and knee as pivots,

swing back onto your knees. At the same time force his

left arm forward, duck your head under his body and out,

reach over his back with your right arm and come on top.

It is necessary for you to hold his left arm as high on your

own as is possible and to apply all of your strength, otherwise

he may bar your arm instead.

SIT-OUT TO THE FRONT TO REGAIN YOUR FEET

S it-Outs are of three distinct types, each having several

variations. They will be described here in their most ele-

mentary form, and a few of the most common variations will

be suggested. The first of these is the Sit-Out to the Front,

which, when properly executed, can be depended upon to

bring you to your feet facing your opponent. The other

extreme is the Sit-Out to the Side, sometimes called the

Switch, which should bring you behind and on top of your

opponent. The Three-Quarter Sit-Out is somewhat similar

to U)th of the above and can be used either to get free and

to your feet or to get behind and on top.

It being necessary to have your shoulders high, the Sit-

Out to the Front is used from Defensive Position II. Raise

your right knee and vault forward with both legs. Your
feet should strike the mat about two feet apart with your

weight equally distributed between them. Your knees arc

licnt at a right angle. Support the weight of your shoulders

by n.sting your neck on his left shoulder. A little of your
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Fig. 197. Sit-Out to the Front—the Start.

a,

F* 191. Sit-Ont to the Front—Pivoting to Face Opponent .
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\\< ighl iiim\ he supported by keeping your right hand on the

itinl Tin instant ymir feet strike the mat. without removing
\«hii u right from his shoulder, move your body straight

nl H ml until your buttocks touch your heels. Keeping your
light IimiI m place, tlrt>p your right knee outward until it

(••tidies tin mat. Pivot immediately to your right on your

iighl knee and face your opponent. As you pivot lower

your right elbow to the mat. In order to succeed, this escape

must Im dune very quickly. Touching your buttocks on the

•tint slow* you down and spoils the move. A reversal of

positions can often be obtained if, as you pivot to face your

opponent, you duck your head under and behind his left arm
nt it bout the same time your pivot is completed. Reach over

Ins buck with your right arm and gain top position.

A variation of this escape is particularly useful when the

top mini attempts to keep his position by locking his arms
ii rout m I your waist.

First come to a sitting position with your legs well spread

?«. Iff. S»-Ovt to H» FwI fi—Mi • Wotat IMi
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nriit your opponent: to pull it high on his chest. Whe** fo

fomes to a fitting position, drop your left shoulder into 1m
short ribs and, by pulling in oo the Waist Hold, force turn

over onto his side on the mat.

Counter:

1. Retain your hold on his right arm and grasp his <4j*o

with your left hand. Pull him backward onto his shoulders,

Lock his head under your left armpit and force your right

arm between his right arm and his body. Lock your hands.

Hatten out, and pin him a* described in the Farther Ann Mar,

Ptf . 200, S*-Ovt t» tfcc Front—Counftr

2, If your opponent has braced his neck against your

right shoulder, hook your left arm up through his left arm-

pit fiml grasp his shoulder. Press your chin against your

left hand to prevent him from twisting free. Grasp his chio

with your right hand and twist his head to the right. Force

his shoulders to the mat.
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JT-OUT TO THE SIDE, OR SWITCH

This eseape is vnh in hie when used against a man who pulls

you In your right side with his waist hold. Once the switch

jn well started it is a very powerful escape.

When your opponent attempts to pull you off balance to

your right with his left arm, which is around your waist, free

your right arm and place your hand on the mat about fifteen

or eighteen inches in front of and a little to the left of your

left knee. Keep your left foot in place and raise your left

knee about six or eight inches from the mat. With your

weight supported on your left foot and right hand, sit

through to the side. Your right foot should barely miss your

left when it passes under your left ankle to be placed on the

mat about two feet past your left foot. At the same time,

with your left arm slightly bent, reach over his left arm and

grasp the inside of his left thigh close to his crotch. Your
left nrm should pass over his left arm as high up as your

positions permit. As soon as you grasp his thigh, remove

your right hand from the mat and throw all the weight you

possibly can un your opponent's left shoulder. Your but-

tocks should be dear of the mat and swung away from your

opponent as fur as possible. If you place sufficient weight

on Ins left shoulder and your hips are far enough away from

him. his head will be on the mat, facing away from you. This

will punish his left shoulder severely. The strain on his

shoulder can he increased or sustained by holding his left

wrUt h»'|, your right hand. Once you have your man flat

finis you can swing over and on top of him.

f ymi are atiept with your legs, you can make this escape

>cn nit ire effective by means of the following variations.

When you are pulled off balance, drop to the mat on your

right side, supporting your weight with your right elbow

i n*t end of your baud. At the same time reach back and over
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*

Fig 201 S*»teh.

Fi§ 202, Swltelt—Ooi*« 0«fcl*4
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<r.

Fig. 203. Switch with Log Groptvlnt.

your opponent's left leg with your own left leg and take a

strong Grapevine. Grasp his thigh with your left hand as

before, slide your hips away from your opponent in order to

throw more weight on his shoulder, and pull yourself on top.

In case your opponent tries to hold your right arm, it can

be freed by a strong outward movement of the arm just when
you throw your weigh on his left shoulder. Thin variation

can be done more slowly than the first method because of its

greater power. The Grapevine prevents the top man from

throwing his body across yours in older to block your escape.

Blocks:

1. When your opponent starts a Switch, crowd him closely

and pull in on tKe Waist Hold. He careful that he does not

suddenly reverse his direction and roll you over his body.

2. If he braces on his right hand instead of his elbow, grasp

his right wrist with your right hand unci pull him hack on

his face.
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Countcri:

1. If you cannot block the switch, brace your right hand

ami foot on the mat and when he is in the position shown in

Fig. 202, rotate your left arm to relieve the strain, and with

a strong drive from your right arm and leg, step over and

across his body with your left leg. If your legs are long,

grapevine his right leg, otherwise scissor his legs or swing

completely across his body.

2. Most wrestlers counter the Switch by using a Switch

themselves an instant before their opponent comes on top.

Fif. 204. CMNttr Svttck.

Three-quarter sit-out

In many respects this escape is similar to the Sit-Out

to the Front. It has the added advantage that half way

through the maneuver you have a choice of either going be-

hind or getting free in a standing position. This feature
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strikes the mat, pivot on your left foot and shoulder to go

belli iid and on top.

I fi case he is able to hold your right arm, do not reach into

his crotch but turn to your right, as in the Sit-Out to the

Front, and face him. You should at least be able to regain

your feet. If you drop your right elbow to the mat as you

pivot, you will often be able to duck under his arm and, by

reaching over his back with your right arm, gain top position.

HEAD CHANCERY OVER SHOULDER

Often when attempting a Sit-Out to the Front or a Three-

C^uarter Sit-Out, you will find your opponent crowding in

[•lose, with his head projecting over your right shoulder.

Fig. 206. Head Chancery over Shoulder.

in such a case, reach up and grasp him by the back of the

neck with both hands. Pull ahead and downward and then

fall on vour ricrht side with his head under vours. Retain
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worth trying, because you will not knit* anything, your oppo-

nent being behind you to begin with. It is useless to try this

escape by locking the head alone, because he will be able to

use his right arm as a brace and avoid being pulled under-

neath.

STEP-OVER

If your opponent is working well ahead and low, gain con-

trol of his right arm by locking it above the elbow with your

right arm or by permitting him to hold your right wrist with

his right hand. Raise your hips and, with the aid of a strong

drive from your left leg and arm. throw your right leg clear

over his back and grapevine hi* right leg. Pull in hard on

his locked right arm. Thi* will force him down onto his right

Fig. 208. Sttp-0v«r to 0rop«vJn« Opponent' » U§—th« Start.

side. If you have hi* right leg securely grapevined, apply a

Reverse Half Nelaon with your right arm and try for a fall.

This escape will work very well for n man with long leg*. If
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11 his left arm toward you. This will turn

the mat ami you should be able to H
II

III Uu event that you have failed to gain control of his

i) drive him to the mat on his head and right shoul-

:u u auallj gain top position at this point if you
bodj with your right leg. You are now astride

-'"i opponent ind, if you do not permit yourself to get

vmir knees spread, he will have a

difficult thin to avoid a fall O] n u* fall. At the very least,

iu will i" i his top position.

stride Ins body, you .iump clear

\ complete the hold by either

two methods Pull his locked left arm in cl A your
hi n m ind tlu ii lot k his head writh your left arm. At the

in.u drop onto your left hip arid you will have him in

Headloek shown in Fig. 82. This maneuvi rks well

et

V
i I The Sir-Our-to-The-Fronr from the Over-Arm Lock.
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you can often gain a fall in the following manner. When
he drives into you and endeavors to control your body with

his waistloek, resist his waistlock and brace your left foot on

the mat. Take a short step ahead with your right knee.

Fig. 214. The Over-Arm Lock. Reverting direction to gain a foil.

Now pivot on your right knee, step completely around in

front of him with your left foot, slip your left arm under his

right arm and throw him hard to his left. (Fig. 214.) If

you pull down hard on his left arm he will be thrown to the

mat on his hack. Complete the hold as shown in Fig. 24.

As in the previous situation, when you have failed to es-

tablish control of your opponent's left arm and he drives into

you, it is possible for you to roll him in the direction in which

lie is driving and score cither a reversal or a fall.

Lock his left arm as tightly as possible. Move your left

knee in close to your right knee, drop quickly onto your

right side and throw him over to the other side and on his

back on the mat. In order to do this you must use your right

leg to execute a Roll with I <eg Throw (Fig. 180). Your
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^
Fig. 215. The Ovtr-Arm Lock converted into a Roll.

right foot may be pla< ed either inside of his right thigh or in

hit crotch. More of tei \ you can hook your foot outside of his

left thigh and lift him over with strong upward pressure of

your knee and foot as shown in Fig. 215.

F»§. 216. Ov«r-Arm Lock, Counter.
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Block:

Keep well behind and close to your opponent and he will

be unable to lock your arm.

Counter:

When your opponent swings his right arm over and lock*

your left arm, drive in hard and increase the power of your

waistlock. Grasp his left arm at the elbow with your right

hand. Pull his left arm inward and ahead and throw him

over onto his back on the mat.
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MATS

Men have wrestled on the grass for hundreds of years. A
good plot of soft turf is all that is needed. In such a case,

hard throws from standing should be avoided, but other-

wise normal wrestling can be carried on.

Satisfactory wrestling mats can be purchased from almost

any athletic supply house. Such mats should be regarded

as permanent equipment ; if they are given proper care, they

will last for many years.

Wrestling mats should be at least two inches thick. The
area of the mat space depends upon the floor space available.

A square mat is the most economical for general use; it

should be not less than twenty feet by twenty feet, and

twenty-four feet by twenty-four feet is preferred. Where
the mats are not to be moved and are used for wrestling

alone, it is desirable that they be in units of these same di-

mensions. However, if the mats must fill a large number of

needs, as is common in most gymnasiums, it is better to hare

them in strips five feet by twenty feet or six feet by twenty-

four feet. Four mats can be laid side by side for wrestling.

while in other combinations and arrangements they may be

used in the teaching of gymnastics or tumbling or even for

the protection of basketball players from possible injury

against backboard supports and other obstacles.

MAT COVERS

The choice of a cover for the mat is very important. It

should be tightly stretched in order to avoid wrinkles, which

are unsightly and also a potential source of injury to the

wrestler, since they may cause him to stumble or trip. Clean-

liness is of great importance in the prevention of possible

skin infection. It is very desirable to have the cover clean at

all times.

Several types of mat covers are used, and each is preferred
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by some coach for various reasons. The four moHt common
types are listed, and their chief characteristics are mentioned

:

1. Canvas—durable, easily and cheaply laundered, but

prone to cause mat burns. Special mat paints are often ap-

plied to canvas covers, which make them much more durable.

Far fewer burns are produced and they can be kept sanitary

by mopping off with mild soapy water.

2. Canton flannel—easily laundered, does not burn, but is

far less durable than any other type of cover.

3. Velvet carpet—durable, does not burn, but is hard to

keep sanitary, owing to difficulty and expense of proper

cleaning. The nap also loosens in time and interferes with

the breathing of the wrestlers.

4. Rubber—durable, does not burn, and can be cleaned

easily by mopping. High initial cost is the chief objection

to a rubber cover, but its durability makes it one of the

cheapest in the long run. Some coaches object to the ex-

cellent traction afforded by rubber covers, which interfere*

with certain maneuvers on the mat. The rubber will de*

teriorate in time.

5. Plastic covers came into use at the close of World War
II. These vinylite covers have a smooth surface which will

not burn. They will stand wear well and are as easy to keep

sanitary as a rubber cover. The traction afforded is con-

sidered ideal by most wrestling coaches. They arc some-

what elastic and cannot be laced as tightly as canvas c/Tvers,

A cut can be repaired with little loss of time. From the

standpoint of service they, like the rubber covers, arc tbf

cheapest where service is heavy.

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT

The personal equipment of the wrestler is determined by

the circumstances under which he is working In competitive
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apply a dry surgical powder. Cover with a sterile bandage

it secondary infection. If the burn covers a large

area (over two or three square inches), it is better to use a

mild salve such as sulfathiazole instead of powder, in order

it secondary infection or the formation of a large

ah, which will crack quite easily and retard healing,

ture of benzoin is also very useful ; it is an excellent anti-

septic and also toughens the skin.

A neglected mat burn can result in blood poisoning due tc

secondary infection. In such a case it should be treated by a

i< ian.

IMPETIGO
Infectious skin diseases can be contracted by wrestling on

dirty mats or with someone who is already infected. If all

pment is kept clean and no one with an infectious skin

is permitted to wrestle, impetigo and similar ailments

can he entirely eliminated.

There are several satisfactory methods for treating im-

A common procedure is to clean the infected and

area with 1/2000 mercuric chloride solution.

insing and drying, a 10 per cent ammoniated mercury

I is applied. Ordinarily, a case of impetigo will be

ter a few days of this treatment. Where impetigo

f on the face, it is usually desirable to avoid shaving

infection disappears. This will reduce the chance

ling the infection. If it is necessary to shave, the

Id be thoroughly rinsed with 1/2000 mercuric

lutinn both before and after shaving. The razor

instruments should receive similar treatment.

successful procedure is that of cleansing the in-

with 1 2000 mercuric chloride solution, removing

urns, and following with a final cleansing and

ig with ether. A solution of merthiolate in collodion is

i area and allowed to dry. After a few days.
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when the collodion patch has been removed, the affected area

beneath it will be found to be free from infection. Many
other chemical agents have been found to be effective in the

treatment of impetigo. Sulfathiazole ointment is often

satisfactory. Weak solutions of gentian violet have been

used with success.

Many physicians recommend short, but frequent, exposure

to ultraviolet light and claim to get excellent results.

Severe infections, where the patient has a very thin and

tender skin, should always be treated by a physician. In-

dividuals with this type of skin are easily infected, and the

spreading is difficult to arrest.

BOILS

A boil usually has its inception at a hair follicle. It is

caused by infection with some organism at that point. At
the beginning, a boil can often be arrested by the application

of an ice pack. Heat will bring it to a head. A wrestler

should not take workouts when he is infected with boils.

Sweating and contact will spread them from one hair follicle

to another. Bruising a boil may have serious consequences

by causing the infection to become more general.

When a boil is ready to be opened, it should be lanced by

a physician and the core and pus taken out. It should be

cleansed with a warm antiseptic solution. All boils should

be covered with a sterile bandage, both before and after

lancing. This will prevent them from spreading. Sometimes

a person will get a series of boils and all efforts to prevent

spreading seem to be ineffectual. In such a case, consult a

physician regarding the preparation and use of a vaccine.

The addition of yeast to the diet is often recommended a* a

preventative for boils.
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SPRAINS

lined ankle should l>< »l the possibility of

furtLv bj oppin nmediately. If a

ill examination rules ou1 the possibility of ;i fracture,

inkle should be wrapped compression bandage

d plunged into icewater or covered wilh an i< pack for at

ji hour. This procedure will insure a minimum of

and greatly reduce the period of convalescence.

ed person should avoid walking on the ankle the

gauj and longer if the sprain is severe. After one or

days, depending upon the severity of the sprain, heat

its should be started. As comfort will per-

the ankle should be moved passively through its entire

movements taking care to avoid further tearing of

This will prevent the formation of adhesions.

When he is able to be about, the athlete should have the ankle

protected by a Gibney adhesive strapping. When he re-

hirns to active wrestling the more substantial "work strap"

Jd be used.

Torn ligaments at the elbow are sometimes caused by use

Double Wristlock and the Switch. This injury should

be treated like am >ther sprain. Ji' the injury is severe, no

ling should done for about six weeks.

If a wrestler gets torn ligaments ;it the knee, the injury

will usually be und to be on the outside. Because this type

s any damage to the cartilage of the

rdin irily be regarded as serious. The leg

nted in order to keep the joint ex-

tende severe, the injured man should be

days. It is better for him to use

hes when he is first able to be about. Keeping the leg

nnd rest, ai most important points to keep in

time for ery depends upon the severity of
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If the ligaments on the inside of the knee Are torn, the

results are liable to be of a much more serious nature. It

often happens that the medial cartilage in dinplaced. When
this injury occurs, the injured man should seek the advice of

a competent physician—one skilled in the correction of in-

juries of this type. Permanent disability can result from

neglect of injuries to the knee.

If there haar been no damage to the curtilage, when the

injured athlete is able to be about, it is desirable to wedge

up the heel of his shoe about a quarter of an inch. The
wedge should be applied on the side the injury occurs.

In cases of knee injuries it is desirable to apply a pre-

patellar strapping with a compression bandage to prevent

fluid from getting into the lower leg, where absorption is

slow and difficult. Even though the injured athlete is un-

able to walk, it is. desirable to have some movement of the

joint as soon as its condition permits. This will prevent the

formation of adhesions.

Although quite common in football, injury to the cartilage

of the knee is rarely found among wrestlers. This is gen-

erally attributed to the fact that, whenever a wrestler twists

his knee, his leg is usually in tension, whereas the football

player has his weight on his foot and his leg is being com-

pressed.

BRUISES

Athletes occasionally receive bruises on their arms or legs.

An ice pack should be applied to the area in order to reduce

hemorrhage and swelling. The next day heat alone should

be used. Rest is essential. After a few days, the affected

muscle can be massaged lightly around the injury, but not

over it. All massaging movements should be toward the

heart and preferably between the injury and the heart.
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BREAKS AND DISLOCATIONS

p the injured man warm and eotnfortahle. Do not

t him any more than is absolu MMPy. Summon
an and have him treat the inji.

PULLED RIBS

Wrestlers sometimes receive pulled ribs ii they try to twist

their bodies in holds when they are tightly bound.

most satisfactory treatment is that of taping the ribs.

This affords relief and permits early healing. From three

to five pieces of two-inch or three-inch adhesive tape should

•d. The strips should be from four to eight inches

longer than half the circumference of the patient's body. To
apply the tape, have the injured man stand or sit in a posi-

tion where the strain is relieved. Support his arm on the

side. Start the tape at the backbone and pull it

be back and over the injured rib to a point three to

the center in front. This should be done

Ink the injured man is exhaling. The first piece

>uhi
|

it two inches above the injured area.

e o^t tape should lap about one inch over

of the preceding piece. Continue with strips of

i s at least two inches below the

i. Recovery usually takes about six weeks. The
ifeouM be taped for his first few workouts after

the mat.

I is any doubt about the nature of the injury

bility that the ribs have been broken, a

should be consulted.

SPRAINED SHOULDER

i -clavicular dislocation or "football shoulder"
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is usually caused by a fall on the point of the shoulder, or

even on the back, if the fall is sufficiently violent. It can be

recognized by an abnormal elevation of the outer end of die

collarbone. The injured man is sometimes unable to raise

his arm from his side.

It is customary to tape the clavicle down tightly in the

region of the injury. It is advisable to place a small felt pad

directly over the end of the clavicle and under the tape. This

pad will aid in forcing the clavicle back to its original posi-

tion. The elbow should be supported by tape or by placing

the arm in a sling. It is desirable to tape the upper arm to

the body to insure immobility and rest. Time for recovery

is very indefinite, varying with the severity of the injury.

It is wise for a wrestler incurring this injury to refrain

from wrestling for the remainder of the season.

In case a fracture at the outer end of the clavicle is sus-

pected, the injured athlete should be referred to a physician

immediately.

Occasionally the end of a dislocated clavicle will not mend.

In this case surgical treatment is necessary.

CAULIFLOWER EARS

This injury is particularly objectionable, because, when
unattended, it results in permanent disfigurement. Coaches

should be alert to prevent its occurrence, and all wrestlers

should adjust their style so as not to expose themselves un-

duly to this injury. This can be done by keeping out of such

holds as the Headlock and the Head Scissors. Maneuvers

where the side of the head is scruffed should be avoided. If

this is impossible, it is desirable to wear a soft headgear with

sponge-rubber ear protectors. These can be either made or

purchased.



A typical cauliflowercd ear is caused by pressure or a blow

on the external ear. The skin covering the cartilage of the

ear becomes separated from it, and a tort of blister, Ailed

with blood and fluid, is formed. 1 f the swelling is not treated,

it will harden, and a permanently enlarged and misshapen

ear will result. This disfigurement can be corrected by a

surgeon, but the results are never quite so good as when tile

ear is properly treated when the injury is still fresh and soft.

Some freshly injured ears are treated with great success by

first applying a little vaseline over the surface and giving

mild massage. In this way a small cauliflower can sometimes

be "rubbed out" Severe cases do not respond to this treat*

ment and must be treated by a physician.

A large variety of methods for the treatment of cauliflower

ear have been devised. The most satisfactory is credited to

Dr. Don H. Palmer of the University of Washington. He
describes his treatment as follows:

I first became interested in the subject of cauliflower ear early

in 1905, when I encountered my first case and met with all the

dimculttes you, who have undertaken the treatment of such casta,

have experienced. Owing to my continued interest in athletic

port* and an extended acquaintance among the local athletic

fraternity, this caae was soon followed by others until now my
experience covert forty -one cases.

It is with some hesitancy that I report so limited a number of

cases with a treatment which is quite different from any 1 have

found offered in our standard authorities, but my experience with

those old methods has been failure in every case. By failure I

mean the resultant deformity in even mild cases has been little in-

fluenced by the treatment

I have tried pressure applied to the ear before and after aspira-

tion or evacuation of the blood by every conceivable method,

including hoi, cold, wet and dry compresses with tight bandages!

coflodkm, sodium silicate and paramo dressings, 1 have used

drains of catgut, silkworm gut* and gause with the sasse unfor-
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tunate results until about three years wtfo 1 began to use my
present method.

With these preliminary remark,* 1 will give my ideas on this

small but troublesome subject.

Etiology. I believe that all cases of hematoma aims are trau-

matic in origin. The degree of trauma required is as variable as

the force required to produce a fracture of bone. I believe the

injury takes place by the ear having become folded upon itself

and rolled against the skull, when the cartilage on one of the

heavier eminences, commonly the antihelix, fractures, producing

the hematoma.

Pathology. The skin of the ear is closely adherent to the

perichondrium overlying the yellow, fihrocartilage of the pinna.

With fracture of the cartilage the perichondrium is dissected

loose by the accompanying hemorrhage. As time goes on the

blood becomes mixed with a clear, viscid, mucoid substance. I

believe it is this substance which render* the drains useless. In

from one to four weeks organisation takes place and a sharp

chisel or curette is necessary to remove the debris. After a few

months the organization is complete and you may have a condi-

tion varying from fihrocartilage to sol it! bone, with contractions

which produce the various types of deformity. I recently op-

erated on one such ear with only a partially good result but I

hope later to report other cases which 1 expect to treat in a more
radical manner.

Symptoms. The symptoms are not very severe, simply pain,

discoloration and swelling with, at times, loss of hearing due to

the occlusion of the external auditory meatus and the resultant

contracture with deformity.

Treatment. After preparing the skin surface of both sides of

the ear and the immediate vicinity of the face and scalp after any
of the approved surgical methods except iodin, 1 make an incision

over the prominent point of the swelling through the skin and
perichondrium into the hemorrhagic cavity, after plugging the

external auditory canal with cotton. All clots, new formed carti-

lage or bone should then be removed with a tine gouge or curette,

gently scraping the anterior surface of the old cartilage until it

is smooth.
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The incision is now closed except for a small opening which

will just admit a Eustachian catheter, connected up with a small

Pynchon pump. This rapidly removes all accumulated blood

and the suction approximates the perichondrium, skin and carti-

lage. The skin surface is now thoroughly dried and a new dry

plug of cotton placed in the external auditory canal. A generoui

coating of sterile vaseline is now applied to both surfaces of the

ear and for an inch anterior and posterior to the ear on the skull.

An assistant has ready about one-half a tumbler full of plaster

of Paris cream which is poured into a cardboard mould surround-

ing the ear. The ear is now completely encased in the plaster

with the Eustachian catheter inside and the pump working con-

tinuously.

As the plaster begins to harden a slight rotary motion is kept

up with the catheter to permit its easy removal through the cast.

The track of the catheter is now our drain to the opening in the

ear and allows for the escape of any fluid which may form. A
small piece of gauze over the cast and a light retaining bandage
or adhesive tape will support the cast and prevent motion.

The cast may be removed in ten days by fragmentation, when
the ear will be found to be practically normal. I do not like to

risk violent injury to the ear for at least two weeks following the

removal of the cast to avoid danger of recurrence. No recur-

rences have happened under this method of treatment nor have

there been any infections.
1

This treatment has been followed for many years, and the

satisfactory results obtained have been truly amazing. There

can be little or no excuse for the disfigured ears seen on wres-

tlers, boxers, and football players. It is certainly the duty of

every coach in any of these sports to see to it that none of the

athletes for whom he is responsible becomes marked.

Naturally enough, the recommended treatment is some-

times modified to fit conditions. The most common devia-

tion is that of dispensing with the operative procedure on a

• Palmer, Don H-, Treatment of Cauliflower Ear," N^rthwnut Mudlrtno, De-
ber, ItlS, pp. 1-7.
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freshly cauliflowered ear and, after cleaning and applying

antiseptic, merely aspirating the affected portion with an

hypodermic needle and syringe. After complete an pi ration,

the plaster cast is quickly applied before the ear haw a chance

to swell. When there is a rapid influx of fluid during aspira-

tion, it is necessary to use a pump, as suggested by Dr.

Palmer, and to keep the ear evacuated until the planter cast

hardens.

Freshly cauliflowered ears, when treated by the method

of Dr. Palmer, heal so well, without any tell-tale lumps or

thickened areas, that two weeks after the cast has been re-

moved it is practically impossible for anyone to detect which

ear has been injured.


